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Development Communication Report

Teachers Interact with Radio
in Nepal

by Philip A.S. Sedlak

in a country like Nepal. logistics
problems are formidable Muck
of the country is %cry mountain-
ous and roads pro% wie accts, to

only part of the country Rlak.11ing oistant pop
uffitions is far more expensne than ui main
other do eloping countries A project current
4 underway is attempting to determine the
citieietie:, of ;itteraeticc. radio hayed teaches
training as a 'able substitute for face to face
interaction A number of projects sponsored
by the S Agency for International De% clop
ment (AID) have e Arcady show n that radio can
be an effeetit e, cost-effluent medium fur the
provision of quality instruction in the class-
room (See DCR Nos. - 19.51, and 52.

The Radio Education Teacher Training Pro-
ject (REIT), now in its second phase in Nepal,
has many features in common with other inter-
active radio education protects \ \e are apply
mg curriculum development print Ties (It s%.
tenant planning distributed learning and
cchtal instruction as well as the principles
that effecu\eh explor .he radio meth UM, such
as intense e broadcasting, Intel-Am c learning.
immediate reinforcement, an engaging m
strucuonal pace, and maximal tune &toted to
the gnen task At the same time, RI TI e intrasts
in many watsU ith pry jee ts sue h .ts Radii lath
ematics in Nicaragua and Thailand. Radio Lan
guage Arts in Ken} a, and HADLCO in the Do
minuan Republic tree abut e referenced DcR
issues) Because )1 differences between these
radii t pry wets, the REIC lessons hat c taken on
a new If arm, but the instruetional and broad
east design principles hate remained basically
the same

The mall it t. t us here- w ill he t,
aUthnl.0 fidialtc2riStil. s I Ili 'pc his c
si w.111 use h t luk Ts wit nsted
in radii t ft to e lassi u tin tea, hing and ti the se

h mad w, ant to t e pit to the medium I ither
kinds if distant e teat hmg, espe talb teac her
training

Background: REIT I
In 0'2 the Nepalese gt nernment, an o in

Junin, in Ay oh Al[) Nepal, began 01 deceit ip
plan for uung radio in education Hie teasibil
ity stink done at that time suggeqed that the

best use of educational radio in Nepal would
be to train and upgrade Linde:I-qualified pri-
mary school teachers who had not et passed
the school leaning certificate examination
N.C) acinunistered to most eandidates at the

end of the tends and final year of the Nepali
school sstem. At present, ment -Noel] per-
cent of the primary teachers hate not passed
the Approximate4 fifteen percent are
both untrained and under certified. Armed
with the mandate to improve teachers skills
and qualifications, the first RE1T phase began
in 19-8 under the guidance of the Nlimstry of
Education and Culture.

In this first phase, Radio Nepal received a
100.000-watt shortwave transmitter and anten-
na, as well as other equipment In-country
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or overseas training was provided for the
newly- recruited Nepali staff. We then devel-
oped a curriculum co% ermg teaching method-
ology for six primary school subjects: Nepali.
mathematics, social studies, health, physical
education, and art. Rural development and ed-
ucation were added to this basic six-subject
curriculum. Two hundred hours of program
material were produced and broadcast, ac-
companied by self-instructional materials for
each lesson. Radius were loaned to pal-pupat-
ing teachers and the self-instruenunal materi-
als were distributed.

Broadcasts began in August 1980, with an
enrollment 45,593 teachers from -2 of the -5
districts. Of this number, 2,944 have reeened
Lauf:Lawn as trained teachers. Teachers who
participate in the ten-month course and sue-
ecissfull. pass he REIT examination are recog-
niied as trained teachers and recene monthly
'training allow anees- ucer and abut e their

regular salaries.
The MIT project has become institutional-

ized within the Ministry of Education and Cul-
ture as the Radio Education Division, with its
own offices and studios in a suburb of Nepal's
capital on, Kathmandu.

(Continued on page 2)

On the 25th anniversary of the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID), David
Sprague, Director of the Office of Education in the Bureau for Science and Technology,
reflects on AID's past communication-related activities and looks toward a future that will
involve us all in applying the lessons learned.

Apprariniateo) fifteen years ago the Office of Education in the Bureau for Science and
Technology (then Technical Assistance Bureau) determined that communications tech-
nology could play a vital role in delivering information and providing instruction in
developing countries. Beginning with pilot demonstrations in primary school mathemat-
ics and nutrition education; the program has-developed into-full-scale operations in
almost every sector.

Emphasis upon the systematic use of media began with a thorough analysis of the social
and economic conditions that developing countries wouldfacefor theforeseeablefuture.
It was readily apparent that well-trained, fully - qualified teaches, trainers, extension
agents, and aclnzinistrators would not be available in sufficient niimbers, especially in
rural areas to implement development programs As a result, many people Would never
receive the education, training or information they need to improve the physical condi-
tions of their lives. In addition, many of the development programs would be of such
uneven quality that even if the information or training reached the intended audience, it
could be ineffective and consequently wasteful of scarce human and fiscal resources..

Countries as culturally diverse as Honduras, Kenya, and Nepal have successfully dem-
onstrated with AID support that communications technology can overcome the barriers of
distance and isolation and make up for the scarcity of trained personnel. Children have
been successfully taught reading and mathematics, mother s have learned how to adpzinis-
ter oral rehydration therapy to sick infants, universities have exterided the reach of talented
professors to distant campuses :vivre students would'otherivise rarely have the opportuniry
to hear them, farmers have learned how and when to use fertilizer all by the systematic
and judicious use of communications technology.

It is our task now to inform governments, donors, all who are concerned With-develop-
ment, that a tremendous tool exists which demonstrates its effectiveness and afordi biliry if
properly designed and implemented. That is the task thatlies ahead.

Snppogted bythe-Bureau for Science and Technology of she` .S. Agenerfor Inte:rxtatioi..415eirelOPpiOt, ,
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(Sedlak conOtued flout page 1)
An evaluation toward the end of the first

phase of the project showed that the target
group of untrained, rural primary teachers had
been successfully reached. Because the first
phase concentrated primarily on methodolo-
gy, the evaluators recommended a second
phase be implemented to focus on improv mg
the teachers' understanding of core subject
areas.

Background: RETT
The second phase, RETT II, has two pur-

poses: to upgrade teacher proficiency in major
content areas, and to continue to prepare
teachers for the SLC examination. Under RE1T
II, radio lessons are produced to coordinate
the content from years 7, 8, 9, and 10 of the
Nepalese school system in English, mathemat-
ics, science, and Nepali. Listeners are currently
receiving three lessons per week over a
39-week period.

For 1986, the REIT II pilot year, we pre-
pared radio lessons in one subject area
only English Two hundred teachers from
five districts of the country are participating.
The number of participants and subject areas
offered will both gradually be expanded Cur-
rent plans are to include leccons M mathemat
ics in 198' and science and Nepali at a later
date.

Project design and planning were carried
out jointly by AID and the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Culture's Radio Education Div iblUtl.
The interaction element was first included
during this phase. If the interactive method is
successful in reaching the current target
audience, there is a strung likelihood that the
radio series can also be used by high school
students who are preparing for the sl.c. exami-
nation. With the consolidation of institutional
structures at the Radio Education Division and
further training of scriptw ruing, production,
and administrative personnel in radio educa-
tion, sufficient potential w ill exist for the
logical move to in-class interactive radio
instruction.

Audience Characteristics Comparisons

As noted, the RE1T project is similar in many
ways to other interactive radio projects There
are, however, major differences, dealing pri
marily with audience characteristics, which
have played a major rule In shaping the teach
er training project. I w ill briefly discuss these
differences along with other related issues

The formative evaluation process provides
the type of information about these differences
that is particularly helpful in making design
and production changes of radio lessons. This
in process evaluation requires scriptw riling,
production, and research and evaluation per
sonnel to observe the target audience of tea
cher listeners regularly while they receive
their lessons user the radio. Careful notes are
taken of the listeners' responses and reactiolis
and no assumptions are made about the ap
propriateness of the lessons. All features of the
programs undergo the same rigorous assess
ment through intensive formative evaluation
in order to determine what does and what
does not work.
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REIT Phase it
Protects

Audieme Characteristics
1 dult.,
2 Teachers
3 Individuals
4 Unmonitored
5. I tome betting
6 \'oluntail.

Level of Instruction
Secondary

Time of Broadcast
8 Evenings

Incentives
9 Internal

Other Interactive
Radio Projects

Children
Student>
Group
Ntonitored
School setting
Came

Lower Primary

School Day

External

1 Adults comprise the audience for the
REIT projects whereas children are the
target audience for other interactive radio
projects. The implications for the design
of the radio programs are many. Because
adult attention spans are longer, teaching
segments within individual broadcasts
may be longer as well. Radio characters
and content must be presented in a style
appropriate to an adult audience. The
quantity and quality of songs and games
must be carefully measured.

Listener interaction is important from
the start. If listeners do not participate, it
is very likely they will fall behind and
eventually drop out A major question at
the beginning of the series was how well
adults would interact with the radio.
Vt'uuld they be as willing to risk providing
responses to a radio as children have
done' In fact they du, but they need en-
couragement, both over the radio and
through orientation sessions.
While REIT learners are primary school
teachers, in other interactive radio proj-
ects the learners have been pupils. This
difference has influenced both the dra-
matic and the pecLigogical content of the
lessons The appropriateness of these
cc...tent features is aseertained through
the formative evaluation process. Obser-
vation of teacher-participants in RETT II
revealed that drills are an important fea-
ture of the programs. They assist listeners
in reinforcing structures that the} have
been learning and also give listeners in-
creased self-confidence. The drills are of-
ten simpler for the listeners than other
program material and become second-
nature after a little practice.

3. In REIT II, learners participate as isolated
individuals, whereas in other interactive
radio projects learners participate in a
group. This distinction was critical in the
design of the learning package. With
RETT II s emphasis on individual learn-
ing, there was not a strung need for
training in the use of participation cues as
Is usually the Lase in most programs for
group teaming. Instead, %Le spent consid-
erably more time in designing off-radio
uritritation sessions and on-radio repeti-
tion of participation instructions in order
to train isolated listeners to respond
appropriately.

The single-listener audience for RE1T
(Continued on page 3)
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(Sedlak continued from page 2)

II has presented a serious problem for the
formative evaluation team. Because of
transportation problems in Nepal, it has
been difficult to assemble a group of indi-
vidual learners who could be observed at
regular intervals throughout the course
broadcasts. The individuals to whom we
have easiest access, those from the Kath-
mandu Valley, are observed listening to
every lesson, although during the current
phase we are also receiving limited infor-
mation from observers of distant listeners
which is more valuable because they are
less frequently observed. In classroom
situations, students are likely to improve
their behavior under observation condi-
tions, but improvement is even greater
with the intense one-on-one intervention
which we have been required to use thus
far. Participants who are intensively ob-
served are rapidly outpacing listeners
who are never monitored. During the
next phase of the project we hope to re-
cruit a larger pool of individuals for ob-
servation who will be monitored less fre-
quently, thus be more representative of
the group as a whole.

C C

. . . the advantage inter-
active radio offers . . is its
compelling participatory
element . . ."

A N6pali teacher sits in a quiet corner in his home, upgrading his skills with h4 from interactive
radio programming.

6.

/.

4 Other projects have used a teacher or a
facilitator to oversee the activities of the
learners In the RETT projects, the learn-
ers themselves are responsible for their
activities, meaning instructions to the lis-
teners must be conveyed clearly, either
during the orientation sessions or during
the broadcasts There are no teachers
nearby to be sure that instructions are
correctly understood and that listeners
are performing them

5. REIT II listeners receive the programs in
their homes whereas pupils in other in-
teractive radio projects receive radio pro-
grams in the schoolroom, or, in the case
of the RADECO project, in a school-like
setting Distractions, such as the on-going
activities of family members or the pres-
ence of visitors are by tsieir nature, more 8.
difficult to control in a home than in a
schoolroom environment Home-bound
listeners also miss broadcasts more often
than do those in a classroom setting since
"attendance" is self-enforced By using
onthe-air "social marketing" announce-
ments and face-to-face orientation ses-
sions, we have encouraged listeners to 9.
minimize distractions and to find an iso-
lated listening spot if at all possible We
have also stressed that if learners fail to
tune in to broadcasts they are likely to fall
behind and may eventually drop out.

Related to the nature of the listening envi-
ronment is the captive status of other in-
teractive radio project audiences. The
RETT participants are voluntary listeners,
which means we must market our pro-
grams more forcefully than would be nec-
essary in a classroom setting where a
teacher would be present to ensure lis-
tener participation.
In other interactive radio projects, in-
struction is focused at the primary level
making it relatively easy to establish a
consistent starting point for the curricu-
lum sequence. Since RETT II focuses on
the secondary level, we have had to pre-
test participants to establish a curriculum
baseline starting point. We have been able
to determine the average level of achieve-
ment in various skills through this pre-
testing, but it does not tell us how to de-
termine the pacing of the programs.
Obviously, the starting point in the curric-
ulum is not the average achievement lev-
el. Instead, it must fall somewhere below
that level. Therefore, p.etesting of early
lesson segments and rigorous formative
evaluation are essential to ensure that the
level both of broadcasting and of average
listener's progress are harmonious.
Other interactive radio projects broadcast
their lessons during the school day,
whereas RETT projects broadcast in the
evening, creating conflicting demands on
RETT listeners' time. One way of respond-
ing to this conflict is to repeat the course
offerings more often than is done in other
interactive radio projects.
In other interactive radio projects, many
of the incentives are provided by the
school system. the opportunity to acquire
a higher level of proficiency in the target
subject and thereby be promoted or the
chance to demonstrate appropriate abili-

ties before the teacher and before one's
peers. In the RETT [[project, while incen-
tives may be provided by outside agen-
cies by offering discounted radios, in-
creased job security, certification, or
more pay increments, the -Decision of
how faithfully to participate remains pri-
marily with the individual.

Discussioth
Engaging the attention of the learner is an

essential aspect of any effective learning sys-
tem. The pedagogical effectiveness of interac-
tive radio has been empirically verified in Nic-
aragua, Kenya, the Dominican Republic, and
Thailand. Although passive-listening radio
models have been shown to be effective, their
effectiveness in comparison with the interac-
tive radio model has not been demonstrated. I
believe the advantage interactive radio offers
over passive-listening radic models is its com-
pelling participatory element, requiring re-
peated exchanges throughout the program. It
is this high level of participation that guaran-
tees the engagement of the learner. Increased
participation is also a major proven factor lead-
ing to achievement differences between inter-
active radio learners and traditional classroom
learners.

The challenges outlined here are those
shared by any radio-based instructional sys-
tem. Two unique qualities of the interactive
radio model repetition and rapid feed-
back help to meet those challenges by af-
fording better educational access and higher
quality education not only to school children,
but to their teachers as well.

Philip Sedlak is the radio education specialist
on the RE7T II Project, and was formerly the
linguistics specialist for the Radio Language
Arts Project in Kenya.
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Briefly Noted

by Robert Vittel and William Amt

Readers involved in the implementation of
rural community development projects will be
interested in a new publication from World
Neighbors Written by Jim Rugh, Self Frahm
tion Ideaspr Participatoo, Evahwition of Ru-
ral Community Development Projects pro-
vides helpful ideas about why project
evaluations are important. who benefits from
them, by whom and when they should be con-
ducted, what aspects of the project snould be
evaluated, how to undertake an evaluation,
and the importance of communicating and act-
ing upon evaluation findings. This booklet also
includes two evaluation east studies and sam-
ple forms as guidelines for an evaluation team.
It is appropriate for both program administra
tors and loud program personnel working in
the fields of health, nutrition, agrieultureInd
Lunn-mina). development Available to Lughsil
ooh for t S$5 (ifa Lim 25 copies are (Adel ed,
cost is US$-i each) from \X odd Neighbors De
elopment Communications, 511u North Port

land Ave, Oklahoma Cm, Oklahoma -3112,
USA.

The Centre for Development of Instruc-
tional Technology (CDIT) in India has pub
lished a partial listing of its database of audiovi-
sual materials produced by various Indian and
international organizations and agencies. A Re-
source Guide to .411.0i ksual Communkanun
Materials on Deielopment /.,sues has 141 en
tries whose titles cover a %% ide range tit do
opment topics, from Stall Feeding of Goat,
Clustrates how stall feeding is preferable to
gt zing, %1 Inch can be emironnientallt damag
mg), to Immunize and Protect -tour Child
(explains to mothers the importance of immu-
nizing their children against carious diseases),
to "The Role of Folk Media in Extension Educa-
tion" (shows how local traditional media can
be effective in teaching new ideas to villagers),
to "Nes, I am a Working Woman- (tells of the
situation of urban working women in India).
The films are designed for training extension
workers and educating illagers and urban
dwellers. The guide's entries include the name
of the film, the formats and languages in %%111L11
it is available, b} vv horn and in n hat year it was
produced, an abstract of the film, and the dis
tributing organization name and address plus
conditions of film availability Copies of the
guide are available for 10 rupees (US$1 00 )
from the Centre for Development of 1nstruc
tional Technolog), D I Soami Nagar, New Del
hi 11001', India

FAO Forestry Paper No. 66 bbrestry &ten-
sion Organization is an in-depth handbook
for those concerned with the organization of
community-based forestry projects It address-
es the need for interrelated roles of extension
agents and community members in order to
successfully carry out a forest management
project. The handbook, which is comprehen-

sive enough to be used b} people in various
climatic and cultural settings, outlines appro-
priate methods of extension, how to design
and implement the project around the needs
Ind resources of a community's sock) eco
nomic structure, how formative evaluation
with the participation of the community can
impro e the project, and the characteristics of
an effective organization structure. Supple-
mental) reports include FAOACEE 86.11 Hu?
on) Extension Cun-wuki and the forthcoming
Forest?) Extension Ilethods. All are available
from the Food andAwiculture Organization of
the United Nations, Via della Terme di Caracal-
la, 00100 Rome, Italy

The African Council on Communication
Education (ACCE) has recently published the
first issue of its new scholar!) journal. This first
issue of African Media Review examines
the strategies and challenges of communica-
tions for rural de(elopment in Africa. It in-
cludes an excellent selection of articles written
by well known African scholars in the areas of
communication technology, communication
research, comparative journalism, social-mar-
keting eummumeation, and eummumeation
pulict making. The RA Wit is intended to sere
as a forum fur African commurneation special-
ists, challenging them to des clop, promote,
and direct appropriate tools to suite Afrieds
problems, especially in rural areas w here com-
munication is a decisive factor." Subscriptions
to African Media Review are available at US$30
per year for duce issues from the ACCE Insti-
tute for Communication De% elopn !nt and Re-
search, P.O. Box 47495, Nairobi, Kenya.

The International Nem ork of Non-uot ern-
mental Organizations (1NTERDOC) and the
htsukrty Lannotimericano de Esnichus bans-
naciona/es ULM have recently begun pub-
lishing a bimonthly bulletin in Spanish called
CONTACT -O. This bulletin covers the how -to
of regional and international computer
networking. joining a network, hardware
needed, data base systems, electronic mail,
data transmission, etc. It also updates current
activities in information and communication:.
technologies applications in non-governmen
tal organizations worldwide with particular
emphasis on developing countries. CONTAC T -
0 contains a vet) comprehensne selection
of articles on informatics and networking be-
tween countries, recent articles hate covered
topics such as telecommunications costs in La.-
in America, communication and development,
computers in research, and information on nu-
merous microcomputer and information net
works around the world. A recent issue (2.'8o)
was also published in English. COATACT 0 is
available in Spanish b} writing to the Institu:o
lainoamericano de Estudios Transnaciunalos
(MET), Casilla 1663', Correo 9, Santial.,o,
Chile

Attention francophone readers. Actuaate
des Techniques de Communication dans le
Monde (ATC), a quarterly journal published by
TeleDiffusion de France, is a good source of
the very- latest information on communication
technology activities around the world. A re-
cent issue (July 1986) is loaded with many

news-clip style announcements on current
events and happenings in satellites, cable-TV,
audio isuals, ideutext, radio, broadcast TV,
informatics, and new product developments.
Emphasis is placed on reporting acti% mes
on the national and international level, includ-
ing extensive developing-country coverage.
There are particular!) relevant and interesting
sections on the introduction and application of
these technologies in and among developing
countries. The final pages are devoted to a
calendar of current national, regional, and in-
ternational communications conferences and
expositions. Actuahte des Techniques de Com-
munication dans le Monde is available in
French from: Service Etudes et Documenta-
tion, Direction des Affaires Spatiales et
Internationales, TeleDthusion de France,
21-27, rue Barbes, 92542 Montrouge
Cedex, France.

Robert Vine! and William Ann work in the
Clearinghouse.
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Communication
Training Opportunities

The 1987 Development Training and Com-
munication Planning (DTCP) short training
courses being offered oy the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP) this year in-
clude. Production Techniques for Instruc-
tional Audiovisual Aids, Communication
Campaign Planning, Production Techniques
for Extension Audiovisual Aids, Training
Methods, and two new field- and middle-level
management courses.

Nominations are now being invited for can-
didates whom agencies and projects may wish
to sponsor for participation in these courses.
Three-week courses cost US$1,935.00 and
four-week courses run US$2,125 per person.
Fluency in English is required. Nomination
forms can be obtained from UNDP country
offices or by writing to: UNDP/DTCP, P.O. Box
2-147,19 Phra Atit Road, Bangkok 10200, Tina-
land. Cable: UNDEVCOM (BANGKOK).
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Liberia's New Health Vehicle: Radio

by Florida A. Kweekeh

Liberia, a Vest African count',
with a largell rural population
has joined other Third World
couniries in promoting child sur-

vival programs. Using their new rural-based,
10,000-watt, medium-wave radio .s,,tein, the
Rural Communications Network (LRCM, w
operated with government Ministries, interna-
tional health organizations, and donor agen-
cies to implement two high-priorit child
survival programs -one in Oral Rehydranon
Therapy (ORT), the other in immunization

mo

Attacking Dehydration
Faced with the alarming fact that near) ev-

ert child in the county) ill experience four to
five episodes of diarrhea during its first Inc
years of life, the Nlinistt) of Health and Social
Welfare and donor agencies asked I.RCN to
assist them in publicizing a new I. established
oral rehydranon center in New Kru Town, a
suburb of Monrovia, the capital cit. Mothers
would be encouraged to bring in their chil-
dren suffering from diarrhea and learn how to
prepare the ORT solution at home.

"Network Liberia," a daily 30-minute educa-
tional program on LRCN was ,,elected to cart)
ORT campaign messages The campaign con-
sisted of four components. First, a short Eng-
lish-language announcement (a spot) featur-
ing a conversation between two mothers, was
broadcast daily beginning in July 1986 In the
spot, a mother whose child is very ill is given
the location of the ORT center and told how to
take advantage of its services by another moth-
er whose children have been successfully
treated there

Second, other messages were prepared in
the local language, Kru, that similarly informed
mothers about the ORT center and how to
prepare the solution at home

Third, informational segments on oral reh-
dration were incorporated into "Network Li-
beria" on a regular basis throughout the four-
month campaign period These segments in-
cluded interviews with medical specialists,
Ministry of Health officials, and mothers

Finally, a poster coloring contest was orga-
nized in September 1986 to encourage poten-
tial clients to visit the new ORT center Cash
prizes were awarded to winners in two age
groups - those over 12 years of age and those
under 12. Contestants were required to pick
up posters at the ORT center to qualify for the
contest, thereby familiarizing area residents
with the 'ocation of the center.

Over the four-week period of the contest,
368 posters were distributed. A total of 86 col-
ored posters were returned for judging, which
was done by Ministry of I lealth, the U.S. Agen-
cy for International Development, and LRCN
employees. Males and females participated in
equal numbers with nearly one-third of the
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entries coming from children Chalk, water
colors, oil paints, colored pencils, crayon, and
food coloring were among the media used to
color the posters.

Campaign Results
Statistical evidence of the educational im-

pact of 1.12CN's promotional campaign of the
Or' center was gathered Dr Dean Wilcox,
a consultant from the Centers fin Disease Con-
trol (CDC) in the United States Ills assess-
ment showed the number of visitors to the
clinic had tripled during the four-month cam-
paign Between Jul) and mid-October 1986,
diarrhea-related cases brought to the clinic in-
creased from 31 to 90 Centel worker, said
mothers frequent} an !bitted a areness of
the center to the radio messages.

Further el idence attesting to the success of
the ORT awareness campaign was the de-
creased number of cases of moderate deli) di a-
tion, dropping from -0 to I- percent per
month dal mg that time period. Anodic' posi-
tive sign was the rise in the number of mild
cases -which increased from 30 to 83 percent
per month.

While both trends coincide with IRCN's
radio campaign, it is recognized that the
rise in total cases and mild cases of diari hea,
versus the drop in moderate cases over the
same period of time may also be attributed, in
part, 'o mothers using the centers services at
the onset of their children's diarrhea. Another
factor may he the number of mothers w ho w ere
taught the ORT procedure who brought their
children into the center with less se% ere s) nip-
toms. In both cases the mothers did not neces-
sarily learr about the center from the radio,

Commueation planners may question the
use of radio for such small-scale interventions
and for the purpose of promoting the use of a
particular clinic Nevertheless, it is LRCN s poli-
cy to focus on specific development activities
designed for particular audiences, and to be
satisfied w ith show mg smaller increments of
success.

I hat is not to larger, national-scale cam-
paigns hail c not been suit. essf implemented
tiler Liberia', Rural Communicabon Network.
The experience gained from the 010 promo-
tional campaign w as put to good use when
du. Combatting ( muntinic able Childhood
Disc ases Program tt .CD) assisted in planning
a national campaign to encourage the immuni-
zation of c hildren under In e And II (mien of
child - bearing age Hie entire 1,1,N network
tamp. rated with the Nlinistr of Health and
social \I elf arc. the C(,U) Expanded Program
tin Immunwation. and I nusco. to disseminate
the OR I message throughout the colour) dur-
ing the months of Nol cipher and December
198(-i

A series of eight spot announcements were
prepared in English and nine local languages
for broadcast ten times daily on the three LRCN
stations on a rotating basis. Another element of
the campaign, a I 5-minute drama, was record-
ed b) a popular dramatic group, Our People
- One People, known for its insightful and
amusing fables of contemporary hie in Liberia.
Recorded in English and twe vernacular lan-
guages, the drama was broadcast twice weekly
on all LRCN stations, with other Monrovia ra-
dio stations running the LRCN spots for broad-
er coverage.

(Contunted on Page 7)
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On File at ERIC

by Barbara Minor

Documents recently entered tit the ERIC
(Eduy.auunal Resources Information Centel
files are concerned w ith the use of computers
in education in do eloping countries. MANN
media and educational do elopment, agrieul
tural development and bowl change, and the
patron-client network in African media. All six
of these documents are ay ailable in mien,-
fiche, and four are also .mailable in paper copy.
from the ERIC Document Reproduction Sell
Ice (EDRS), 3900 Wheeler Aye., Alexandria,
Virginia, U.S.A. Be sure to include the ED num-
ber and pay ment in U.S. funds fur the pi ice
listed plus shipping. Shipping cults Lan be eal-
whited on the basis of three inierunelie per
ounce and 75 micrufiehe ur pages of copy per
pound.

Lai, Kwok-Wing. The Applications of Com
pliers in Education in Darloping Countries

with Specific Reference to the Cost-Effective
tic of Computer Assisted Instruction 1983,
140pp. (ED 268 978)

Designed to examine the appheation and
cost-effectiveness of computer- .assisted ul
struction (CAI) for secondary education in de
%eloping countries, this master's thesis from
Queens Limy ersity in Canada belons by &fin
ing the research problem, describing the re-
search methodology Ind prow 'ding defini-
tions of the key terms used throughout the
thesis in the first chapter. The sew en remaining
chapters pro idea (1) a discussion of the rya
ture of C.A1 yy ith emphasis on its instructional
capabilities and cost-effectiveness, (2) a review
of the literature on the effectiveness and costs
of a C.AI system in develJped countries. (3) a
general description of NOIlle educational prob-
lems in the Third World with specific refer-
ence to educational poverty, (4) a discussion
of the applications of computers in do eloping
countries, (5) cost estimates for t CAI system as
used in a Mexican secondary school, (6) a dis-
cussion ()Effie appropriateness of CAI in t level-
uping countriestnd (7) a summary of the
research protect together with nine conclu-
sions and five recommendations. Selected ref-
erences, a sample questionnaire and cover let-
ter, a list of computer manufacturers, and a
categorization of selected developing coun-
tries by level of computer activity are attached.
Available from EDRS is mierufiehe for S.75 or
in paper copy for 510.80.

Computers in Education. final Report of
the Asian Seminar on Educational Technol
of v (Third, Tokyo, Japan, September 26 -Octu
be 2, 1984). 1984, 102pp. (ED 272 149)

The third in a series, this seminar was toga
nixed to study the %anvils uses of computer
science in education and to analyze the main
trends in that field, as well as to discuss prob-
lems encountered in the implementation of
computer education by the national education
systems of the ten participating countries. Aus
mkt, China, India, Japan, the Republik. of Ko-
rea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri

0

Lanka, and Thailand. 'file report from that sem-
inar prod ides. (I) deseripons of the purpose
and organization of the A.sian Prow amr;,e of
Educational Innovation for Development
(APEID ) and its paitieipaticni ui adyaneed leek
nology a...mutes. ( 2) information from a sun ey
of current computer education and future
trends in countries parmapating in the semi
nar, (3) discussions of suet] issues as hulls III
computer use, training for blINIIICNS arid 111l1UN
try, teacher training and retraining, eurne11111111
materials for teael lei training, quality and ay ail
ability of software, determining priorities ul
purchasing microcomputers, equality of ac-
cess, ergonomic considerations, copy right
policy development, and identifiL anon tit
learners. (4) guidelines for eurneulum eyalua-
nun and do elopment in computer ellUlat1011,
and (5) 13 recommendations fur curriculum
organization, teacher training, regional Loop-
erauun. and Uneseo,APEID responsibilities.
Attachments include a copy of the opening
address, the seminar schedule and agenda.
lists of participants and members of the orga-
nizing committee. and a curriculum guide for
microcomputer training for educators from
the Japanese Ministry of Education, science
and Culture. Available from EDRS in
fiche for 5.75 or in paper copy for 59.UU.

Romero, Pamela and Sanchez, James Jo
seph, compilers. Mass Media .SDtems ('glen
stun, Radio and Satellite) for LDC Rewunal
Educational Development. The Case c f Latin
America. Bibliography 23 1985, 1upp. (Ed 2-1
260)

Designed to sene as an introduction to the
use of educational media ul the less do eloped
countries (I.DCs ), this bibliography pro' ides
an o enie % of materas govern
ment documents collections. The 19 docu
ments listed are derived primarily from the
U.S. Agency for International Development
(AID), with two documents ha% mg been in-
eluded from ERIC. Entries myheate the source
from which t.ie document can be obtained,
and must entries include annotations. Dates of
pubheation for the references range hunt 19u-
to 1981, with most falling in the early to mid
197Us. Abbro nations used in doeument titles
and annotations are defined, and an index pro-
vides an alphabetical listing of topics and areas
of concern. Available from DRS in imerofielte
only for 5.75.

Abbott, Eric A and de I.eun, Cesar Anlado
Martinez. hilerre/ationships betu ten Max, .I/e
dia Use and Interpersonal Source Agit
cultural Den elopment. The Case of the Durum
ican Republic. 1986, 25pp. (Ed 2-0 800)

This study examines. ( I ) how the use of
interpersonal information sot rtes, prim inc
dia, and radio sources are interrelated tier agr
cultural decisions, and ( 2) which pattern:, of
media use ur mwrpersonal source use arc
most Jowly associated w tth know ledge of we
ummendauuns made by agrieultuial exten
slur' sen ices and with adoption of these red
ommendations. Twenty farmers from small- to
medium-sized farms from each of 12 randomly
selected areas m the Dominieau Republik.
were selected fur aim-views. Data w etc col
!wed on the farmers' use of inass media, in
terpersunal contacts with extension agents, ac

Development Commumeatioi I Report 1987,1

twines in local organizations, main crops of
the farms. and demographiy information on
the farmers mien iew ed. Results of data anal
sis suggest that for these farmers, the use of

radio, .0 id interpeimmal sources of in-
formation are closely !Melt elated, 111th a pat
ucularl close relationship bet wen print and
interpersonal sourt..... the It 1.1.,, also eonelud
ed that the e'en Wills of the infin system
work together and that adoption hehaY an IN
closely linked to interpersonal source use.

ailabIL front IDIts tit imelofiehe tot 5.-5 or
in paper copy fur S I.8().

Kunezik, Miehael Communications and
Nodal Change A Summai) of 'Theories, Pub
cis and Experiences fur hactitiuners
in the Third World Communication Manual
1984, 29pp (ED 26' 469)

Intended for media praetmoners in do el
aping countries, this manual from the rrie
drich Ebert ruendation in Bonn (West Gonna
ny ) summarizes theories, policies, and ex-
periences pertaining to the role of com-
munication in Third Wirrld societies. The nine
map): headings of the manual are .ts follows.
(I) Explanation of Terms. Theoretical! Consid-
erations, (2) Developing Country Research.
From Cultural Arrogance to Ignorance, (3) In-
dividualistic Modernization Theories; (4) Mass
communication and Interpersonal Communt
Litton, (5) Structure-l-urienonalistie Theories,
(u) change of Paradigms in Developing
Country Research, Dependency Theory and
World-Systems Theory, (-) The Discussion of
Cultural and Communications Imperialism,
(8) The Position of Developing Countries in
the International I low of News, and OA coil
elusion. Consequences of Media Policy the
Outlook for the International I low of Data.
Available from IDRS ul microfiche only for
5.75.

Fair, JO Ellen The Role of the .Vrican Me-
th(' in Patron Client 'Mations .1 Preliminat3
Look 1986, 33pp (Ed _2 -0'69)

Noting the many JAL (dues in eoneeptuali/
Mg and analy zing development Lommunied
dun, this paper enriches the concept by link
ing it yy ith a particular form of political,
economic, and so.. tat organtiation common to
many do eloping nations the patron client
network A brief rev iew of the literature eon
cerned w ith definitions of development, de-
velopment communication, and patron- client
networks introduces an examination of the in
terrelationships between patron client ties
and development eurrim (lineation as sow!
forces in a do eloping nation. The findings of a
small content analysis of newspapers from Ni-
geria and the Ivory Coast are reported to pro-
s. kle an idea of the amount and type of do el
opulent eommumeation news items available
to African leaders. as well as the potential wi
pact of the media s participation m the patron
client structure on the type of information dis
semmated Ayailable nom I.DRS ui nneiofiehe
for 5.75 and in paper eopy tier 53,u().

haibaia Minui, Publications Cool dinatui,
Lidc Cluiiiii huuse tin htfurthatiun Re
sources, 030 huilin8tun Iknll, Spat., fire
venity, afiacuse, Aeu, lurk, s..A



riculture
Courses

The l s Department of gric ulture u1 L1,1
Teratin unli the I. S Agene for Intema-

tRinal Dec elopment (Ail)) and cum ersines
through, nit the I.,nned states, has announced
its 198 ,Lhedule of LAllirSCS in agriculture Alla
rural development I he tour to rune week
Lk )urses, conducted in ashington, 1.),c. or at
unnersities 111 user 2U states, are in the disci-
plines of animal science and natural 1 esources,
eu in( nil., and polie nianagement, educa-
tion and hUniall resc AIR c des clopment, and
pri duct n in and ft:chili d, ig) i he are designed
Ii pri side des eh iping cumin.) participants
w th gi H id tea finical know ledge and the oppor
11111110. 111 lest and practice new skills In the
past sr, ins, irship has heels thn iugh VI i I V),
nitcniai dual des.lof in it. I it batiks 'loci, Pfling
c, Jul arc g icen in lents ft Kln( is, mid pin ate
irgan Iran, His

.11 IlliSVS I fft(t11 IS Ur oil
\grit tilt iral t immunk an, ins and \ lcdid tin at
cwt.'s t, he ht. ld at iw a 'oak 1 un.r,ili 1ni.s

,v born /um 22 1 Iuh I 198- Mccha
areas ti bc ci n ered includc at id
ei napc s111,111 ni. d1.1 ,11L11 II 1,1

ers and flip, harts and slick. Ltf H. I, d, igrai
1(1 enroll participants or to request adds

tit mai informancin cable or ante to Dr \ al
Mcvainis, Director, International training
IA\ WILL' of International cooperation
and I e, rl, ipmeut I s Department \gricul
lure \\ash ingti in I) c 21 2i1I iii i f ele \
\RR 'Vs!! titA3t, Mc/duns ()RA)

.0110C
Kweekeh ontiiiir, di/ di/ pqt.;,, 5I

Prel, minar data slit 'is a significant rise in
ihe I111I1It er if pea pie reels mg ac
-in s, inie aSL'S t illil pet cent Inc I ease w as
recorded 11 Phehe 1 1, ispnal in \ hint us
classes for nurse trainees ccere cancelled in
urdet tki handle the milli\ 1.1t people L1 inlifig
h. %.1, L111.11ti.1 Iith perccin in Me people
quesu Hied at \knu it tan slit:, !detained tack)
as tilde primal sour.e of Illtur111.tlutl ahlAlt
the "1. L Math campaign and es en mote,

percent, cited radio ut the uharnga area
cc her. I I R( slat!. in Is t .tad

']'last. pri. I iinin.tn Ft. sts!, ,u);f;.,l till nu
ponance of using It >cal languages to inform
targeted audiences h radii, R offering specif
is information -such as where to go, when,
and why-and packaging it in the form of fre-
quent spots and I iiminute dramas, an educa-
tional message has pnwen both popular and
effective in Liberia. Likewise, the judicious use
of posters anal radio unites' has helped to
create excitement among the listening audi-
ence, people are wondering what type of pro.
gramming 1,11C` will he tittering next

Mrs, Au eekeb is Director ol the Liberian Rana
C011111111111CallOM Aefworle, which is lomfir
sponsored hi' the 6oernmeni Liberia
and the 1 cy for international
Development

Managing Telephone Systems
by Robert,Sch**e

Telecbinmunications organizations -both public and private -in many de-
veloping countries are rapidly expanding to meet an increasing demand and
tbimprove the qualityparticularly of their telephone service. Rapid and
cost-effective expansion is often, restricted by inadequate information gather-

:ing and processing, -and by,people who have insufficient management skills. Amanage-
: nientinfOrtriation system (MIS) can be developed to provide the type of information that is

needed to support these growing management functions. However, problems may appear
whena soPhistiCated MIS; containing the latest technologies, is brought into anorganiza-

,

dorrand'reedives--all;the attention, while other less technical issues are overlooked.
broRoberi Schware_recently addressed these issues in a report for the World Bank's

Division Orielecinrununications, Electronics, and New Technology. Some important
,pbintS made in this,pape haVe been summarized below for readers who are interested in
or respnsible for :establishing or updating telecommunication information systems in
developing;countries.
1. Theultimate -gbalV-an information system for a telecommunications service is to

acquire-or.produce; and then use the data and information it needs for better
Manage-n*1ft. The behavior and motivation of managers mustshift from adopting the
newest available technologies to learning to value information itself and then using it
in ciecislon

2. Building,an effective viiS requires a thorough understanding and analysis of:-the
sififorniationgloiv:among the-departments; the information requirements of various
managers; and the performance indicators that are consistent with the overall objec-
tives of the telecommunications service. In many organizations a hasty and haphazard
planning job precedes a premature plunge into the implementation of an MIS.

3. "Knowing what- the basic information needs are, and how to best, organize that
information are:particularly important. Too often, manual data gathering merely
assembles' vast quantitieS,of useless information, for it is often easier to continue
Collecting data than it is to critically evaluate the actual data requireMents needed for
effective decision making.

4. Standards :of accuracy need to be determined, and upper level management must
periodically review these.performance indicators for accuracy and consistency. This
activity is-Seldom considered to be very important by managers.

5. The:role and'influence of upper level management is a crucial factor in determining
the success of MIS development. Information systems are too important to leave to
technicians alone: Managers must be catalysts, ensuring that careful planning occurs
regularlMt is their responsibility to be sure that all levels of management agree on
the nature and'the extent of their final information requirements; that all managers
prepare a long term plan for providing the information required andarrange for new
interim procedures'and training; and that regular progress reviews occur to meet
newly identified needs.

With a well-designed management information system in place, a telecommunication
organization can quiCkly identify problems and opportunities to better plan for future
expansion, estimate ongoing capital and revenue requirements to maintain a financially
sound telephone system, and produce accurate financial accounts and performance re-
ports for their government or other funding agencies at the end of each financial periodm

Robert Scbware is a management Information system s vecialtst and has consulted on the
design and implementation of these systems for the World Bank, the UN industrial Devel-
opmentOrganization, and USAID.

Management Training Seminars
The \Lump...mem Training anal Des &T-

imm Institute. \X ashingtt in, I) C \\Inch offers
skill-buildIng seminars for internati'mal par
ticipants, has recenth released its 198- sched
the These seminars provide short-term train
ing 12 clas ) in practical managenmit and
mnununicaticm shills, focusing on the nuxls
of developing L'Inntrt praLlit ( niers

seminars listed include Management Cons
municatnin for Development, Ploieu Plan-

Development Communication Repot t 198-,

lung. Implemenution. and licaluat1011. En-
trepreneurship fin Des elopment,
N1anaging Des eh ipment ,N1iLroLonipuiel s,
AkLessing TeLlmikal Information kw Des chip-
ment. and 'framing and its lanageinent

For further ulti,rni. tuna k.olitaLt In Itol)crt
C N1orris. 1:x(Lutite SIanagement
Training and L'hip111C111 111.'1111AL% 1)() 130

\V,INI1Ingtt )11, i) C 2002o. l S.\ I de-
1)111111e ( 202) 80.02 12,



A Communicator's Checklist

1
Publishing in the Third
World: Knowledge and De-
velopment, P.G. Altbach et al ,edi
tors, (Portsmouth, New Hampshire

I leinemann, 1985) 226pp.
This book provides a Ileac oveniew to the

problems fac (I b) Third World publishers,
and presents some compelling arguments for
the importance of publishing in the develop-
ment of an) countn, The three editors have
compiled an interesting set of pro) oLauLe es
says, each w ritten b) an expert in the field of
international publishing. While the chapters
van somewhat in quail), the result is still of
fective, and most readers w ill find the back
ground information to be quite useful.

The introductory chapter discusses the
state of-the art of Third World publishing in
general and gives brief esplanations of some
of the problems facing these publishers. inter
national dependent:), cop) right, publishing
balance, emerging technologies, distribution,
and the economics of publishing. The prim'
pal theme of this chapter is that publishing is
an integral part of a countn's know ledge s)s
tem and, as such, is crucial to educators, sc hot
arship, intellectual life, and reseach. Publish
mg, which is, after all, both a business venture
and a cultural resource is an important de
ment in an societ) that outw eighs its econom
is costs The ability of a comm.) to establish a
viable, indigenous publishing open) Lon
tributes to the economic and social develop-
ment of that country

In most Third World countries, the libraries
and education system represent the principal
market for books, and the second chapter of
this overview discusses the challenges facing
textbook publishers Textbooks can improve
the quality of education, but as the author of
this chapter states, textbook publishing is
dominated by developed countries Indeed, an
interesting phenomenon is the effect that phil-
anthropic and aid programs can have, by pro-
viding low cost or free educational materials,
these programs w ork against the development
of indigenous publishing concerns.

One of the chief issues in international pub
fishing today is copyright, and the third chap
ter provides a detailed account of cop) right
principles and practices, The crucial question
explored b) this author is the appropriate dell
ninon of copyright. What can and should he
included under copyright protection? The suc
cess of Looyright depends on a compromise
betweeil public and private interests, between
the rights of the author and those of the user,
Mates in the field of intellectual propert)
rights ha) e to be defined in relation to ix 'hues
for education, culture, and information and
communications generally. '1 he biggest chal-
lenge to copyright is the conflict between pro-
tecuun and access. the protection and encoui
agement of national culture, L ersus the need to
have access to protected works as a tool fur the
development of education. science, and
technology.

8

Mule this is a Len interesting and thoiough
(Ilse ission of Lop) right issues and policies. it is
disapoointiag to tied t kit 1918 is the most
recent reference used b) she author This. un-

tunatel), reduces the chapter to one w Inch
hisn mull) important, but nut one that read-

ers can use to learn the current status of
copyright.

Also discussed are the difficulties associated
Loth book distribution in the Third \\ orld.
Nlan) of these problems ha) e to do Lvith the
nature ut the book industr) itself, a book is not
a standardized produLt, but a unique creation.
1he sale ot one book does not guarantee a
stead) customer, anti most Hurd \\ ()rid pub-
lishers are not %yell versed in the intricacies of
consumer demand. In man) countries, the
necessary infrastructure is missing. and no
publisher can begin to serve a nation s needs
Lvithout the support ot a sound and (Amon
network ot competent wholesalers and retail-
ers. Added to these general problems are oth-
er basic difficulties: a rural, widespread popu-
hum that is hard to reach, poor transptirtation
and postal systems; a market that must place
basic needs before books, the preterenLe kw
imported books; and a shortage ot libraries
and bookstores.

The premise ot this author is that I auk read-
ing has economic, cultural, social, and educa-
nowt implications that must be reLognized at
a national level, and until this is done distribu-
tion problems will take on the proportions of a
crisis. Through statistics and regional Lase
studies, the author proceeds to support this
pessimistic conclusion, and to exhort Hurd
World publishers to turn their attention from
the editorial, design, and production aspects of
book publishing to impro) ing distribution

The remaining chapters of this ()Lento) are
dedicated to case studies of particular' 'gions
or counties: Ghana, Kenya, Egypt, India, Chi-
na, Philippines. and Brazil, These chapters are
of varying quality and interest hut, on the
Lvhole, provide insights into historical and re-
gional causes for the current crisis in hook
publishing.

Ihis book is recommended for those ho
need an overview of publishing in developing
countries. Intended as a broad review ot the
current situation, the book has hide new to
offer to the expert in the field, but instead
serves as a useful summa r) tor the novae, or
for those who have a general interest in the
broader field ot information systems and sen -
ices for developing countries.

Available in the U.S. from Heinemann Educa
tional Books, Inc., 70 Court Street, Portsmouth,
New Hampshire 03801, USA, for US$35.00 and
from Nansell Publishing Ltd., 6 All Saints Street,
London Ni 9111, England for 528.50.

Pawned 11.1 Wilit1.) 1). What, Infiwnialtun
Serrii.eS Manager fu, the Bold d u,k .St.iik.t.
and 7itbnulugi fut International 1)er ,hp
molt (nosTin)vatiullai Ai.ualeAi iif sick
owes, Washington, I),C,

.0,
Do1.101)111ellt (.011111111111Lat1011 Report I)IR

El Impart° Educativo de la
TelevisiOn en los Estu-
diantes del Sistema Nacional
de Telesecundaria, (The Im-

pact of Television on Students in the
National Telesecundaria System) b
Alberti. Monto M del C. and Mina .\ntonieta
Rebell C. (Nlexico Cat (:uadernos del TICOM,
1983) 123 pp.

EL en the casual 1/1)SCIll'I in NIcxico cannot
help but n ince the grow mg ilumbei 01 pm ate
satellite dishes on the RA As of houses and
apartment buildings Not tin!) ua MesiLti Cat),
but in smaller pro) moat Lines as w ell. these
dishes stand out incongruous, startling. but
indicatne of the grow rang phenomenon that is
satellite television EL en for people w allow a
dish, able services are a) ailable This pile
noo.lenon IS not esclusne to Mesico, It estends
throughout the Caribbean and northern 1-tin
.\ierica. The proliferation of satellite dishes
and cable 11 is a cleat sign that ,N1esicans and
tithe: Hiwpanics Lula w hat tliese deuces bring
to them .\merican television

Even w idiom this equipment there is a
pletht of tele) isit in a la awe, Kano on MeNI
Lan netw kirks, as well .is advertising lepletc
%moth American products and imager). Indeed,
authors NIonto) a and Rebell present sonic in
triguing figures indicatiLe of the major -tile
pla)cd in Mexico b) tcle) ision networks
and ad) ertising firms, including foreign
advertisers.
* in NIeNico, 80 percent tit ad% ertising fees

Lome from I1 while in Tan opt: - where
broadcast structures differ only II per
cent Lome from 1V
In 19'9. nearl one-111th ot all ll ad tees
came from the Mesaan gmemment. a sig.
nits ant boon to commercial IN,

* FLY() of the three top advertisers on 11' are
large multinational companies, mainly
American.

111t11 dies(' statistics in mind. the authors
LILL. studied the effects of tcleAlS11111 %catching
on Mexican adolescents. in particular how it
Alt:Lis their beliefs and attitudes about Mexico
and the t nited States Studied were 12 to

/11.1 Students in the Tdesectindarra S11

(CM (McAlk 0.1 111-1L111/1/1 11 program system),
and whom the authors dubious!) definc as
ha) mg greater sensitivits to 11' since the are
exposed to It in ~thou! Is well as .it home
Better simply to S.I that the subjects .11.0
leSLellt students, nut unlike other Mexican
teenage students The hypothesis is that the
Lolituits of 0-Almeida! F\ ilinuoKL ,1,1,1011,

AvIedge ai id attitudes-Hid tent d
influence 111.11104 11:11111:11 10 lig: .11111./(1111 tit
time spent watching 11

The hypothesis n essentialh procen, al-
',hough fhc liguiL, au_ ilot 1101% ilill.111

M.. %mug and the unuLod SU-1111 11 he k
111.111 n Ig II %JUN 1 111 LA.tliii)ILA a n, ),...",11)k that
lug!, identitication LL ith Lulus) the
1\mericaii wa) of lite motivates students to



w an 111V. rather than 1 \ being the instigator of
that !dentition( m Perhaps main of the un-
able-, in the stud. are not related as death as is
assumed In an case. the authors do find some
Assoc tat The more their sidnec is watch
the more likeh the Are believe what col»
menials sac. to distinguish bent con social
classes 011 1V. to take soap,oper plots as re
flecm e of and applicable to real hie and to
believe in personal sacrifice as he road to
riches In addition, heavy 1V viewers are being
-decultured bc the substantial quantit of
American pn 'gra:tuning. especial h on rdertsa
the kngest and most pervasive television net

work in Mexico) The figures indicate that
these viewers show more admiration for for
sign actors, would rather live in the t need
States than in Mnico. and are bout etenh
divided in their agreement or ch,agreemem
with the proposition that 'the American way it
lit' should he established ecenwhere
This "deculturation increases amohig older
students

In terms of news and world affairs. 'IV is the
most credible source among these students
I hostel'. thec do not know mut h about cur
rent events at least not hose cc cuts die studs
asks about The students had little understand
mg of the role the IC s was playing in El salva
dot' or that of the Ayatollah Khomeini in iron
Can we expect this kind of knowledge from)
this age group? Interesungh they did know
that oil was Nlexico's strongest income
generator

The conclusions are neither new nor star
ding. simph cowl% ratiyetitthe sn mg rec-
ognition that 'IV is the agent of so coal culture
and consensus replacing to a curtain degree
the family. the church. and the political pal..
1V is a dominant. perhaps ilk, dominmu. c of
tund institutiont among these Nle \ion stu-
dents And in ley ico thrican pro igramming
is the dominant viewing tare

It is c (mum m nig I.uin adenth s lu de
cry this phenomenon and the strong t t tIC of
American 'IV within this now Alominam !osm-
ium The phenomenon is widespread. if you
choose to sit* it Oil are likeh to find it IIyuu
cluxise nicotinic:inn it pro )pagator of decul.
Itiration. you can do) that .Is well. and OA so
What on cannot do is dent that it is happennig
or deity that this limn of decUltUration is being
chi by an imprssne number of 1-tun
Americans and. in main cases, is being paid
lor 1w them through cable tees and the pur-
chase of satellite dishes should this Hight be
stopped, some would say ales Can this stam-
pede be stopped, Most would sac no

For information on how to obtain this and
ether communiattions related Spanishlan-
guage publications write to: Cuadernos del Ti-
corn, Universidad Autemoma Metropolitana-
Xochimilco, Div isiOn de Ciencias Sociales y itt-
manidades, Departamento de Education y
CommuniaciOn, Calzada del Hues° 1100, Co-
Ionia Villa Quietud, C.P. 04960, Delegaclon de
Coyoadn, Mexico D.F., Mexico.

Rem-oral Peter Spain. who currentli. is a
Propl(lnt Officer at the Accident) fir Mica
&Mal Direlopinent truth the Malan health
htterreittiotts project.
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\ Between Struggle and Hope:

The Nicaraguan Literacy Cru-
sade, by Valerie Miller Mon iew
Press. 19801. 258pp

As histornin and critic . Valerie Niiiler review s
the Nicaraguan literac cinsade. a fireomonth
campaign that tool. place in 1980 soon alter the
end (tithe revol taloa It invoiced 500 thousand
people. or about one Filth of the population of
Nicaragua, at a Cost 01 ( S$12 milhom She pre.
wins the Comm') sit Llano at at the time of the
crusade. discusses the multiple political and
pedagogical purposes of the crusade. its plan'
ningAministration, and implententain in. and
appraises the effort as "an imporcint and stn.-
cessful beginning step in the process of social
transfOrmatiom and nation building

The author's background for the task em-
braces over 20 years of activit in Central
America, that included work as a development
specialist during the soniuma regime. a partici-
pantobseryer in the literac) campaign. and a
member of a t s Congressional fact-finding
mi...skin Iler review of this crusade was under-
taken with the support oldie Nicaraguan gm-
eminent. but was independent of go n eminent
supervision I ler research methods included
surye of penitent literature. recto% of cru-
sade documents and files. personal othserca.
;ions during the campaign, and Mit:nit:v.% w ith
key crosade members

According to Miller, the Nicaraguan cam-
paign was based on the belief that illnerac)
and inequity are inextricably linked. The chal-
lenge (Cwt.-coming illiteract becomes part 01
the larger challenge of overcoming inequity
and creating more egalitarian social structures
through winch the v corer members of a socw-
t can participate is the exercise of both eco-
;tonna power and political decision making ,As
such. the campaign was a political effort to
help people become more (Aeon e. produc-
tive. involved members of their nation while in
the process of acquiruog the skills kit reading.
writing, mathematics. and critical anah sis

In July 19'9. just two weeks after the molt'.
tion ended. the nov leaders began planning
the Inerac) campaign l'he entire count') war.
surveyed to identify illiterates Over 200.00u
prima.). secondar . and universin students. as
well as their teachers, were trained as literal.)
volunteers In March 1950. the colunteers
fanned out across the coma!) and began their
teaching assignments The teaching strategy
was to engage students in discussions based
out phonographs foinal in primer followed l
practice reading of politicalh -oriented sen-
tences and then concentrating on ke,,, words
and groups of syllables within those sentences
mathematics instruction vv as based on relevant
economic themes

By the end of the campaign. August 1980.
over .100.000 Nicaraguans were declared liter
ate based on tests comprised of writing their
own name reading a short passage aloud. JO
swering three questions based on the read
ings writing a sentence from dictation. and
writing a short composition According to the
official government figures. illiterac was re-
duced from a0 percent to 13 percentas.' result
of this single campaign

Based on this incredible statistic and on per-

sonal interviews, the author declares the cant-
paign a succ:ss, claiming that "it pro the
piton-est aim most abandoned members of so-
ciety with concrete literacy skills, and a special
awareness of their own potential Mid 311.6111iy
to express themselves

The lux unfortunatel, does- not succeed
quite as well in all that it sets oil to do record
the histor of the campaign and give a critique
of the campaign. It does provide a good his -
torical IL-count of the literacy crtade, discuss
mg a great deal of detailed information and
sharing revealing anecdotes something so
often lost in other campaigns of this type

On the other hand, Miller does not present
tit impamal critique of this ambitious cam-
paign She discusses acknowledged problems.
such as the need for linguistic sequencing and
the need for more university silldellIS as teach-
ers in the campaign, But she does not ap-
proadi the ham( premise upon which the pro-
ciaimed success of this campaign was
I ised providing those most in need with
Loi.crete literal skills Follow -up literacy cam-
paigils are needed to build up in these basic
skills, have they been implemented? 1 lave new
literates continued to practice their new skills.
and have they been encouraged to do) soe Adult
hteraey programs throughout the world have
long been recognised a- being very difficult to
sustain; has this one been successfully sus-
tained. If so, how"!

Questions such as these lingered in this re-
viewer's mind. how literate are these people
now Perhaps Ms Miller should write another
book

Available for US$35 in hardback end US$17.50
in paper from: Westview Press, 5500 Central
Avenue, Boulder, Colorado 80301, USA

Re:len col h) ,\admit'i,tachcr, ciareally an a.
ucator at the Toilet lkork As a Peace Cogs
whattem rat 11k, Ae,sapptifted hterac
acts prey, a oh an (nitwit coolvratue alt Pert,

Learn to Manage
Health Audiovisuals

It you would like to) learn the techniques of
managing a collection of auchovisuals from se-
le( tion. et Amnion. cataloging. classification.
storage. and retrieNal, to maintenance 01 mate-
rials and equipment. and the role the audiovi-
sual resoirte person can play within educa
tonal or medical institutions. a course is being
offered from August 198- by the British
Late A.ssorance 'I rust for I lealth and Medical
Education (MAT)

The course is ;mended for pcophe n shout
!Orilla! library training who are resp( nimblefor
running libraries or resource centers. particu-
1.'1'4 in dedoping countries. Mid for hbran-
ans w 'slung to extend their professional skills
to help them manage acidic isual materials

For further info )nnatton contact. Bernadette
Carne. Inforno.ition Officer. BIAT Centre for
Health and Medical Education. BMA t louse.
Tavistock square. L indon WCI I I 9.IR Tele-
phone 01-388.-9-6,
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Supporting Dei 'elopinent C'ommunication

by lain McLclian
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Send Your Ideas
Dr. \"eadc Wureh of the Department

of Mass Communications, the University
of I.iberia, met with the Clearinghouse
staff in October 1986 to gather informa-
thou in preparation for a communication
workshop her department has planned
in order to design a curriculum that will
more effectively train its students In de.
vebopment communication.

Ji occurred to t*s Ihat many of you
might have some eipfuh suggestions
about the tpe of tfIng you believe
students need ro develop cffeaiv corn-
municaUon str.itegies'for audiences in
theirown countries. Why not share your
ideas with us? The University of Liberia
will benefit from your contributions as
will other training Institutions that may
be preparing to haunch similar commu-
nication programs.

Send your ideas to: Tr.iining for Dc-
'elopmcnL Communication, Clearing-
house on Development Communica.
tion, 1255 23rd St., NW, Washington,
D.C., 20037, USA. Once we have sorted
through 'our suggestions, we will pre-
pare an article summarizing whu we
have received, and will of couost', pa',s
them on to Dr. Wureh at the University
of Liberia.



Mahaweli Community Radio: A
Promising Experiment in Sri Lanka

by Nandana Karunanayake

Ensuring a better quality of life
for the poor has become an over-
riding objective in the developing
world. Since 1981, in its effort to

combat rural poverty and increase food pro-
duction, Sri Lanka has been experimenting
with a novel approach to help rural peo-
ple help themselves through community
broadcasting.

Sri Lanka is a country composed of numer-
ous 2thnic, linguistic, and religious popula-
tions, most of whom are involved in one way
or another with agriculture Although its litera-
cy rate is high about 89 percent and an im-
pressive health care delivery system has been
put in place, Sri Lanka continues to lag behind
in its agricultural output and must import the
bulk of its essential food requirements

To right this critical imbalance, the govern-
ment has undertaken a massive irrigation de-
velopment program called the Mahaweli De-
velopment Project to open more land for rice
paddies and for the production of other essen-
tial food items To support the farmers settling
this land, the Sri Lankan government is making
use of the existing mass media by establishing
community radio stations throughout the
Mahaweli Accelerated Development Project
area that are administered by the Sri Lanka
Broadcasting Corporation (SLBC), with assis-
tance from Unesco and the Danish Interna-
tional Development Agency (DANIDA)

The Mahaweli Community Radio (MCR) ap-
proach is a unique departure from traditional
program development in Sri Lanka. Usually,
programs destined for rural audiences are the
result of a few short visits to villages where
interviews are quickly recorded, but the con-
ception and final editing processes are dune in
the isolation of an urban setting, far from the
source of the program interviews. MCR has
been striving since its inception to deviate
from that traditional pattern by invol ing the
target audience in program 'denude. nun, de-
sign, and production.

One of the initial tasks u: the senior staff was
to introduce program producers to a new rule
with new responsibilities, not an easy assign-
ment particularly when it came to sharing
decision making with an audience. SLBC pro-
ducers needed an orientation to the concept of
participatory broadcasting. A series of training
programs was introduced in 1981 as a prereq-
uisite to implementing the new approach. As a
result of this training, MCR producers no long-
er come to villages as experts to teach or
preach, but to listen, learn, and work directly
with the people

IF9o1

The Production Process
MCR has formed three mobile production

teams that operate on an alternating schedule.

Earl' N. eek one team w ill be in a illage to du
re earch and recordings, another team will be
in the office preparing their program, and the
third team will be completing a new set of
recordings in a different village.

In consultation with their colleagues and the
project management, producers select a vil-
lage fort future broadcast. Initially, one of the
producers will pay a short visit to the illage
and hold preliminary discussions with the resi-
dents to solicit ideas. Topics considered may
range from development issues to local cultur-
al concerns.

\Then the production team arrives, MCR
producers make a point to inv oh, e the villagers
in the entire production process. Once the
villagers become familiar with the production
team, it is easier to break down the suLial and
communication barriers and both groups
work together more naturally. The production
crew mixes freely with residents, speaks the
local dialect, and tries to live as typical villag-
ers. The, go to the Buddhist temples, commu-
nity centers, or the tea parlors so they can talk
with villagers about their concerns and inter-
ests This approach results in the villager being
the focal point and the producer being the
facilitator throughout the production process.

Focusing on the exchange of experience
among villagers is an integral element of the
MCR approach. Research has shown that villag-
ers prefer to listen to their successful peers: an
innovative farmer giving an account of his ex-
perience with a new agricultural method is
"one of them" and someone who lends credi-
bility to a program.

The villagers decide which problems need
prompt attention and consider possible solu-
tions. At this point, the production team loins
in the discussion that results in final identifica-
tion of topics to be focused upon dor.ng the
radio broadcast.

Before the actual taping, topics are further
refined, village "actors" are identified, and for-
mat and program duration are all determined.
Most programs are recorded in the N illage and
the editing is done on the spot. A final edited
N ersiun is left with the villagers so they can be
assured the tape that is broadcast is the one
they finally approved before the producers left
their village.

The programs are broadcast from 7:01.1 to
8.00 p.m. 3 nights NN eekl; uv er regional trans-
mitters Lovering the settlement areas of the
Accelerated NIahaw eh Development Project.

Unexpected Benefits
The relationship between MCR and the vil-

lages has developed into one of mutual re-
speL t. For example, two MCR producers visited
a village in May 1986 to discuss program possi-
bilities with the village Buddhist priest. It was
learned that a large number of the villagers
were not legally registered as married and 'lad
had many children from these conser. Jai
unions.

The two producers discussti this matter
with the Resident Project Manager of the
Mahaweli Development Authority. The out-
come vv as the organization of a mass marriage
registratioll camp in the village. Those who
had been living together as husband and wife
without legally registering the marriage ar-
rived at the camp and registered. A progr.
based un this marriage ceremony was broad-
cast in June 1986.

Dealing with Bureaucracy
Helping to solve development problems

calls for Lourdination andiur commitment
(Continued on page 12)

Villagers listen to a program they helped to produce in their own community.
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(Karunanayake continued from page 11)

frum a number uf guemment inbutununs and
officials. I luw dues MCR became imuk ed in
sul% mg cumin unity -w ide prublems? Althuugh
MCR %Annul help w ith Lumplex issues like w a
ter management ur adequate health care, they
can help with specific technical matters re-
garding crop production or livestock manage-
ment at the village level. In these situations, the
MCR can serve as the link between the
and the specialists who are trained to help
them.

Types of Programming
Along with its focus on rural develop-

ment, frum the start, the MCR has had tremen
dous success with its cultural programming. A
cultural format that includes folk songs and
tales or poems helps to attract listeners and
participants through entertainment. The Cul-
tural Show has been prucluced unce a week in
one uf the Nlahawel, settlements fur the past
five years. It typifies the participatun ap-

pruach, attracting local talent and wide atten
non wherever it is produced.

"...farmers applied
knowledge gained from
the program to their
daily lives."

Other types of productions made with the
help of villagers include dramas depicting a
special agricultural topic, interviews with in-
novative farmers, a news feature in the form of
a drama, and comedy sketches with develop-
ment messages.

Program Evaluation
In 1984, an evaluation was performed by the

Audience Research Division of the SLBC after
352 half-hour programs were broadcast. A
stratified sample of 1,000 listeners was inter-
viewed by a trained team of surveyors. The
results were very encouraging. Thirty percent
of the respondents said they listened to MCR
broadcasts every thy it was aired, and 56 per-
cent listened frequently. Of the 1,000 respon-
dents, 85 percent indicated they listened to the
program from start to finish, and 34 percent
were able to recall Luntents frum past pru-
grams. The most commun reasun given fur
listening was that it pruvided very useful
information."

The most impurtant finding vvas testimuny
that farmers had applied ltnuwledge gained
from the prugrams to their daily lives. Fur in-
stance, they have used infurmanun abuut fend-
ILer, high-quality seed, and other related infor-
mation in their farming activities. A significant
number of listeners attributed their bumper
harvests to the application uf scientific tech-
niques of farming learned frum the broadcasts.
Encuurageu by these results, the SLBC upened
another cummunity radiu stanun in tairandur-
ukotte in June 1985.

Epilogue
There is widespread interest in expanding

the 3.ICR cuncept thruughuut the wuntr The
Audience Research Dn isiun uf the SLBC is nur
twill called upun tu cunduct a mass media
fe.isibility study befure launching a cunimunity
radiu stanun. Recently anuther media feasibil-
ity survey was undertaken in a Lummunity fall-
ing within the Nlahawell Accelerated Develop-
ment Project area. Of 6,000 households in this
o , abuut 4,800 possessed radio sets,
and radio was found to be the II,JSI wide-
spread and popular medium of communica-
tion. Based on the spectrum and nature of the
development problems needing special atten-
tion, the study determined that there was a
clear need for a community stanun in the area.

As a part of the proposed expansion of the
MCR approach, a new scheme of training has
now been initiated. A new group of 13 produc-
ers was recently recruited and given three
munths intensive training. Each trainee was
assigned tu a rural village in the MCR tu be-
wine familiar with that villages en% irunment.
Each then had to design a development pruject
that used the MCR to help disseminate the
development message.

The Mahaweli Community Radio Project has
learned much and come a long way since its
inception in 1981. Its hope is that the plans for
the future will further consolidate the credibil-
ity it has achieved thus far in communicating
ideas about development to the rural popula-
tion of Sri Lanka.

For further information about the Mahaweli
System, please contact: The Coordinator,
Nlahawel, Community Radio, Sri Lanka Broad-
casting Corporation, Independence Square,
Colombo 7, Sri Lanka

Nandana ICarzinanayake is Director of Audi-
ence Research at the Sri Lanka Broadcasting
Corporation.

Agricultural
Communication Courses

The International Program for Agricultural
Knowledge Systems (INTERPAKS) is expand
ing its short course program for 198", which
runs from May through September. INTER-
PAKS focuses on how to make agricultural and
rural development programs in developing
countries more effective.

Three Luurses will be held at the Una ersin
uf Minus Urbana and tailur made wurses
can be designed tu meet the specific
needs uf a pruject which can be cunducted
either on campus or at overseas locations
upun request. On-campus Luurses include
Training uf Trainers fur Agricultural and Ru

ral Development," Organic noun and Manage
ment uf AB 'cultural Emu isiun Sy stems. A New
Look at I...ow ledge Transfer,- and 'Retrieval
and Dibs,:minatiun uf Technical Agricultural
Information."

Fur bruchures describing wurse wntent,
Lust, and spunsurship infurmanun, cuntact
Juhn Wuuds, Direttur, INTERPAKS, Unnersity
uf Illinuis, 113 Mumfurd I fall,1301 W. Gregury

The following piece recently arrived at
the Clearinghouse from one of our Chi-
nese readers. It is the first such piece the
DCR has received from China, and we
are pleased to include it in tbis issue.
We hope Wang Baoming's colleagues
will submit other articles for our
consideration.

A Glimpse of the
Chinese Health
Audiovisual
Education Pmgram

by Wang 1340ming

A bright spot that shines in China's
,Health Audiovisual Education Program
is the Film and Video Department_ of the
Health Daily. Since 1982, this depart-
ment has produced about 30 filmS and
videos. They hive also released about
800 other Chinese health, science and
education films, as well as a foreign sci-
ence film translated into Chinese by the
Film and Video staff.

Subjects covered by the films include
family planning, maternal and child hy-
giene, nutrition, water sanitation inru-
ral Chinese communities, and tradition-
al Chinese medicine practices. Other
recently produced films are 'entitled:
"Music psychotherapy," "Health Charge;'
"Family Nutrition, " 'Scorpion, " "Head
Acupuncture Treatment, "and "Mother
and Baby Together. " Prizes were award-
ed these films at a Chinese Health Sci-
ence film competition.

Signo y Pensamiento: A
Spanish-Language Journal

Signo) Penzandentc (Themes and Prob-
lems in the I ield uf Cummunicanun) is a bian-
nual, Jpanish-language puma! published by
the faculty uf Suual Cummunicatiuns uf the
Lnnersidad Jal,eriana in 3uguta, Culumbia. It
examines the socio-cultural implications of
cummunicanun, buth in thew) and in prac-
tice. Each issue cuntains essays, cummentaries,
repurts, Intel; iew s, research beadles, and regu
jar wntrtbutiuns &urn prufess ars and students
in the Communicanuns department.

Available fur LS$20.00 per year ur CSS35 00
for two years. Make checks payable to the Uni-
crsidad Javeriaiaa and send tu Signu Perm

nuentu, Facultad de CumunicaciUn Sucial,
Punt ific la Lral, crsidad Javeriana, Carrera "a
Nu. 43 82, Pisu 7u Edificiu Angel Valtierra,

Drive, Urbana, Illinois 61801, USA. Bogota, Colombia.
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How Large the Gap?
by Julianne Gilmore

"Serendipity" is making fortunate discoveries
by accident. The word covers the entire range
of hu man endeavor, even disciplines as esoter-
ic as data analysis. Every researcher has toyed
with data already collected for other purposes,
turning it this way and that, just to see what
other relationships might be held within.
Sometimes serendipitous discoveries are
made.

One such discovery came about when I ex-
amined the evaluation data gathered by the
Agency for International Development's (AID)
Radio Language Arts Project in Kenya. The pro-
ject used radio to teach rural elementary
school students English as a second language.
The learning gains of the radio students were
quite impressive; yet even with these impres-
sive gains and the advantages offered to the
rural students by radio instruction, the
rural radio students were outperformed by ur-
ban students who received only traditional
instruction.

Measuring the Gap
The extent of the "rural/urban gap" was

demonstrated in an informal comparison test
that the project carried out in Nairobi. At the
very end of the project, a small sample of Stan-
dard 1, 2, and 3 students who had not had
radio instruction was given the same English
language achievement tests that the project's
radio and control students had taken earlier.
The results of that test could be analyzed to
yield an informative, albeit crude, measure of
this rural/urban gap." Table One displays
the differences in the student performance av-
erages between the rural control group and
the urban group. The rural control group pro-
vided performance scores with none of the
effects of the radio intervention. Since the ur-
ban group had not received any radio instruc
don, the groups were comparable because

Table 1

Average Differences Between Urban
and Rural Control Groups

Standard I
Listening
Reading

Standard II
Listening
Reading
Writing

Standard III
Listening
Reading
Writing

16.7
18.3

15.7
12.8
3.6

19.3
19.5
3.8

neither received any special interventions and
because both groups represented the output
of the educational system "as is."

The disparity is evident, even with this pre-
liminary measure. Given the scores of the ru-
ral students, the differences in the urban and
rural averages appear sizable, urban averages
were nearly double rural averages. But the
term "sizable" offers little perspective in un-
derstanding its magnitude. With full apprecia-
tion for the maxim, "Figures don't lie, but liars
figure," I propose a measure for the "rural/
urban gap."

A Proposed Measure
To quantify the magnitude of difference be-

tween the rural and urban student perform-
ance, I suggest expanding the use of effect
sizes (effect sizes provide a rough, though
standardized, calculation of how successful an
intervention has been) to measure perform-
ance differences between urban and rural co-
horts, and to quantify targets of performance
improvement for rural students, thus provid-
ing a measure of "the effect size gap" how
much rural students must gain to perform
comparably to their urban brothers and
sisters.

A look at the mathematics involved in the
calculation of effect size and effect size gap
may make its potential usefulness clearer. The
substantive difference between the two can be
seen by replacing the mathematical formulas
with descriptive terms. Effect sizes are calculat-
ed by using the difference in the averages of
the control and treatment groups, the effect
size gap is calculated by using the differences
in the averages of the rural and urban groups.

In essence, the urban average becomes a
target fur what a planner would have rural
students achieve. For the purpose of measur-
ing the rural, urban gap, using the urban aver-
age is appropriate. In fact, any relevant num-
ber can be used as a target score, for examplc,
a desired performance score on an achieve-
ment test, although ceiling effects may have to
be taken into account.
The formula for determining effect size is:

no radio
effect radio instruction instruction control[
size = group average group average

standard deviation (control)

Similarly, the formula for determining "effect size
gap" is:

effect average urban average rural
size performance performance
gap = scores scores

standard deviation (rural)

Potential Applications
From this vantage point, one can see the

potential applications. Since effect size gap is
measured by the same standard as effect size,
both offer insights not only into how wide the
rural/urban gap is, but in what needs to be
done to bridge it. An effect size gap tells educa-
tional planners how much rural students must
gain to perform comparably with urban stu-
dents, an effect size tells planners how much
rural students could be expected to gain using
a particular intervention. Planners can benefit
from both pieces of information how far the
rural students have to go and how far any one
intervention can take them.

In Table 2, the first column shows the differ-
ences in the averages of the urban and rural
students. The second column contains the
standard deviations of the rural control group.
Finally, the "rural/urban gap- is measured in
terms of effect sizes.

Table 2

Effect Size Measurement
of the Rural/Urban Gap
Average Difference % Standard Devutrun Effect Size

Standird 1 (1.1r1xin Rural) (Rural) Gap

Listening 16' 8'
Reading 183 8.7

Standard 11

Listening 157 46
Reading 128 55
Wnting 36 24

Standard III
Listening 193 7.7

Rattling 195 93
Writing 38 2.1

19
21

34
2.3

1.5
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The differences in terms of effect what
achievements have to be made by rural stu-
dents in order to compete withurban students,
are substantial. An effect size of two is tanta-
mount to moving an average rural student
from the 50th percentile to the 98th percentile
group.

No planner would attribute the effect size
gap entirely to the quantity and quality of in-
struction, the social, economic, and cultural
advantages of urban living have a profound
effect on educational opportunity. Targets for
educational interventions would, therefore,
have to be adjusted downward to allow for
these advantages.

Moreover, any measure of the rural/urban
gap is likely to be quite wide in English com-
pared to other subjects. In terms of learning
English, urban students not only benefit from
the general advantages of urban living, but also
from more out-of-school opportunities to
learn English. In Kenya, for example, much
television programming is done in English,
and urban students are more likely to have
access to TV. Furthermore, English is in com-
mon use in Nairobi.

Nevertheless, considerable improvements
must be made in education in rural areas.

Thom figures used in this illustration were a
by- product of testing the effects of interactive

(Continued on page 14)
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(Gilmore continued from page 13)

radio instruction in Kenya With this tool in
hand, educational planners in developing
countries could begin to determine the effect
size gap for each subject area at all grade lev-
els Test results, such as school leasing exams
(readily available in any country), could be
used to determine the ruraL'urban effect size

The next step would be to determine which
iikervention(s) to select in order to reduce the
rural/urban gap A combination of interven-
tions will probably be the best immediate so-
lution. Coordinating the use of radio and tape
recorders, for instance, would be a very effec-
tive combination, allowing students to do ex-
ercises on their own or to make up missed
lesson.

Conclusion
By using the effect size gap measure, educa-

tional planners can '3ok beyond the basic is-
sues of intervelitio:- costs and numbers of stu-
dents reached, and can ask valuable questions
such as. How much more will the students
learn (the predicted effect size gain)' and,
How much will the rural/urban gap shrink'

Equity and quality issues take on renewed
importance with the ability to determine the
cost-effectiveness of interventions designed to
bring about comparable performance gains
Are limited budgets better spent raising the
performance of all rural students marginally,
or of just a few measurably' Though never
easy, the choices become starker because
des shin makers has e more predictive
information.

My discussion has been a preliminary une
No doubt, haling a standard measure that
could help to determine achievement targets
will be controversial. The implications of the
mathematical, statistical, and educational as-
sumptions have not been examined here. My
purpose was to propose a way of measuring
the rural/urban gap, and to offer that measur-
ing device along with verified performance
gains as useful pieces of information for edu-
cational planners.

Julianne Gilmore is a Project Officer with the
Education Office in the Bureau for Science
and Technology, at the U.S. Agency for In-
terna tional Devlopment.

AIBD Broadcast Training

The Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting
Development has released its proposed sched-
ule of courses for 1987. Courses range from
technical skills development in writing and
production to improving management tech-
niques. For further information about courses,
starting dates, and locations, write to The Di-
rector, Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting
Development, P.O. Box 1137, Pantai, 59700
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Cable. LNESBROAD,
Kuala Lumpur; Telex. MA 30083 APBRO.

(Killmayer continued from page 15)

economioue.
Afin que lanformation parvienne jusqu'au

niveau le plus bas, un package de bruusse
reprenant les images et les cummentaires du
videodisque a ete realise.

Le conseiller agricule qui a manipule le pru-
gramme peut donc, a Lucie de ces images,
expliquer au paysan, dans sa langue, ce qu it a
compris au centre de formation.

De meme que le programme interactif, le
package 'st de forme modulaire et chaque
conseiller peut l'amenager comme it le desire,
selon (argumentation qu'll veut avancer.

Conclusion
Le videodisque interactif ELole des moni-

teurs" est un produit experimental destine
une evaluation psycho-pedagogique et

technique.
Le manage entre informatique et audiovi-

suel, le waste contenu agronomique et techni-
co-economique en font un ouul particullere-
ment nouveau qu'll est necessaire de tester
aupres d'un public assez large.

Les premiers resultats de (experimentation
realisee en France sur le product "Gestion"
semblent montrer que le videodisque peut
server de reference (sone de grand !lyre a par -
tcr on peut calquer un raisonnement
ou effectuer des comparaisons). Cest pour
cette raison peut etre la source de forma-
uons en cascade par l'intermechare de sup-
ports Image plus transportables.

Les resultats de la validation sur le terrain
sont attendus des la mi 1987.
Alain Killmayer est ingenieur en agriculture et
Chef de projet `Videodisques Interactifs Agri-
coles- de FEcule Super.eur d'Agnculture de
Purpan (anczennenient projet CMI), a Tug
louse, France.

The following is an English abstract of the
above article.

Interactive
Videodisc in
the Ivory Coast
by Main Killmayer

The World Center for Informatics and Hu-
man Resources (Centre Mondial Informatique
et Ressource Humaine CMI) located in Paris,
France, has recently been collaborating with
the Training Division of the African Institute of
Economic and Social Development (INADES-
Formation), the Ivory Coast Textile Develop-
ment Company (CIDT), and the Secretary Gen-
eral for Informatics (SGI) in a pilot project
aimed at introducing videodisc technology for
training agricultural extension agents in the
Ivory Coast.

The purpose of this project is to provide
agriculture extension agents with up-to-date
information in the four basic agronomic sub-
jects of climatology, soil science, botany, and
cultivation techniques, while demonstrating to
them the links between these areas in order to
promote a greater technical and economic
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awareness in their field and to make them
more effective field agents.

In 1984, CMI began applying interactive vi-
deodisc technology to training in a rural set-
ung. With assistance from INADES-Formation
and CIDT, a multidisciplinary team of agrono-
mists, filmmakers, graphic artists, and informa-
tion specialists selected a training site in the
Ivory Coast and produced a film of a model
farmer in the northern region of the country to
be used as part of the training program.

In 1985, more materials were produced in-
cluding nearly 1000 slides, 100 animated car-
toons, 30 minutes of taped commentary, 200
illustrations, and 200 technical information
notes, all of which were then mounted and
mixed, resulting in the production of 50 train-
ing videodiscs.

Participants are shown a film at the begin-
ning of the videodisc training session, that de-
picts the experiences and challenges of an ag-
ricultural agent in a rural village. The film also
shows trainees what to expect during the train-
ing program and raises questions that are ad-
dressed later. This is followed by an interactive
session that shows participants how to use the
cursor-pointing device or "mouse." With this
"mouse," the trainee can examine in detail,
skip, or exit any section of the videodisc pro-
gram through a bar menu at the bottom of the
screen. Technical information notes can also
be accessed at any time through the main
menu or within one of the subject areas.

The information contained in the interactive
portion is divided into short sequences that
can be organized according to the user's
needs, resulting in a tailor-made audiovisual
program. Also, another function allows the
user to visualize the enure learning process
that has transpired during the interactive ses-
sion, or any one of many intermediate steps
within it. In all, more than six hours of the
training program can be viewed without see-
ing the same information twice.

Agriculture agents are also provided with a
"field package" containing visuals and printed
materials adapted from the videodisc training
program. Those who have been trained on the
interactive program can, with the help of this
field package, transfer newly acquired knowl-
edge to small farmers using local dialects.

The interactive videodisc training program
is an experimental project that combines infor-
matics and audiovisuals in an innovative and
flexible package using the best features of
these technologies in support of agricultural
training. Pedagogical and technical evaluations
are underway in order to test its effectiveness
on a large target audience. Evaluation results
are expected in mid-1987. (Editor's note: DCR
will attempt to follow this activity and report in a
future issue any evaluation results as they be-
come available.) n

Alain Kilbnayer is an Agricultural Engineer
and Project Manager of the 'Interactive Video-
disc Project," which is now sponsored by the
College of Agriculture of Purpan in Toulouse,
France.

Translated and abstracted by Robert Vatel, In
formation Specials t, Clearinghouse on Devel-
opment Communication
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l'Ecole des Moniteurs:" Videodisque de Formation des
Conseillers Agricoles de Cote d'Ivoire

par Alain Killmayer

En 1982, le Centre Mondial Infor-
matique et Ressource Humaine
(CMI) mettait au point un nouvel
outil multimedia: le videodisque

interactif.
II s'agissait la d'un manage entre un lecteur

de videodisque optique (pouvant supporter
tout type d'images: cinema, diapositives, des-
sins...), un micro ordinateur (capable de pi-
toter le disque et d'ordonner les images en
scenarii multiples) et une carte d'incrustation
video (capable de gerer un &ran TV tactile et
de melanger des textes et des graphiques ven-
ant du micro ordinateur a [image video).

Apres la realization d'un premier produit
experimental d'enseignement des langues. le
groupe agriculture, residant a Toulouse, a de-
cide d'appliquer cette methode a la formation
de masse en milieu rural.

Deux projets ont ete merles conjointement,
l'un destine aux agriculteurs francrais et qui
traite de la gestion, l'autre destine aux con-
seillers agricoles de Cote d'Ivoire.

En 1984, un VSNA (Volontaire du Service
National Actif) est parti en poste a l'Institut
Africain pour le Developpement Economique
et Social (INADES Formation) pour determin-
er avec les formateurs de terrain; le public
cible, les concepts a traiter, et &fire un pre-
mier scenario.

Cette meme armee, une equipe pluridisci-
plinaire, composee d'agronomes, de realisa-
teurs cinema, de graphistes et d'informaticiens
fut mise en place pour etablir le scenario inter-
actif, realiser les premieres images en vue
d'une validation sur terrain et enfin toumer un
film de 15 minutes chez un agriculteur modele
du nord de la Cote d'Ivoire.

Ces differentes &apes ont ete menees a bien
grace A la participation d'INADES Formation et
de la Compagnie Ivoirienne pour le Develop-
pement des Textiles (CIDT).

Cann& 1985 a ete consacree a la constitu-
tion d'une banque iconographique de pres de
1000 diapositives, a la realisation dune cen-
taine de dessins animes sur palette graphique
et enfin au montage, mixage son, et a la gra-
vure de 50 videodiques.

Cette meme armee, le videodisque devint
un des projets pilotes de l'information en Cote
d'Ivoire.

Depuis, le programme informatique de pi-
lotage a ete ecrit, ainsi que les 200 pages &ran
de fiches techniques, grace au langage auteur
realise au sein de l'equipe agricole.

En parallele, le materiel realise pour la vali-
dation du produit sur la gestion a subi un test
de fiabilite a Abidjan et a Bouake.

Le Point a l'ileure Actuelle
Apres mise au point technique de l'appareil

et presentation du produit "Ecole des moni-
teurs" en Cote d'Ivoire, la phase de validation
va &buten

En effet, avant de "lancer" un produit nou-
veau issu d'une technologie europeenne, it
nous a semble primordial d'en tester [impact
psycho-pedagogique, la portabilite technique
et le rapport prix-efficacite.

C'est pour cela que le Secretariat General a
l'Informatique (SG1) prend en charge l'expen-
mentation a parer de Septembre 1986 sur des
sites test de formation continue ou initiate
(CIDT Formation, IAB ...etc). Le CMI, quant
lui, pilotera cette experimentation par [inter-
mediare d'un cooperant VSNA qui sera en
poste au SGI.

Le Materiel
Le poste de consultation se compose d'un

&ran de television et d'une souris qui est la
seule interface avec l'utilisateur (le produit
s'adressant au grand public, le clavier et l'e-
cran du micro ordinateur ont ete supprimes).

L'unite centrale, de la grosseur d'un gros
micro ordinateur, se nomme VD1 graphique
laser 256K. Elle contient:

deux lecteurs de disquettes: l'un pour le
programme de gestion des images, l'autre
pour enregistrer les voles suivies par les
utilisateurs (but d'evaluation).
une unite logique derivee d'un micro or-
dinateur compatible PC (Micral 30).
un lecteur de videodisque laser vision
oune carte graphique d'interface et &in-
crustation video du CM1.
Pour fonctionner, le materiel n'a besoin

que d'une alimentation electrique de 220
volts.

INI72 arr.. r raqrtzcs.

Le Contenu Quantitatif du Programme
Le programme contient:
15 minutes de film sonore,
1000 diapositives,
30 minutes de commentaires,
100 dessins animes sonores,
200 dessins,
200 fiches techniques de cultures,
100 fiches diverses sur la mecanique et la

prophylaxie des animaux
repartis comme suit sur le disque optique
et sur disquette.
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L'Approche Interactive
Des l'ouverture du programme, un film de

12 minutes est presente: it raconte les aven-
tures et mesaventures d'un conseiller agricole
dans un village Ce film brosse un tableau du
contenu du disque et joue le role de declen-
cheur de questions qui pourront etre resolues
dans la partie interactive.

La partie interactive commence, apres un
apprentissage rapide du maniement de la sou-
ris, par un menu qui peut amener l'utilisateur
dans 4 matieres ou dans les fiches techniques.

L'information contenue dans cette partie in-
teractive a ete &coup& en petites sequences
tres breves qui sont construites pour pouvoir
etre agencees l'une derriere l'autre dans des
ordres differents sans biaiser le sujet. C'est l'u-
tilisateur par ses choix qui construit son ou ses
propres montages audiovisuels. En effet, a tout
moment, un menu barre present au bas de
l'ecran permet de survoler la partie, de l'ap-
profondir ou de la quitter.

C'est pour cela que l'information a ete or-
ganisee en plans superposes:

le plan primaire correspond aux remises
a niveau par matiere (cours general
d'agronomie).
le plan secondaire correspond aux com-
plements d'information et aux voies de
synthese.
le plan tertiaire correspond a un supple-
ment d'information sur le sujet traite.
enfin, la panic fiches techniques, compul-
sable a partir du menu principal (comme
une matiere), peut l'stre aussi de l'inter-
ieur d'une matiere; c'est la quatrieme plan
de consultation thematique sur le sujet
traite.

De plus, une fonction cachee permet a l'u-
tilisateur de visualiser la demarche qu'il a eue
dans le programme et de demander a voir
l'une quelconque des parties infinitesimales.

Cette partie interactive est completement
ouverte y a ni debut ni fin, mais une utilisa-
tion systematique permettrait, theoriquement,
de visualiser plus de 6 heures de programme
sans voir deux fois la meme chose.

Le Produit et ses Derives pour une
Formation en Cascade

Le produit ne peut s'utiliser qu'en salle de
formation car it necessite au minimum une
alimentation electrique et une table. Il s'a-
dresse en particulier aux conseillers agricoles.
Le programme a pour but de permettre la re-
mise a niveau des utilisateurs dans les quatre
matieres agronomiques: climatologie, pedolo-
gie, phytotechnique, travail du sol, et de leur
montrer les voies de synthese inter-matieres et
de favoriser un approfondissement technico-

(Continued on page 14)
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Agricultural Communication for
Rural Development in Sri Lanka

by Mania Amarasuriya

[Sri Lanka has taken the commendable step of
acknowledging and then dealing with the
problem of agricultural poisoning. Many oth-
er countries have not yet diagnosed or report-
ed their own, similarly critical problems as
such]

Poisoning by agricultural chemi-
cals (agrochemicals) is a major
health hazard in Sri Lanka today.
As its agricultural production has

increased in recent years, so has Sri Lanka's
dependence on chemicals such as fertilizers,
pesticides, and herbicides increased. As with
other chemicals, safe and wise use of agro-
chemicals requires a more sophisticated un-
derstanding of science than most farmers in
Sri Lanka now have. Complicating matters fur-
ther is the higher illiteracy rate of the rural
population. An ongoing program being con-
ducted throughout the country is challenging
this growing threat by teaching farmers how to
use agrochemicals.

A WHO survey conducted in November
1983, reported that Sri Lanka had the highest
pesticide poisoning death rate in the world
with corroborating evidence from a recent na-
tional survey indicating that 16,000 people suf-
fer from pesticide poisoning annually. Medical
authorities believe the chronic and undetected
poisoning caused by regular, unintentional in-
take of small quantities of pesticides as resi-
dues in food are far greater than records show
and are an immediate danger to the entire
population.

The rural farming population is, of course,
the most vulnerable to acute agrochemical
poisoning. Illiterate farmers in particular, un-
aware of the dangers of most chemicals they
handle, sometimes test their mixtures by dip-
ping a finger into the solution to taste it for
strength. The solution's contaminated vessel
may later be used for family bathing. Empty
chemical cans and bottles are used to store
coconut oil and other consumer liquids or
even medicines. Although legislation was
passed in 1980 regarding the use of pesticides
in Sri Lanka, its enforcement has proved diffi-
cult. Agrochemicals are illegally transported in
the same vehicles with consumer goods such
as rice, flour, and sugar; they may be stacked
alongside consumer goods in stores.

Fighting the Problem
Since 1981, the Sri Lanka Association for the

Advancement of Science's (SLAAS) Committee
for the Popularization of Science (CPS), has
conducted a program to combat this misuse of
agrochemicals. The Committee is comprised
of volunteers from university staff, research
sciontists, medical specialists, environmental-
ists, and plant protection officers from the De-

partment of Agriculture. They worked togeth-
er to develop a unique program to train
information agents and eventually farmers, on
the correct use and safe handling of chemicals.
Some funding is provided by the parent associ-
ation, and in 1986, the British Council provid-
ed money to continue the program for another
year.

In the past, extension agents have instructed
farmers in the use of pesticides, but these ef-
forts were not getting the message across. Tak-
ing a different approach, the Committee select-
ed school children from farming communities
as the disseminating agents. There are several
good reasons for this selection: students are
amenable to training, enthusiastic and idealis-
tic, and enjoy the confidence of their peers and
of the community in general since they have
received more education than the previous
generations.

Outreach Training
Twenty-four senior students (grades 10-12)

are selected from each (Atilt farming districts
in Sri Lanka. They receive training in huw to
use agrochemicals safely , and how to motivate
farmers and their families to use them correct-
ly. Besides technical training, students learn
basic communication principles that will help
them to organize seminars in the villages
The program is broken into three stages.

Stage I. The entire training group attends an
orientation comprised of lectures,
demonstrations, discussions, slide
shoes, and films on the safe use of
agruchemicals. To reinforce this
lukm ledge, trainees are required to
conduct a local surrey on the UM; and
misuse of agrochemicals they ob-
served in their tillages.

Stage H. Groups of 50 to 60 students each
next attend a mu-da training %t ork
shop at an agricultural research insti-
tute w here they receive further in-
struction communication skills
and other agriculture-related topics.

Stage III. During this final stage, the trainees
organize village-level seminars in
their own communities. The trainees
are expected to carry out the major
portion of the planning and execu-
tion of this stage with some guidance
from the committee members.
These seminars provide a forum for
farmers to discuss with resource per-
sons the use and handling of
agrochemicals.
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The communication strategy for this project
was based on recent research indicating that
older farmers are coming to respect the newly
acquired knowledge and skills of the younger
generation as a result of their science-oriented
school curricula. It was believed that directing
messages through children would have a far
greater impact on their elders and their home
environment than that of occasional visits by
agricultural extension officers.

The materials used for the project were
planned and developed with the local popula-
tion in mind program instruction is given in
Sinhala, one of the national languages, and
examples most villagers are familiar with are
used.

Media Used
There has been a continual updating of

training materials and techniques, based on
the feedback from pre- and post-training ques-
tionnaires. Over the course of five years, train-
ing has evolved into an intensive and practical
experience. Throughout training, a wide range
of media are used to support the regular lec-
tures. Traditional lectures are generously illus-
trated v. ith audiovisual aids. color slides, films,
posters, field isits and practical demonstra-
tions reinforce classroom training

The subcommittee members who visited
targeted villages during Stage III workshops
observed that the communities showed a high
degree of confidence in the trained students
Success of this program is measured by the
number of activities generated by the informa-
tion brought into the villages by the students.
Farmers regularly participate in the village
seminars, and there have been requests from
other villages for similar training programs

Although it is difficult to assess the di,
benefits of the program, there is a grow
awareness among farmers of the hazards
of the precautions needed when using q
chemicals.This can be attributed at least in r
to this information program

The success of Sri Lanka's program mi
serve as a prototype to other Third We
countries where there are similar proble
with agrochemical poisoning. This low-c
approach stands in clear contrast to of
more expensive mass media campaigns tl
while covering more territory may be less
fective. Making this information available, r
ticularly to (arm populations, could mean
difference between life and death.

Mimic' R. Amarasuriya is the Project Com
nator for the Programme on the Safe Use
Agrochemicals. She is Assistant Director of P,
licationsat the Natural Resources, Energy, a
Science AuthoriO, of Sri Lanka.
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Note to Uplink Readers
Since 1981, the Academy for Educa-

tional Development has periodiLall
published the Uplink new sletter to keep
interested observers informed of the.
AID Rural Satellite Program, and other
activities related to telecommunkations
for rural development

As described in this issue of Dere lop-
men/ Communication Report (DCR),
the Rural Satellite Program has Lomp let
ed its task of exploring and e%aluating
the applications of satellite technologies
in the developing world With the close
of its Research and Development acti%
ties, so too does the AID Rural Satellite
Program conc!Jde the publication of
Up/ink.

In this issue, the AID-supported DCR
continues reporting on teleLommuniLa
tions and development as part of its Lo%
erage of development communication
applications, trends, and issues

Uplink readers who wish to subscribe
to DCR should contact the Clearing
house on Development CommuniLa
tion, 1255 23rd Street, N W Washing
ton, D.C. 20037, U.S.A.

1987 /2
No.57

This isiw of DCR introduces the results of an experimental program that has been
carried out in three regions of the developing world over the last several years with the
support of the US. Agency for International Development (AID).

The Rural Satellite Program (RSP)uas estabhshed in 1980 to demonstrate that telecom-
muniattions are 'WU capable of serving as a pUlVelfill Yleu tuul fur Mill development.
Our supposition utIS that developments Ill satellite techriulogi bate nUide reliable teleCOM-
MUlliCatiOnS a practical possibiliti for the r10111Cireas of many developing countries. If so,
this new capability could be adapted to contribute to the fundamental work of develop-
ment in education, health, agriculture, and economic enterprise. We set out to test those
assumptions.

One of AID's roles is to help craft, from adranCenlentS 171 science and technology,
practical ?mu development options. AID has therefore been assessing the implications of
satellite COMMUniCatiOnS from the tine of NASA Applications Technology Satellites (NS)
experiments in the early 1970s. In 1976, AID carried out the AIDSAT demonstration a
program that used transportable earth stations to link rural areas of 27 nations with their
capital cities, and with the LS. for teleconference dialogues On development

From those experiences, the Rural Satellite Program was begun. RSP concentrated on
exploring the practicality of two-uay cowman-unions via telephone networking to reach
rural populations, since satellite-assisted community television broadcasting had already
been amply demonstrated.

1Vefaced Mall.)' questions. W7rat applications make sense :whirl the severe constraints of
the rural developing world? Mil users incorporate the neW communicanom capability
into their basic activities? Can end-user telecommunication technologies be remade suffi-
ciently reliable and convenient? Can technical and cost constraints be overcome, for
example, through use of smaller satellite earth stations and through use of solar power to
meet electrical requirements in the most remote areas? Call users telecommunicanom
authorities and planning ministries dense ways to work together to plan and Imple-
ment significant applications' Can the eCUllOn110 of rural telecommunicanom nuest-

(Continued on page 2)

Forging a New Development Tool: Teleconferencing

by Karen Tietjen

The tremendous growth in worldwide tele-
communications services in the last few dec-
ades has caused revolutionary changes in the
conduct of business, banking, trade, and poli-
tics in both the domestic and the international
arenas The dozens of satellites orbiting the
earth have created a worldwide communica-
tions system that truly makes the world a "glob
al village" for those people with access to this
system The vast majority of the world's real
villages, however, are generally cut off from
domestic and international systems, not b}
choice but by circumstance.

Telecon:tnunications sen ices haw been
slow to reach into most rural areas of the
world for several reasons high costs, technkal
problems, and Lick of a guaranteed return on
investment. It is both cheaper and more profit

--Supported by the Bureau for Science and Technology of the U.S. Agency for International Development
_,

able to do % clop teleconinnutications infra-
structures (or urban rattler than rural areas.
There is also the feeling among some planners
that rural areas du nut need or Lannot real!),
use ft:10.0111111U111LX1011S Elaine:, .111d I11.11 the
positi%c (Seas of pro% Ming sut_11 fat.ilittes du
not lustifl, the expense and effort. Soffit_ would
o.11 that basil telephone sere ae.c l.111110I be IWO
% idcd until the users .are able to pa} fin the
costs. llowe%er, there is now a grow mg real-
ization among experts that tel

is an essential ingredient that hastens
dc%elopment and is nut morel) .t result of it.

A reliable telecommuntottions inflastruL-
ture can facilitate economit. growth and pro-
mote national development aims. Telephone
services to rural and remote areas can stimu-
late economic de%elopment and bring the ru-
ral resident Lloser to the mainstream dilation
al life. There is also a growing feeling that

access to Lommunkations faullues should be
viewed as a social service to be provided by
gmernments the} pro% ale st_hools, and not
ni rel looked at in terms of the bottom line of
a balame sheet. As these realizations grow, an
ukreasing number of de%eloping nations are
Ernest mg in satellite-based telet_ommuntut-
lions sstems. Within the List decade, Indone-
sia, India, Brazil, Nlexit_u, China, and a Loalition
of 22 Arab nations haw launt_hed their own
satellites. Through INTELNAT, 27 other dew'.
aping Lountrles bane estabhraed domestit. sa-
tellite-based Lommumuttloo.- sIstems. What
was unix regarded as the wane of the future is
now .1 presentda real in . I low Lan developing
Lountries benefit from this telet_ommunica-
nuns revolution?'

In 1980 the U.S. Agent.} lot International
De%elopment initiated the AID Rural Satellite

(Continued on page 3)
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',tents be made more attractitv bi wyytIni
the benefits to social development Oro-
grams with the revenuo earned font) val
telephony?

The guiding strategy has been to find apph-
cations where mainline rural telephone serv-
ice could be adapted to the special net& of
inportant development activities, in educa-
tion and other sectors The projects that
emlved !rare all had a special focus on audio-
conferencing Rural users everywhere sold us
that a primary need was to link dspersed
groups of people, whether students cr exten-
sion workers, audioconferencing can do that

By collaborating with Indonesia, Pent, and
six- nations in the Caribbean, a grew deal of
experience has been generated sand docu-
mented: the result bas been a con plea; often
difficult, but in the end, gratiffing undertak-
ing. The sistems, initially established as pilot
projects, are now functioning 47S viable na-
tional enterprises with no external funding,
and all of them are expanding. Data front
Peru shows that rural telephones, taking ad-
vantage ofsatellite technology, are bringing in
substantial revenues wink pronding irre-
placeable services to rural developyytent work-
ers, businessmen, and fanuhes. In the Caribbe-
an and Indonesia, thousands of students and
extension workers are upgrading their train-
ing via audioconferencing. In a remote Indo-
nesian coymytunity, solar power is driving a
small satellite earth station, providing tele-
phone service for the first dyne.

The results of the Rural Satellite Program
have policy implications for three groups. For
developyytent planners, the results show that
telecommunications can now be counted on
to contribute to the primary work of rural
development. For telecoyytyytunwation provid-
ers, they have shown that by providing for the
special needs of developing institutions, the
case for national mvotyytent nn teleCOMMUM-
cations growth can be greatly enhanced, the
have also confirmed the tremendous demand
for and revenue flows from rural telephone
services. And for the users themselves, the RSP
results have shown bow readily and economi-
cally they can use telecoyynnumcations in their
day-to-day work.

These are but small portents of what is now
possible. New INTELSAT services hate reduced
the cost of two-way satellite earth stations to the
150,900 range for rural, thin-route areas.
With higher powered satellites, lower costs for
earth stations can be anticipated. Such satel-
lites already serve a total rural population in
developing countries of well over a billion
people Other systems are being planned in
Latin America and Africa. New technologies
using microcomputers and "very small aper-
ture" earth stations can provide electronic
mail and data for $10,000 per earth station

The Rural Satellite Program has shown us

On page 5 of DCR 1987/I, No. 56, we mistak-
enly referred to the person in the picture as a
health worker In fact, Ms Kankakai is the Re-
search and Evaluation Coordinator for the Li-
berian Rural Communications Network. We
regret this error. z
Development Communication Report

that its original assumptions were accurate.
Satellites and other technologies are rapidly
making the growth of rural telet.UMMUMW-
(ions a reality. Rural telephone Serlice rs twi-
tted and readily peudjiir by users. With a small
additional iywestyytent in equipyytent for au-
choconferencmg, telecoynyytunicattons systeyns
can be made all the more useful to rural insti-
tutions, adding valuable capabilities for ad-
ministration, education, and training. :Vett)
technologies, and MOre IMPOrialli, new appli-
cations are rapidly eyyterging which are genet.-
atmg possibilities for developyytent break-
throughs wherever information and COMM-
mccmons are needed. We hope that the solid
evidence front the Rural Satellite Program
will contribute to a policy dialogue on
these new possibilitiesa dialogue that is
based upon solid experience and upon the
realities of the Third World.

Dr Block, Project Manager of the Rural satel-
lite Program, is Associate Director for E,Lica-
tional Technologies and Communication, Of-
fice of Education, Bureau for Science and
Technology, U S Agency for International
Development.

RSP Publications
Available

The Rural Satellite Program (RSP) has
written twelve monographs describing
its activities in Indonesia, Peru, and the
West Indies. Handbook for Planning
Telecoynntunications Support Projects,
Institutionalization of Three Telecoyn-
municationsDevelopntent Projects and
Tekcommunicationsfor Higher Educa-
tion are three of the 12 publications
available upon request at prices ranging
from US$3.50 to $12. A videotape over-
view of RSP is also available on loan in
English, French, and Spanish For a pub-
lications list please write to: RSP-AED,
1255 23rd Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C., 20037 USA.

Continuing Education
Conference

The American Association for Adult and
Continuing Education will hold its annual con-
ference October 19-24, 1987, in \Washington,
D.C. The conference theme, "Empowering the
Adult Learner. A Global Challenge," indicates a
focus that should be of particular interest to
DCR readers. Sessions focusing on media as a
tool for empowerment; empowering the agri-
cultural worker; and international adult educa-
tion are among the topics to be covered.

For more information, contact the American
Association for Adult and Continuing Educa-
tion (AAACE), 1201 16th Street, N.W., Suite 230,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Telephone
(202) 822-7866.
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(Tietjen continuedfrom page 1)
Program to explore the potenti, of telecom-
munications to address basic development
problems. Building on simple, interactive, and
inexpensive telephone-based technologies,
the Program developed teleconferencing sys-
tems as a means of extending scarce expert
resources and expanding educational oppor-
tunities to remote and rural areas. Three pilot
projects were implemented to test and demon-
strate that teleconferencing could reliably and
affordably support development efforts in ed-
ucation, health, and agriculture

Six years later the three teleconferencing
networks are in place and supporting develop-
ment applications in Indonesia, the West In-
dies, and Peru Personnel have becn trained in
their use, operation and repair, and the net-
works are regularly used by their sponsoring
institutions. Thousands of university students,
teachers, agricultural extension agents, doc-
tors, nurses, and rural health can: workers r-ir-
napate each year in the programs &livered by
the teleconferencing networks With im-
proved skills, greater know ledge and up-to-
date information afforded by the teleconfer-
ences, they, in turn, are better prepared to
serve the rural community

The Technology
One of the goals of the Rural Satellite Pro-

gram (RSP) is to use telecommunications to
support and strengthen established public
lien ice systems, institutions, and urganiza
Lions. Central to the RSP effort was the identifi
cation and adaptation of appropriate telecom
munications technologies to specific applica-
tions and the Third World em ironment

Telecommunications is imbued with a
"Ugh- tech" aura, which causes most develop
ment professionals to question its appropriate-
ness in a development setting. Yet, at the heart
of this space-age technology is a simple device
which has been in use for over three quarters
of a century -the telephone. Furthermore,
telephone systems are proliferating through-
out the Third World.

Unlike radio and telev ision, the telephone
offers two-way communication Interaction is
central to coordination, information ex
chauge, and instructional and training efforts
With the addition of special equipment, the
telephone can be transformed into a telewn
ferencing retwork linking many groups of
people at one time for multi site, multi partici
pant meetings, conferences, and seminars It
facilitates dialogue, questions and answers,
and immediate response Teleconferencing
can thus provide an effective means of train
ing, institutional outreach, and administration

Not unlike an ordinary telephone call, tele
conferencing allows for spontaneity, immedi
acy, and a certain "intimacy The end equip
ment simple microphones and speakers is
easily operated by the participants themselves,
and the presenter is not separated from his
audience by the time between taping and
broadcast Participants must come to predeter
mined conference locations, active participa
tion and interaction teleconferencing's key as
sets, necessitate that the audience remain
small. Thus, it cannot duplicate the sheer nu
merical outreach of the mass media, radio and

t

A
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television. Where there is a need for innnedi-
cae, into-mitre Lunununwatton between spe-
cialized groups at multiple widespwad 'ma-
trons, bouvrer, a tekpbone-based ,tetuork Lan
be invaluable. It may actually be the only effi-
cient and cost-effective means of carry mg out
some activities.

Telecommunications is imbued with a

"high-tech" aura, which causes most develop-
ment professionals to question its appropriate-
ness in a development setting. Yet, at the heart
of this space-age technology is a simple device
which has been in use for over three-quarters
of a century the telephone. Furthermore,
telephone systems are proliferating through-
out the Third World.

The same teleconferencing technology was
employed by each of the three pilot projects,
with some variation necessitated by available
transmission systems and user requirements.
Bask to each project is a fully interactiv e,
two-way, dedicated communication network
linking several sites. Each site WI I initiate con-
ferences and communicate w ith all other sites
in the network. The networks use one or two
telephone channels depending on the equip
ment comprising the "electronic classroom- at
the project sites. The basic electronic class-
room consists of audioconferencing equip
ment loudspeakers, several microphone:,
with push-to-talk buttons, and a network coil
tr.)l terminal that control:, signal levels and
dialing functions when sites participate in a
conference. Depending on the site, facilities
and equipment can accommodate 50 to 100
people per site. In the Indonesia and West
Indies Projects, additional equipment is in-
cluded to provide a graphics capability. Tele
writers and slow-scan video transmit images
and pictures, microcomputers transmit text,
and facsimile machines transmit "digitized"
hard copy of text or pictures all over a single
telephone circuit. r).

L.1
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The Applications
Interactive teleconferencing networks can

be used for many purposes in diverse settings.
The three RSP projects delivered information,
multiplied scarce human resources, and ex-
tended institutional outreach in response to
different development problems. In Indone-
sia, teleconferencing was used to meet the
grow ing demand for higher education, in the
West Indies, it proved the most effective means
of reaching small numbers of people in isolat-
ed locations with quality instruction, and in
Peru, it provided in-service training to field
workers in health, education, and agriculture.

Indonesia
The Indonesian Distance Education Project

(SISDIKSAT) was designed to maximize the
scarce professional and teaching resources of
the Eastern Islands Universities Association, a
group of fairly new universities and teacher
training colleges on the islands of Kalimantan,
Sulawesi, Maluku, and Irian Jaya. Linking elev-
en distant and remote universities spanning
2,500 miles with a telephone-based electronic
classroom, SISDIKSAT is used to provide rare-
ly available academic courses to university stu-
dents, upgrade faculty knowledge and teach-
ing skills through in-service training programs
and seminars, and facilitate administrative and
institutional communication. Its effect is to
make the expert resources of one university
available to the other participating universi-
ties, thus multiplying each professional s out-
reach and effectiveness. Also included in the
SISDIKSAT system are the Java-based Bogor
Agricultural Institute Indonesia s premier
agricultural university which serves as a cen-
ter of excellence, and the Directorate General
of Higher Education, which is the bureaucratic
headquarters. SISDIKSAT s main activities are
course sharing, seminars, audioconferences,
training programs, message service, infurma-

(Continued on page 4)
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don exchange, and demonstrations which of
ten include other user groups outside the uni
versity community.

In October 1984, SISDIKSAT initiated a trial
semester offering two courses, it is curenti}
completing its fifth semester with a regular
schedule of 15 courses, reaching over 3,000
students each semester. To date, it has deliv-
ered 75 undergraduate courses, such as statis-
tics, research methods, poultry production,
and forestry. Use extends beyond normal
course delivery to other activities. The Direc-
torate General of Primary and Secondary Edu-
cation is now launching in-service training for
its teachers. A recent tribute to SISDIKSAT's
importance to the professional community
was a voluntary seminar program held over
the semester break which attracted over 1,800
participants from both the university and the
community at large.

West Indies
UWIDITE, the University of the West Indies

Distance Teaching Experiment, links three
campuses and three extramural centers in six
different countries (Jamaica, Barbados, Trini-
dad, St. Lucia, Antigua, and Grenada) in a dis-
tance teaching program similar to SISDIKSAT.
The first of the RSP projects to start operations,
UWIDITE offered its inaugural teleconference
in March 1983.

UWIDITE is characterized by a diversity of
programs; while it is not used primarily for
undergraduate instruction, its "Challenge
Exam" program allows undergraduates in the
non-campus territories to complete the first
part of a Bachelor of Science degree without
leaving their home island. In the 1984/85 aca-
demic year, nearly two hundred students at
for the Challenge exams.

UWIDITE places strong emphasis on its out-
reach and in-service training programs. The
Certificate of Education program for primary
and secondary school teachers provides op-
portunities for professional upgrading and,
importantly, job advancement. This program
has enabled the University to double its annual
number of certificate awards. UWIDITE's
health program is extensive: over 500 doctors
and nurses are reached each year with in-ser-
vice training in reproductive health and family
planning. The Caribbean Food and Nutrition
Institute presents a series of courses that cut
across sectors: community workers in agricul-
ture, education, health, and community devel-
opment are trained to promote good nutrition
practices in the community.

The UWIDITE network supports monthly
consultations and case presentations and is
used for special course series. For example,
the PanAmerican Health Organization present-
ed twelve sessions on emergency health man-
agement and the Caribbean Cardiology Con-
ference, with 100 physicians in six countries,
was conducted via teleconference.

Significantly, most of the UWIDITE program
participants are between 31 and 35 years of
age a period when both family and career
pressures would normally make it difficult to
pursue additional training.

UWIDITE is particularly appreciated in the
noncampus territories that lack the resources
to strengthen their education and training sys-

tems. The availability of funds is one problem,
but there are others. the limited size of certain
demands in these small island nations dimin-
ish the economic viability of conventional
training programs. the relat,%(.. isolation makes
it diffkul, to recruit an retain qualified staff,
and the lack of access to new information
ser.'es to degrade the staff: effectiveness.
These problems are addressed UWIDITE,
which has become a permanent feature of the
University of the \X'.,!st Indies' offerings.

Peru
Can teleconferencing work outside the um-

versity classroom? The ecru Rural Communi-
cations Services Project (RCSP) works directly
with rural field workers in the isolated "high,
jungle" region of San Martin. Based on .he
premise that basic telephone service is an ef-
fective means of overcoming infrastructure
and resource limitations and constitutes an es-
sential component of the development proc-
ess, telephone service was provided to seven
strategic rural communities ranging in size
from 800 to 1i,000 inhabitants, thus linking
them with each other and with the rest of the
country through the national telephone net-
work. (See article on expanded Peruvian tele-
phone service elsewhere in this Issue.) Build-
ing on the basic telephone system,
audioconferencing service was provided by
ENTEL, the national telephone company, to the
health, education, and agriculture ministries.
By linking field and extension personnel with
regional and central ministry headquarters,
audioconferencing improves the operations
and outreach of these centralized institutions.

The operations and development efforts of
the social service sector in San Martin were
severely handicapped by: inadequate access to
information required to develop and provide
effective services; lengthy delays in handling
routine administrative matters; lack of staff su-
pervision; and absence of in-service training
programs for field workers.

The audioconferencing component was de-
veloped to support and strengthen these rural
services, Audioconferencing (voice only) facil-
ities were established at each site, either in the
ENTEL office itself or in a central municipal
building. Targeted users were the field staff of
the health, agriculture, and education minis-
tries, such as teachers, doctors, nurses, other
health care workers, extension agents, etc. At
each site, a representative from each sector
was designated 'local coordinator to work
with ENTEL in identifying sector needs and
organizing appropriate programs.

Over a two-year period (1984-1985), 658 au-
dioconferences were conducted 266 in 1984
and 392 in 1985. Over 80 percent of the ap-
proximately 900 sector personnel in San Mar-
tin participated in the audioconferences. By
1985, average attendance had grown in every
sector except agriculture; total enrollment in-
cluding repeat users, was 10,000 person ses-
sions. ENTEL itself discovered the utility of the
audioconferencing network for training and
management it now accounts for a third of
the network's use.

The audioconferencing network was pri-
marily used for in-service training, with most
programs originating from Lima, based on the
participants strong preference for and belief in

the supermen} of Lima-based speualists.
The health sector was the most winpetent

and Innovative in its use of the audimonfer-
encing network, reflecting perhaps greater
cungrueme of its winnunmanun and infor-
mation needs w ith the sen lee pros ided b} the
RCSP.

To gain access to Lima-fn.eu specialists, an
ongoing training prig, am was developed with
the Colegio Mdclico in four areas. internal
mediune, pediatras, gynewlog) and obstet-
rics, and primary health care. These confer-
ences were wcil received by the participating
doctors, nurses, nurses aides, and community
health; workers. Over a 10-month period, total
attendance reached over 1,100. The RCSP net-
work was also used to support the National
Vaccination Campaign for coordinating lo-
gistics, training workers, monitoring progress,
and evaluating results.

The education sector conducted the greatest
numb of audioconferences. The network be-
came the means of delivery for 32 workshops
conducted by PROMULCAD, an innovative
teacher training program Special education
was also a sector focus. A series of audiocon-
ferences were developed on learning disabil-
ities So successful were the programs that lo-
cal parents asked to attend, and eventually, in
an innovative mixed media event, audiocon-
ferences were broadcast live over the local
radio station and questions were entertained
through a "call-in" arrangement.

Because of strikes and poor leadership in
the agricultural sector, it was least able to es-
tablish a viable audioconference program in
San Martin. Only 88 audioconferences were
completed in 1984 and 1985 Furthermore, the
farm-visit strategy promoted by the ministry
prevented extension workers from regularly
attending audioconferences However, in 1985
the new training orientation of the telecom-
munication project and revised scheduling for
the agriculmral telecommunication confer
ences helped to increase the number of suc-
cessful audioconferences by 5" percent.

The Results
After four years of field experimentation,

what has been teamed? Although a proven
technology and means of communication in
the United States, teleconferencing was un-
tried in the Third World The RSP projects in
troduced teleconferencing to rural and re-
mote environments, where the telephone had
arrived only recently In 1982 the questions
were: Could the technology withstand the rig-
ors of the environment, the deficit of re-
sources, and the paucity of skilled telecom-
munications technicians? Could the tech-
nology be adequately transferred to ensure
long-term operation and efficient use of the
teleconferencing networks? Would it be an ef-
fective development tool? What were the most
appropriate applications?

Teleconferencing technology can be made
to work reliably in tbe developing world. In
Indonesia, the 15 site audioconferencing net
work performs at 98 percent technical reliabil-
ity; in the West Indies, the network successfully
delivers all but 10 percent of its programs, in
Peru, less than four percent of scheduled
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transmissions were cancelled because of tech
nical problems. This high Lite of rehab du) w es

accomplished by selecting simple and sturdy
equipment, making certain equipment adapta-
tions such as using noncorrosive metals. and
el-eating Hinman% e solutior e.g. .1 1 k /INC

"gating" system when problems arise.
Training of local technicians in equipment

maintenance, repair, and management is also a
key factor in achieving a reliable teleconfer-
encing network. Each technician received
handson training, operations and mainte-
nance manuals, and repeated refresher cou-
sestaught over the networks. of course!

Yet, not everything was successful. The tele-
writers used for both the SISDIKSAl'and U\VI
EXTE Projects proved disappointing in their
performance. And we learned that the human
system was more liable to break down than the
technical one. Both training and practice were
needed before there was any certainty that par -
tiupants and presenters would regularly at-
tend the teleconferences, that materials would
be prepared and presented on schedule, and
that the telecommunications authority would
not inexplicably turn off the eanh station in the
middle of a class.

Teleconferencing can answer development
needl. It can support a variety of distance edu-
cation programs, facilitate management prac-
tices

' and fulfill essential information needs. As
evidenced by the RSP pilot projects, telecon-
ferencing is versatile: it is equally appropriate
for delivering university courses, in-service
training, health campaign coordination. medi-
cal consultation, and management confer-
ences. It cuts across sector boundaries: univer
sity students and field workers, physicians and
rural health care workers, teachers and agri-
cultural extension agents can all benefit from
teleconferencing. Training is by far the most
demanded service of a teleconferencing net-
work and will attract the most users. And train-
ing probably will have the most profound de-
velopment impact of any of the
teleconferencing programs.

Teleconferencing is an elli?ctive and popu-
lar means of instruction. Each project added
sites and expanded classroom facilities to ac-
commodate high attendance and demand. In
Indonesia, it M as nut unusual fur SM. tat 11.1%

100 200 students attend a singlk elks. Speual
UWIDITE and RCSP programs often attueted
large segments of the winniunit), as well As
the usual targeted partkipants. In the \X e:,1 In
dies, over 500 doctors and nurses have partici-
pated in .1 single wurse series. In Peru, 80
percent Jf the field workers reecned training
ia the teleconferencing now ork.

Satisfaction with the communications me-
dium essential!) two wa) wiee eommumea
lions has expressed b) the users. III IHJUUL
sin, fur example, '4 percent of the students
indicated that the learned espeeiall) well
from the interact ic e question At id atisw ea ;1C.
Mons, \\ bid* were .t regular femme oldie SIS
DIKSAT courses. While 67 percent of the stu
dents felt they learned as much or more from
the SISDIKSAT courses as from their faceto-
Eke elasse:, 95 percent of their local tutors
believed the students learned as mud' or
more from the distance wurses.

The Costs of a Teleconferencing Network
Three cost elements must be considered:

capital costs. teleconferencing equipment, assouated hardware and fatalities,
transmission costs. satellite "air time" and telephone Imes,
management and maintenance Lusts, operating the systems and developing programs for
delivery.

CAPITAL AND RECURRING COSTS

COSTS ITEMS SISDIKSAT UWIDITE RCSP

Audio equipment
Annual transmission
Annual management
Hourly charge
(transmission and
management)

S 9,941/site
237,500/year
82,313/year

94/hour

$ 4,985/site
10%000/year

139,702/year

140/hour

$ 4,549/site
no charge

33,300/year
68/hour

COST EPPECTIVENESS: COMPARISON WITH FACE-TO-FACE DELIVERY METHODS

ACTIVITY Face-to-Face SISDIKSAT UWIDITE RCSP SAVINGS

Course S 2,281/site $542/site 58%

Seminar 11,250 $1,000 90%
(1 day,
84 people)

Workshop 9,325 $3,384 64%
(6 days,
20 people)

Training 4,000 $2,600 35%
(31 sessions)

Teaching
Cenificate

8,172
student

S3,836 54%

Visiting
Professor

64/course/
student

11/course/
student

83%

(Figures derived from Rural Sa ellite Project data in USS.)

Participants from .dl three pntgcus found
the tcleeonfereneing progianis Ie.lec.iit 4)
their professional needs. TILL SISI)IKSAT loud
tutors helloed the chstanee courses and train
ing sessions improved their Abilit to icaeli
similar courses themselves.

In Peru, 92 percent of the participants stated
the teleeonfereneing plogianis helped them
du their jobs bctto . Iu fAct, tan 1985 (no 3uu
telewnfelent.es \\ere organized .11 field tilk
ers. requests.

This demand is liken 1M. OILILIA Lt.! %\11L1199
percent of die SISI)11:SAT SuuiIdt pd1ULi,uts
requested additional seminars. Alld 111 the
West Indies, the Unnesrsit) has deeded that
the UWIDITE ChAlletige LN.1111 111144i I is ,11)

that It ch ill ilk) lunge) ofki Liu. 10
ftLC tutorials on the eAmpuses.

Conclusion
Tvuv.q, telephone-1)&.AI t wan 'Kamm is

11CRNOrkS L.111 benefit iw.11 instautior is mid us
ers 1) prodding .access to expert resourees,

quality naming, new teelinologies And meth-
odologies, And SOL i resc.IrLh, amolig 0111-
el USLS. 111C) pro% 'de A means of eonniitinie.t.
non w ith polic)ntakeis, a eliallec to ask
quest kflIN .111L1 discuss Ink A ACM:), .111 up
pullout 10 partieipate lit the JLLlSluu making
process.

ultimate outcome of the Rut Ar 0.1i% Ilae
Pi ()gram is that the Ai id ki row ldgc:
now exist to provide a sound foundation tor
others interested in establishing itioocatile
uses of teleummitimeatioi is. It Nigi is the be
ginning of .1 global Blurt il) bring eclueatioit,
training, and idol illation to more and mole
people at et Lusts. It IS I it. ipl.1.1 that, based
on the I....yak:nee of the Rural SAtellite Pt ()-
gram, ()thus night benefit hunk Its unimplis
And pitfalls to more elleaan el) clesigi, and mi
plement similar projects in the future.

Karen Tieljen is Pnyal of the Rand
Satellite Project. tibia) is opo ittetl bsi the .1cad
einj'for Educational Det'eloInnent.
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Telephone Service Expands in Peru

by Gary Heald, Steven Klees, and John Mayo

In 1984, the Independent Com-
mission for World-wide Telecom-
munications Development (pop-
ularly known as the Maitland

Commission after its chairman, Sir Donald
Maitland) summarized the importance of tele
phony to rural development It concluded that
"telecommunications should be regarded as a
complement to other investments an essen-
tial component in the development process
which can raise productivity and efficiency in
other sectors, and enhance the quality of life in
the developing world" Evidence from a vari-
ety of two-way systems in Alaska, Canada, In-
dia, Thailand, and Indonesia confirm this
observation.

There are still many unknowns, however,
concerning the use, costs, financing, and im-
pact of rural telephone systems While national
planners and their colleagues in international
agencies are familiar with the economic and
social benefits associated with investments in
transportation, education, health, and agricul-
ture, they still lack the information, familiarity,
and confidence to judge the benefits derived
from telecommunications. To address such is-
sues, a number of important pilot projects
have been undertaken in recent years. One
such initiative was the Peruvian Rural Commu-
nication Service Project (RCSP)

"...there was an
immediate demand
and a sizable market
for public telephone
services."

System Operations
The RCSP was developed by the Peruvian

government and the U S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development to determine among oth-
er things, whether a satellite based telephone
communication system, linking a variety of
agencies and technologies, could provide a
useful, reliable, and cost-effective service to a
remote region of eastern Peru. The project
incorporated numerous technical, program-
matic, and administrative innovations. The reh
atively small 6.1 meter antennas received and
transmitted signals using the hemispheric
beams provided through INTELSAT satellites.
These earth stations were linked to radiotele-
phones to extend rural telephone coverage to
the smaller villages in the project.
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The pilot project was concentrated in seven
rural communities in the Department of San
Martin, a high jungle area east of the Andes.
The three largest communities, with average
populations of 12,000, were connected via sat-
ellite to Peru's national telephone system. The
remaining four towns, with average popula-
tions of 3,400, were linked by means of VHF
radiotelephones to one of the earth stations
and then to the national network.

All RCSP sites, designed to provide commer-
cial telephone service at public call offices,
were staffed by ENTEL (National Telecomuni-
cations) personnel or by local concession-
dres. After a lengthy network design and in
stallation process, public telephone service
was inaugurated at the seven sites between
July 1983 and June 1984. In addition to stan-
dard two-way telephone communication, the
RCSP incorporated a message delivery system
which allows users to pre arrange both outgo-
ing and incoming calls at public call offices.
When a telephone message arrives in a com
munity, ENTEL delivers it to the recipient's
home or office an important service, as most
Peruvians do not have private telephones.

During the first two and one-half years of
commercial RCSP sere lee, 87 to 95 percent of
the calls were made from the participating ru
ral communities. Telephone traffic increased
from 22,170 calls in 1983 to 102,895 in 1985.
Unquestionably, there was an immediate de-
mand and a sizable market for public tele-
phone services. In 1985, 87 percent of annual
operating costs were covered by RCSP
revenues.

In-depth personal interviews with public
telephone system users revealed that the fre-
quent system user (4 to 5 calls per month) was
typically male, 33-35 years of age, born outside
of the project zone, and was well educated by

regional standards. Approximately 24 percent
of the system users held professional or tech-
nical positions. Use among business owners
and managers grew appreciably during this
period from 14 percent in 1983 to 34 percent
by the end of 1985.

System Reliability
The novelty of the system, the challenges

from adding new network sites, and the sky-
rocketing use of telephone services, did not
compromise the systems reliability; during
the first six months, fully 81 percent of all
initiated public calls were successfully com-
pleted. This completion rate declined slightly
over time, and held steady at about 75 percent
during the next two years. Calls lasted an aver-
age of approximately six minutes, and overall,
the average waiting time for a call to go
through was 51 minutes. Following its inaugu-
ration in mid -1983, all or part of the RCSP
system operated 174 out of 184 possible days;
and in 1984 and 1985, the earth station was
operational every day.

It is difficult to identify many of the benefits
derived from having nearby telephone service.
Nevertheless, several key facts demonstrate
the value rural Peruvian users place on im
proved telecommunication services and ilow
their lives have changed as a result. First, sur-
veys showed that among families using the
system az least once, average monthly incomes
ranged from $68 to $150. A single long dis-
tance call averaged $L15, representing about
0.6 percent of families' monthly incomes
among regular users, and between 0.8 and 1.7
percent of average family incomes. That rural
families chose to allocate their limited discre-
tionary income to telephone use is one meas-
ure of the value of telephone communications
to individual users.

Secondly, despite the additional expense
that would be incurred, there was a strong
demand for private telephones as well, and a
number were installed in homes and offices in
the three sites served by satellite earth stations.
In 1984, 28,790 calls were initiated from these
private phones, and 50,767 were made in 1985.

(Continued on page 12)



HIV and AIDS
Explained

AIDS (Acquired Immunodeficiency
DeficiencySyndrome)is the most serious
but not the only illness caused by
the. I luman Immunodeficiency Virus
(111V). AIDS is a fatal virus.caused dis
ease, characterized by a weakening of
the immune system which pennits in
fection by opportunistic disert;es In
fact, like most viruses, lily appears to
cause a spectrum of illness, ranging
from infection with no symptoms to
malaise to chronically swollen lymph
nodes and other conditions known as
AIDS-Related Complex (ARC), to diag-
nosed AIDS itself. \That is being trans-
mitted between people is not a single
disease, then, but a virus that causes var-
ious degrees of disease.

It is important to understand that a
minority of those infected with I IN may
never become ill; that infection alone
does not automatically mean disease,
and that there is no necessarily direct
progression from infection to ARC to
AIDS. Perhaps as many as 80 percent of
those infected will however. suffer
some 11N-related illness such as AIDS.
ARC, brain and nerve damage, or vari
ous cancers The longer a person is in
fected, the greater the chances appear to
be if developing illness, particularly
AIDS

On the other hand, infected individu
als are at all times infectious, presum
ably for life, whether or not they be
come ill In this respect, I IN is unlike
other viral infections and raises issues of
profound importance regarding pre
vention, treatment, and control.

Moreover, 1IN infection and its vari-
ous disease manifestations vary consid-
erably in different parts of the world
What is happening in Western Europe
or the United States cannot necessarily
be explained by what is happening at
the same time in central Africa, or vice
versa. Perhaps more than one virus is at
work, or sociomedical conditions en-
courage certain kinds of infections but
not others, or some other unknown fac-
tor is at work that makes this infection so
markedly dissimilar from country to
country. For some time to come, what is
known about 1111/ infection will be hos
tage to what we have yet to discover
about it.

For the time being, however, the
numbers alone are staggering. Perhaps
as many as ten million people are lily-
infected worldwide, and that total in
creases as this is written. Even if no fur-
ther viral transmission occurs anywhere
in the world, the community of nations
will be coping well into the next century
with as many as five million of thus':
already infected as they develop burnt:
11W- related illness. 111

This article considers the medical and social implications of 11111 and AIDS rather than address-
ing our usual topic communication. Due to the increasing 'reed to understand I IIV, and the
widespread misunderstandings about this virus, we feel it is both appropnate and important to
include Dr. Mann's piece along with those that describe COMM1M1CallOn strategies and lessons
learned front NIV and AIDS education efforts the (J . and in the developing world.

AIDS: The Global Challenge

by Dr. Jonathan Mann
The worldwide epidemic of Human Immunodeficiency Virus t ) infection, including the

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (A1DS S1DA in French and Spanish) represents an
unprecedented and urgent challenge to international public health. AIDS is not somebody
else's" problem it is an international health problem of extraordinary scope affecting both
industrialized and developing countries, and w i!l require a longterm effort and commitment on
the pan of the entire world.

AIDS emerged quickly and many wish it would disappear lust as quickly. But it is unlikely that a
vaccine or a widely effective therapy will become available for at least several years. Even if a
vaccine were distributed tomorrow, AIDS cases would continue to appear for generations,
coming from the pool of people already infected. The only deterrent we have at the present time
Is education.

The pandemic was a silent one at the beginning, from the early 1970s until the mid 1980s.
Then, when it was positively identified and the lethal nature of the virus become well known, its
presence "exploded unto the international scene. Now, we are witnessing an astonishingly
diverse range of impacts .and reactions to the I IIV phenomenon psychological, social, cultural,
economic, and political.

With the establishment of the Special Programme on AIDS (SPA), the World I learnt Organizes-
non (W110) recognized the immense dimensions of this threat to global health. V(110 acknowl-
edges its responsibility to rapidly mobilize national and international energies, creativity, and
resources for global AIDS prevention and control.

Transmission Modes
The transmission modes of 111V have become clearer over time and w ith the growing availabil-

ity of epidemiological studies throughout the world. 1 IIV appears to be spread in only three
ways sexually, through blood, and from mother to child. Sexual transmission transcends
national, racial, geographic, cultural, and social boundaries. I IN can be spread sexually from
man to woman, woman to man, woman to woman, or man to man.

Transmission through blood can occur in several ways The most common is throughllIV.con-
tarninated blood transfusions. Fortunately, this can be prevented by screening the blood for the
virus A second route is through certain blood products, such as those used for hemophilia
patients, that were contaminated with 111\'. This problem also can be controlled through screen
ing and with special treatment of the blood product. Finally, intravenous drug users who use
blood-contaminated needles, syringes, or other equipment also risk contracting 111V. Similarly,
any needle or other instrument contaminated with blood and then used on another person,
could transmit 111V Transmission can be controlled if instruments are cleaned and sterilized
benveen each use.

Transmission of 111V from an infected mother to her child (perinatally), reflecting a special
biological relationship, can occur before, during, or shortly after birth. The efficiency of this type
of transmission is approximately 50 percent. Studies are in progress to better define this risk.

There is no evidence to support casual transmission, i.e. the spread of I IIV by insects of any
kind, through food, water, air, or via swimming pools or toilets. Transmission requires specific
human acts or special relationships, such as that between a mother and her child.

The Numbers
The numbers of reported canes uf AIDS and of countries identify mg AIDS cases have increased

dramatically. As of May 6, 1987, 105 countries have reported -19,132 AIDS cases to WHO. This
number, huwever, represents only a punsun of the estimated total, behoved to exceed 100,000.
Between 5 and 10 million persons may currently be infected with and by 1991, at least one
million AIDS cases will have occurred worldwide according to WHO estimates.

(Continued on page 8)
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(Mann continued from page 7)
Funhermore, AIDS is threatening projeaed

health gains for the developing work,. For ex-
ample, in areas where 10 percent of the preg-
nant women are HIV infected, the infant mor-
tality rate due to AIDS alere may be 10 to 20
per 1000 births. This HIV-related increase in
infant monality`may cancel out projected im-
provements in infant survival rates attributable
to child survival initiatives.

In North and South America, Europe, and
Australia, most AIDS cases occur among 20- to
49-year-old homosexual or bisexual men and
among intravenous drug users However, an
estimate of the proportion of cases of AIDS
acquired through heterosexual contact in
these regions has increased from one percent
to approximately four percent The United
States Public Health Service has estimated that
by 1991, 270,000 cases of AIDS will have oc-
curred in the USA - more than eight times the
approximately 35,000 cases of AIDS identified
since the beginning of the epidemic.

The number of African countries reporting
cases of AIDS to WHO has increased subztan-
daily in the past year HIV is transmitted in
Africa as it is elsewhere in the world. While an
accurate accounting of HIV-infected persons
or AIDS cases in Africa is not available, it is
likely that Africa has at least one million infect-
ed people.

Relatively few AIDS cases have been report-
ed in Asia, and most of those have been associ-
ated with exposure to contaminated blood
products or to persons from Western coun-
tries. Though there is evidence of local HIV
transmission, studies suggest that it has not yet
penetrated the general population.

Earlier estimates of the rates of progression
of HIV infection to AIDS and other AIDS-relat-
ed syndromes have recently been revised up.
ward. On the basis of current information, it
appears that 10 to 30 percent of HIV-infected
persons will develop AIDS and that 25 to 50
percent more will develop AIDS-related ill-
nesses during a five-year period. Current data
suggest that the majority of HIV- infected per-
sons may develop AIDS during the first ten
years after HIV infection and that the remain-
der may have AIDSrelated illnesses.

The Costs
In industrialized countries, the economic

impact of AIDS will be substantial: consider
the estimated per patient cost of $50,000 to
$150,000 for direct medical care. In compari-
son, the cost of preventing AIDS is quite small,
For example, several health educators could
be employed for a year for the cost of treating a
single AIDS patient. Indeed, the entire 1987
WHO budget for AIDS does not exceed the
medical care costs incurred by less than one
percent of reported AIDS cases.

The social impact of HIV-related diseases is
occuring at all levels personal, family, and
community. HIV-infected persons, including
AIDS victims, are being expelled from their
families or their social milieu at the very time
they most need support and care.
HIV infections and AIDS strike most often at
the 20- to 49-year-old population, in contrast to
many health problems that affect either the
very young or the older segments of society
Thus it robs societies of people who are in

mommOV.,="a1M1a.

An AIDS Campaign in Brazil

by Douglas Janoff
Most people like to get away from problem.,

and concerns when they go on vacation. It is
probably safe to say that a majority of vacation-
ers would not want to be reminded about the
growing problem of AIDS as they travel to
long-planned getaways But tourists arriving in
Rio deJaneiro and other cities in Brazil for the
annual Carnival celebration last February were
in for a surprise when they passed through
customs and uniformed policemen handed
them the following brochure in Ponugese,
Spanish, English, and French.

-Dear Tourist, Welcome to Brazil
We hope that your stay in our corm",

will be the most pleasant passible and
that you will enjoy it. One of the most
popular events, the Carnival, is taking
place now and is a period of great frat.
ernization.

Brazil has one of the largest number
of registered cases of AIDS in the world.
This situation must be faced even dur-
ing such a pleasant occasion as the Car-
Wird. Therefore, for your health and
safety, ny to avoid casual or multiple
sevual contacts. With any aid of sevual
activity, use condoms, which can easily
be found in drugstores.

If you need to use syringes, use only
one-urty models, and make sure they
are dLposed of after use.

CNIaborate with the health author(
ties to preserve your health and that of
the Brazilian people "

The AIDS brochure distribution program
was spearheaded by the National Division of
Sanitary Surveillance In Ports, Airports, and
Borders. According to D- William Waissman,
Assistant Director of the Sanitary Control Serv-

their most productive years, creating a serious
threat to country' social and econrmic
development

The Challenge
The HIV and AIDS epidemics are truly gloh

al problems, affecting industrialized and de-
veloping nations alike A "business as usual"
approach will not suffice. The WHO strategy
for AIDS control is to stop the spread of I IIV
worldwide by attacking every mode of trans-
mission in every country, using every educa-
tional technique available This daunting task
will require an unprecendemed level of com-
mitment from all governments as well as from
medical and public health professionals.

Education is our only tool so we must make
it work. That will require all the clarity, all the
hard work and all the creativity we can muster
to make certain that it does work.

Dr. Jonathan Mann is Director of the Special
Programme on AIDS at the World Health Or-
ganization in Geneva, Switzerland. r 6

Ice for Immigrants, 500,000 brochures were
handed to in-coming visitors during carnival
week half in Rio de Janeiro and half in other
po,iular destinations such as Recife and Porto
Alegre.

At the time of the 1987 Carne al, there were
already 1,203 confirmed cases of AIDS in the
country. A year earlier, AIDS was rarely dis-
cussed, but awareness and concern about the
virus has changed considerably in the past
year. At first, other government agencie.. resist-
ed becoming involved in disseminating infor-
mation about AIDS. For instance, in 1086,
when Waissman's service prepared and began
to distribute a questionnaire to passengers ar-
riving in Brazil, they had to stop because of
protests from airline companies and the press.
But in November of that same year, the govern-
ment announced plans for a massive education
campaign to prevent the transmission of HI-
V/Aids in Brazil. And, by February 1987, the
climate was favorable enough to run a coordi-
nated information campaign during the Carni-
val celebration.

Beyond reaching the tourist populations, it
is particularly important to reach large por-
tions of the Brazilian population. Planners of
the national AIDS campaign intend to use tele-
vision, radio, and all major newspapers in their
effort to cover the country. Initial 'IV coverage
is comprised of short informational messages
directed at highrisk groups. Although a coor-
dinated mass media campaign has not yet been
launched, there are plans to use radio and the
print media as well to reach a wider audience.

A Matter of Funds
Dr. Alvaro Matida, director of the Infectious

Diseases Department for the State of Rio de
Janeiro, estimates that US$6 million will be
needed to adequately meet the costs of AIDS
prevention and medical care. However, be-
cause of extreme budget constraints, only
$45,000 has been earmarked for ongoing AIDS
activities at this time.

While articles reporting on the AIDS prob-
lem appear regularly in newspapers, advertise-
ments that would better educate readers about
the virus have not been published.

Brazilians are slowly becoming more aware
of this latest threat to their health, and the
Brazilian government has shown a willingness
to inform its citizens about its dangers, but
until more lands are designated to implement
educational p:ograms, progress will be slow in
developing strategies against the spread of the
virus,

Douglas janrof is a Canadian journalist who
is currently in Brazil on a grantfrom the Inter-
national Development Research Centre in Of-
tam Canada.
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AIDS Public Health Communication:
A New Challenge for Communicators

by Anthony Meyer

Over the past several decades, communica
tors have gained valuable experience which
can contribute to the control of AIDS. Health
education and communication programs have
become increasingly effective, particularly in
promoting family planning, immunizations,
oral rehydration therapy, improved nutrition,
and a variety of child survival practices. Pro-
grams are better today because increasingly:

multiple channels of communication, in-
cluding institutions, are mobilized to rein-
force messages and activities from a single
program perspective;
information about specific behavior and
its cultural and social context guides the
communication strategy and message de-
velopment process;
formative evaluation and on-going moni-
toring improve program performance;
and
the power of face-to-face communication
and traditional networks of training and
communication are combined with the
coverage, convenience, and reinforce-
ment of mass media.

AIDS prevention and control must go be-
yond everything that has been achieved in the
best of programs. The subject matter is sensi-
tive; AIDS is itself often a political issue; and
the behavior to be changed is deeply rooted.
AIDS is also a global problem, requiring ap-
propriate knowledge and targeted behavior
change throughout the entire adult population
of the world. Fear, denial, and blame must be
replaced by constructive personal and com-
munal action worldwide. Combating AIDS
requires that every lesson of the past be adapt-
ed, every channel of communication be appro-
priately employed and every strategic insight
be integrated into public health communica-
tion efforts to combat AIDS. Education and
communication are our only vaccine against
AIDS.

`The global need to
stop AIDS represents
a call to action for
every professional
communicator."

There is cause to hope that communication-
related disciplines have evolved in both depth
and perspective to a point where communica-

AIDS
A worldwide effort will stop it.

=i

World Health Organization
Special Programme on AIDS

tors can collectively assist in meeting this chat
lenge. Audiovisual specialists, at one time
were expected to produce a poster, flyer, or
newsletter with little regard for program con-
text or planned, cumulative impact over time.
Taigeted behavior change was not typically an
expected outcome. Communicators now play
a more significant role from the beginning of
projects in overall planning. They share in the
responsibility for program impact.

Health educators were often expected to
generate widespread public health impact
while having the capacity to infrequently con-
tact only a fraction of the target audience. Con-
tact was often restricted to those visiting clinics
for treatment, and outreach for prevention was
typically limited to small groups of partici-
pants. Communicators now have learned to
use electronic media and national newspapers
to help set a public agenda for change. Increas-
ingly, their efforts are coordinated into system-
wide outreach efforts which attempt to mobi-
lize adequate resources for specific health care
objectives.

In the past, health promoters used advertis-
ing and campaign approaches to change prac-
tices, but often failed to promote social main-
tenance of the changes that were introduced.
More recently, social marketing has attempted
to apply marketing methods to promote
change Needs assessment and target audience
analysis have improved as well, bringing com-
municators closer than ever to community
perspectives and to traditional networks to
support change.

All communicators, regardless of initial pro-
fessional orientation, have been influenced in-
creasingly by the social sciences. Social psy-
chology, communication research, and
marketing have enhanced research in audi-
ence definition, channel characteristics, and
the use of field data to test assumptions under-
lying strategy, message, and materials
development.

Anthropology has provided tools for devel-
oping more creative concepts and culturally
appropriate content. Behavioral psychology
has added precision in facilitating behavior
change through examining the antecedents
and consequences (costs and benefits) of spe-
cific behavior.

In summary, the community of communica-
tors working in the health sector has evolved
beyond a simple paradigm. The term public
health communication has been introduced to
capture something of this evolution. Public
health communication is broadly defined as
the systematic attempt to influence specific
health practices of large populations positive-
ly, using principles and methods of mass com-
munication, instructional design, health edu-
cation, social marketing, behavioral analysis,
anthropology, and related public stealth and
social sciences. The term implies reliance on
multiple channels, coordinated to introduce
sustained change in specific practices crucial
to achieving a public health impact. It is a term
that seems to be appropriate in describing
what is required to stop AIDS.

fhe global need to stop AIDS represents a
call to action for every professional communi-
cator The range of possible action is wide. The
World Health Organization (WHO) is coordi-
nating worldwide action and is facilitating tly.,
formation of national AIDS prevention and
control committees and plans of action in
countries which request their assistance. Major
international organizations MD, UNDP, UNI-
CEF, Unesco, rJNFPA, The World Bank, The Red
Cross, major foundations and thousands of
local institutions are developing their own
complementary action plans. Each will have a
significant public health communication com-
ponent. Each will require services that you as
communicators are best suited to offer.

Dr. Meyer is Development Communication
Specialist in the Office of Education, Bureau
for Science and Technology, U.S. Agency for
International Development (AID), and plans
to join the WHO Special Programme on AIDS
in Geneva, Switzerland, on loan from AID.

(The opinions expressed m Ibis article do not
represent the policy or position of AID.)
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Knowledge About AIDS in a Central African Town

by M. Carael, J. Nicurunziza,
and C. Almedal

In Africa, the impact of AIDS is already %vide
and deep and is leading to extensive changes
in sexual behavior. With education as the only
effective antidote to the spread of this disease,
African nations are beginning to plan and im-
plement information campaigns targeting high
risk groups. One such effort is currently un-
derway in Rwanda where, in 1986, the first
national radio information campaign and fol-
low-up survey on AIDS knowledge levels was
authorized by the government.

In July 1986, the Rwandan Red Cross was
asked by the country's Ministry of Health to
develop and conduct a two-year AIDS educa-
tion program. Funds for this effort were pro-
vided by the Norwegian Red Cross.

A Radio Campaign
The short daily radio spots and six one-hour

programs were produced and broadcast for
six months on Rwandan national radio. This
campaign had a major impact on the level of
knowledge of AIDS among urban adults. Post-
broadcast research showed an increased un-
derstanding of the HIV modes of transmission
among those with higher levels of education.
At least 25% of these adults reported they have
changed their sexual behavior in the past year
Sexual abstinence was the most common ore-
ventive measure adopted by this group

What People Learned
In order to develop an effective information

strategy, the Red Cross conducted a survey in
Kigali, the capital of Rwanda, a city of approxi-
mately 400,000. During a two-week period,
1192 men and women between the ages of 18
and 50 were interviewed using a standardized
questionnaire. The great majority of respon-
dents (98%) knew that AIDS is a disease and
76% knew that it is caused by a microbe. A
majority of them (73%) learned about AIDS by
listening to radio, 14% learned of it from
friends, and smaller percentages from newspa-
pers, health workers, and from others. While
57% of those questioned were able to report
one symptom of AIDS, and 23% could identify
two symptoms, 14% knew none of the correct
signs or symptoms of the disease.

Fully 73% knew that somebody could be
infected with the virus without showing any
signs of the disease. Awareness of how HIV is
transmitted is of particular interest in terms of
health behavior. Ninety-seven percent of
adults in urban areas knew that AIDS is spread
by sexual contact, and 92% by transfusion of
blood. However, 65% of the respondents be-
lieved that AIDS is spread by mosquito bites
and public toilets. Forty-seven percent also
believed that they can catch AIDS by drinking
from the same glass or breathing the same air

as an AIDS victim. Not surprisingly, 41% Lithe
respondents believed that AIDS cannot be pre
vented women more so than men (56% ver-
sus 36% )

CROIX- ROUGE rU RWANDA

WAKWILINDA UTE SIDA

IBISOBANURO BIHAGIJE

INAMA rINGIRAKAMARO

IBISUBIZO KU B1BAZO BYANYU BYUSE

Among those believing that AIDS infection
could be avoided, 57% reported they have
changed their behavior in the past year.
Among this population, nearly 67% of the men
said they avoided prostitutes and occasional
sexual partners, and 71% of the women said
they reduced their number of male partners or
abstained from sex. Unfortunately, none of
these respondents reported using condoms
during sexual intercourse.

Following the radio program and assess-
ment of the survey data, a 30-page information
booklet was prepared using a question and
answer format. (See illustration) Copies were
prepared in Kinyarwanda, the national lan-
guage and in French. During this on-going
two-year public education campaign, the
Rwandan Red Cross will distribute 25,000
booklets to opinion leaders throughout the
country. Three thousand copies of a more sci-
entific document were prepared for paramedi-
cal personnel. Leaflets will also be produced
targeting identified high risk groups such as
prostitutes, chauffeurs, soldiers, and students.

The Rwandan Red Cross will be a primary
distributor of the booklets, given their local
committee structure in communities through-
out the country. To them falls the responsibil-
ity of transferring accurate information via in
terpersonal communication. This will not be
an easy task as sexual behavior and practices

are seldom discussed in publiL, prostitution is
tolerated in urban areas, and the use uf Lon-
doms is resisted.

In Rwanda, as in the rest of Africa, profound
alterations will have to occur in social relation-
ships if the spread of the virus is to be con-
trolled. The role of education in provoking
this change in awareness and behavior cannot
be overemphasized given the magnitude of
the HIV epidemic.

hficlialCaraelworksforthe1 nstitutefor Sociol-
ogy in Brussels, Belgium and assisted in gath-
ering data for the Rwandan Red Crossfor their
AIDS campaign; Dr. J. Nkurutzziza is associat-
ed with the Rwandan Red Cross; and Calle
Ahnedal is with the Norwegian Red Cross in
Oslo, Norway.

(MacDonald continued from page 11)

true risk, and wants basic information. 4) Ac-
ceptance. in which the public acknowledges,
however grudgingly, a deadly threat in its
midst and wants to do something about it.
3. Finally, effective programs do not simply
convey information. They also enable people
to change behavior and maintain those
changes over time.

People may be persuaded eventually that
HIV infection can happen to them under cer-
tain circumstances They may even be con-
vinced that there are things they can do to
prevent infection As difficult as these objec-
tives are to achieve, they are only the begin-
ling It is essential to follow-up these first steps
with programs and services designed to help
people change their behavior, and to maintain
those changes over time Only if knowledge
can be translated effectively into action will
HIV infection be stopped Ultimately, what
people will probably need is a "reward" in the
form of social affirmation for the changes they
must sustain for the rest of their lives.

U.S experience with HIV prevention to date
suggests that effective programs are a process
that is best carried out with consensus support
at the community level in ways that are sensi-
tive to varying degrees of awareness; acknowl-
edge the need for accurate, clear, and consis-
tent prevention messages; and enable people
to make and sustain beneficial behavior
changes over time.

Gar) MacDonald Is a senior TeLbnkal Advisor
on AIDS to the Academy for I:ducat:owl
Development.
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HIV Prevention Education
in the United States

(While the DCR usually focuses upon com-
munication issues related to developing coun-
tries, on occasion we find it appropriate to
turn to developed countries for applications
that may help practitioners who are looking
for guidance but are finding few appropriate
examples. In this case, we look to the United
States where there are a growing number of
campaigns devoted to lillorming target popu-
lations about AIDS and the HIV virus.)

by Gary MacDonald

Because infection with Human Immunode-
ficiency Virus (HIV) is lifelong, the behavior
changes that protect against its spread must
also be maintained for life. That necessity
alone places HIV infection well outside the
disease status quo, and suggests to many U.S.
experts that HIV prevention programs must be
as unusual and as clever as the deadly new
microbe they are designed to contain.

In the U.S., the decentralization of the offi-
cial public health system has had the unwitting
but beneficial effect of encouraging innovation
in HIV prevention programs. Though the lack
of a central official source for program devel-
opment has forced private organizations
throughout the country to finance and imple-
ment prevention programs on their own, the
same groups have nevertheless taken advan-
tage of their freedom from official constraints
to experiment with new, and in many cases
extraordinary, means of preventing HIV
transmission.

/1116 Don't listen to
rumors about AIDS.
Get the facts!!!

FAMOUS ROLE MODEL:singer PatillaBelle cautions
Blacks to ignore false information about AIDS. N ote
national hotline phone number on all pavers, loth
blankspace at bottom to add local names and num-
ben for more information.

Experience to date strongly suggests that
these programs work best when they are de-
signed and carried out by and within the actual
communities for which they are intended.
What works in New York does not necessarily
work in Los Angeles, and what is useful for
major coastal cities may not be applicable at all
in small Midwestern towns. For example, mes-
sages that speak effectively to urban black ho-
mosexual males will probably have no impact
on suburban white heterosexual females.

All of this argues for a coordinated national
education program that is defined by highly
individual, grassroots approaches to HIV pre-
vention. Different kinds of programs based on
different messages are essential to reach differ-
ent audiences at different times in different
locations. Such specificity requires consider-
able planning, pretesting, and evaluation. HIV
prevention programs are nothing if not
labor-intensive.

Whatever their differences, effective HIV
prevention programs do appear to share cer-
tain attributes. The successful ones have
worked at least in part because they have 1)
involved members of target audiences, 2) de-
veloped broad-based local support, and 3) se-
cured a working consensus among local deci-
sion makers regarding what needs to be done
as well as how best to accomplish it.

Since 1982, when most programs began, oth-
er unifying "principles" of HIV prevention edu-
cation have emerged that appear to cut across
and at the same time integrate vastly different
types of experiences. Briefly summarized be-
low, these principles are still largely anecdotal
in nature, research is in progress to determine
their exact relevance and importance.
1. Effective HIV prevention programs do not
perpetuate myths and stereotypes. They are
based only on factual information that is stated
clearly and consistently.

What is being said about HIV infection is as
important as how it is said. This is particularly
true when HIV transmission modes must be
described accurately. For example, see the dif-
ference between advising people to "avoid sex-
ual contact with infected individuals a com-
mon HIV prevention message that manages to
inform no more than it offends and advising
them to "avoid unprotected (without a con-
dom) sexual intercourse, either vaginal, anal,
or oral, with an individual, either male or fe-
male, who is infected with HIV."

Most importantly, educators must seek to
change the many stereotypes that already de-
fine people's reaction to HIV infection. A case
in point is the notion that who you are (risk
groups) is more important than what you do
(risk behaviors) in determining your chances
of being infected with HIV. By this logic, AIDS
in the U.S. was initially a "homosexual disease"
because it is so frequently diagnosed in homo-
sexual men. Heterosexuals, by the same token,
were not considered at risk because in the
early years of the epidemic in the U.S. they

You won't believe
what we like to Weal' in bed.

Theresti% th-lxv stcQAIDS.

HERO
. 111,. ,1-e03V-F.12

PROMOTING 'SAFER SEX" FOR GAY MEN. By
using attractive male models, this payer's
aim is to convince consumers that using con-
doms is smart and enjoyable

were rarely diagnosed, etc. This tendency to
focus on groups rather than behaviors has,
however, caused serious harm to prevention
efforts

For example, all men who have sex with
men (the behavior) do not necessat ily identify
themselves as homosexual or bisexual (the
group). Those who practice the behavior but
do not perceive themselves as part of the
group will not be reached by prevention mes-
sages that address only the group. This has
been proven in several U.S. cities when
changes in public advertising copy from "ho-
mosexual and bisexual men are at risk of infec-
tion" to "men who have sex with men are at
risk" have provoked huge increases in calls
to HIV hotlines from people who never previ-
ously acknowledged their own risk.

In the world of HIV, unlike that of other
diseases, nothing can be taken for granted.
2. Effective programs reflect the varying de-
grees of public awareness about HIV and the
public's ability and willingness to act.

Individuals as well as whole communities
go through a similar process of grasping the
seriousness of this epidemic. At each stage,
people are willing or unwilling to do only
so much. Prevention programs must be sensi-
tive to this continuum while at the same time
refusing to let public resistance stymie preven
tion initiatives.

Normal stages in the awareness continuum
are: 1) Denial. in which people deny their own
risk of infection by choosing to believe that
only "they," not "us," get it. 2) Anger: in which
reality sets in and people strike out, usually
irrationally and usually at those already infect-
ed rather than at the virus. 3) Panic. in which
everyone is suddenly afraid, whatever their

(Continued on page 10)
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African Telecommunications
Toward the Year 2000

by Lantiri Riverson

Can Africa ever hope to partici
pate in the worldwide informa-
tion network? Perhaps a more
pressing question is, "Can Africa

hope to develop her industries, educational
systems, agriculture, transportation network,
and public health system without first develop-
ing a good telecommunications infrastruc-
ture?"

Developed nations have come to recognize
that good telecommunic2tions strvices help
support economic and social progress in nu-
merous ways In Africa, development of this
technology has been, until very recently, a low
priority But there is growing interest in devel-
oping telecommunications capability in Africa
and some notable activities toward achieving
that goal.

INTELSAT Carries Africa's Messages
INTELSAT (International Telecommunica-

tions Satellite Organization) is currently assist-
ing African countries with their telecommuni-
cation needs Thirty-four of the African nations
participate in this global consortium INTEL-
SAT provides a wide variety of satellite services
to African customers, including international
telephone linkages, telex and facsimile capa-
bility, domestic lease transponder services, in-
ternational television transmission, and rural
and remote telecommunications services
More than sixty INTELSAT earth stations are in
place throughout Africa to provide these serv-
ices INTELSAT also offers assistance in coordi-
nating radio frequencies for the continent,
planning earth station sites, carrying out do-
mestic lease feasibility studies, and training Af-
ricans to operate earth stations.

The Pan-African Telecommunications Net-
work (PANAFTEL), initiated in 1962, serves as
the African regional telecommunk ,ns net-
work Using an INTELSAT satellite, the PANAF-
TEL network serves all 49 African countries.
Each country operates at least one earth station
that links its population through telephone
service, television broadcasts, and other com
munication activities.

ARABSAT Satellite Services
The Arab Satellite Communications Organi

zation (ARABSAT) placed two of its ow.-. ,atel
lites in orbit in 1985. These are the first genera-
tion of telecommunications satellites devel-
oped for regional and domestic use for the
22-member Arab League uf Natiuns. Currently,
14 of the 22 member states use ARAI3SAT serv-
ices, but there is considerable room for in-
creased use among Arab League nations.

Growth and Challenge
The great diversity of African cultures makes

it difficult to design an efficient, effective tele-
communications system for the entire conti-

12

nent A host of monetary systems, languages,
geographical and climatic conditions further
hampers progress in establishing this technol-
ogy in Africa. In time, these challenges will be
met and decreasing start-up costs for satellite
communications will encourage African coun-
tries to take ore 'definitive steps toward de-
veloping an .ntegrated telecommunications
infrastructure.

One step in this direction began with a pre-
feasibility study that was undertaken in
1980-81 by the International Telecommunica-
tion Union (ITU) to determine an appropriate
modern telecommunications technology for
the integrated development of Africa. The
study concluded that the use of a satellite deliv-
ery- system w:..uid be viable. In 1986, an all

Conference of Ministers of Transport,
Communications, and Planning commissioned
a feasibility study for a regional African satellite
communication system (RASCOM). The ITU is
responsible for carrying out the feasibility
study, which will include national and regional
surveys of existing communication systems
and needs. The study, expected to begin in
1987, will take two years. It will ex,unine all
elements critical to a successful telecommuni-
cation system local terrestrial nenvurks,
management, maintenance, and training, in
addition to the satellite technology.

Another promising activity is the proposal
by the African Union of Posts and Telecom-
munications to launch an African satellite
(AFROSAT) sometime in the 1990s. A pre-feasi-
bility study was done, and. in 1986, the Euro-
pean Development Fund commissioned a full-
scale feasibility study, Zimbabwe and Nigeria
have applied to implement this study.

Conclusion
While feasibility studies continue, the na-

tions of Africa must take advantage of existing
facilities such as thuse offered by INTELSAT
and work to develop national infrastructures
that can assume telecommunications responsi-
bilities once African-cuntrulled satellites are in
place Continued support and a strong com-
mitment will be needed from national and in-
ternational sources in order for Africa to meet
the goal of becoming self-sufficient in telecom-
munications by the year 200C

Lantiri Riverson is a Research Associate with
the Africa Telecommunications Report. Ile is
currently working on a doctoral degree in
communications at Howard Unwersio in
Washington, D C
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(Heald et al, continued from page 6)

A third indicator of the value of the tele-
phone was the amount of time saved by using
the service. All of the system users reported it
would have taken at least a day to complete a
two-way communication by commercial trans-
port service, letter, telegram, or by travel;
whereas by telephone, similar messages were
completed in less than one hour. Fully 39 per-
cent uf business users surveyed in 1985 report-
ed it would have taken two to five days to
complete the communications that were com-
pleted in less than one hour by telephone.

Conclusions
Anthropologist Clifford Geertz observed

that in many developing regions information
is poor, scarce, maldistributed, inefficiently
communicated, and intensely valued. Econo-
mists have argued that an inadequate flow of
information seriously hampers efficiency and
growth in the production of goods and serv-
ices. Sociologists have similarly noted the val-
ue individuals place on contact with distant
friends and family members. Such concerns
have recently led policy makers and research-
ers to focus more attention on rural
telecommunication.

The results of the RCSP project combined
with a growing number of studies in other
rural telecommunication initiatives, strength-
en the argument for greater future attention
and investment in this sector. Clearly, tele-
phone communication and related services
are desired by rural residents. The rapid
growth in system utilization, the fees that indi-
viduals are willing to pay for single calls as well
as private telephone installations, the time and
travel saved, and the fact that many residents
Maimed that the telephone system was irre-
placeable are all powerful indicators of the
benefits and levels of impact that the system
produced in the pilot project communities.

Currently, the debate over the expansion of
rural telephone systems centers on their abili-
ty to sustain recurring costs and cover initial
capital investment. Within the first two and
one-half years of operation, the RCSP revenues
defrayed nearly 90 percent of its operations
cust, an encouraging return on an infrastruc-
taral investment.

Although at present, significant growth in
rural telecommunication systems may require
subsidies, the future prumtses continuing de-
creases in equipment costs and a growing
awareness that telephone service is valued by
rural users. Telephone service may be an im-
portaat means of narrowing the economic, ed-
ucational, health, and social gaps between the
urban and rural sectors in developing coun-
tries. Telecommunication investments have
the potential to yield extraordinary benefits.2

Gar) I leald teaches in the College of Comm-
111t.ailUllS at Florida State Lnwersuy, Tallahas-
see, Florida. Steven Klees teaches in the College
of Education at Florida State. Both were con-
sultants on the RCSP project. John Mayo was
the Project Director and Principal Investigator

for the Peruvian Rural Satellite Project. He is
currently the Director of the Center of Interna-
tional Studies at Florida State University.
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Distance Education: The Promise and The Confusion
by Allan F. Hershfield

There is much confusion about
the role of telecommunications
and instructional technology in
distance education. Because of

this confusion, the same fundamental error is
made over and over again. Too often, those
planning to use telecommunications systems
to serve distant learners focus their attention
on developing the technical aspects of the sys-
tem instead of first studying the clients to be
served and determining the nature of the pro-
grams to be delivered. When expectations are
not met and programs fail, considerable mon-
ey is wasted, civic and government leaders be-
come disillusioned, and potential clients are
disappointed. After such an experience, any
mention of 'distance education- or telecom-
munications- is greeted with derision.

What follows is a portrait of the experience
of the Learn Alaska Network It illustrates the
nature of the problems that can arise when a
distance education system is poorly planned
and implemented and uses inappropriate
technology.
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Learn Alaska Network
Ala.,:ca, separated by some 1,000 miles from

the rest of the U.S., is primarily a rural state
with about 34 percent of the population locat-
ed in small, widely scattered communities. It
has long been a state policy to send people
living in these small communities to urban
centers for extended periods of education and
training; a policy not particularly effective or
popular among the population. Dropout rates
are high, alcoholism problems increase, and
indigenous cultural values tend to disinte-
grate with long separations from home
communities

In response to this situation, seven years
ago, a statewide telecommunications system
primarily using television was created to de-
liver elementary, secondary, ana university
programs and other skill-building courses to
Native Alaskans living in rural areas. The ra-
tionale for the creation of this system was that
Alaskans living in rural areas needed better
access to quality educational programs at all
levels which could not be provided economi-
cally or efficiently by traditional means.

Low-powered television transmitters, each
with its own satellite down-link facility, were
placed in more than 150 designated communi-
ties. A major television production facility and
satellite up-link were established in Anchor-
age, along with electronic hook-ups for audio-
teleconferencing. The programs and courses
were either to be produced in Anchorage or
acquired from public broadcasting stations
elsewhere in the U.S. and televised to Native
Alaskan communities. The audioteleconfer-
encing network would be used both to deliver
audioonly courses and to give students taking
televised courses an opportunity to ask ques-
tions and to discuss the materials.

The State of Alaska spent approximately
US$30 million to purchase and install telecom
munications equipment and for ancillary facili-

ties for the Learn Alaska Network. The Univer-
sity of Alaska Instructional Telecommun-
ications Consortium (UAITC) was established
to operate the television system on behalf of
the Lniversit) and the Department of Educa-
tion, and LAITC went on the air in 1982. (See
Learn Alaska article in DCR 48.) In 1986, just
four years later, the Network was closed dow n
by a combination of declining state revenues
and growing disillusionment with the service.
Today, the audioconferencing network contin-
ues in use as a deliver} vehicle for course work
along with very limited use of the television
system, but the state government is consider-
ing eliminating both systems entirely to save
additional funds.

Given the way in which the Network was
planned and operated, it was doomed to fail
from the beginning. This failure was brought
about by several related factors.
O With only 30.000 native Alaskans scattered

throughout the state, there were not
enough people in the intended audience
to justify either the sophisticated, televi-
siobased system or the extensive pro-
gramming that was proposed.

O Only $200,000 was provided annually to
develop programs for this $30 million sys-
tem an inadequate sum for creating the
type of programming envisioned for the
network. As a result, most of the material
was drawn from existing programming
that had been produced by public broad-
casting stations in other states, and had
little relevance to the needs or interests of
Native Alaskans.

o Those in charge of the Learn Alaska Net-
work operated it as a public broadcasting
system. They did not think of it or run it as
an educational delivery system, one that
would help Native Alaskans improve and
enrich their lives through acquisition of
new knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Two
different sets -of goals were in conflict:
those of educators whose concern is con-
tent, and those of broadcasters whose
concern is high production value.

o Controversy occurred within the Univer-
sity of Alaska over which departments
would control the Learn Alaska Network,
and how the annual programming funds
would be divided among them

Who are the Clients?
Had those in charge of planning the Learn

Alaska Network asked the question, Who are
the clients: what are their social, economic,
and cultural characteristics, how many are
there, and where are they located? they
would have seen that the per - recipient start-up
costs would come to nearly $1,000 per Native
Alaskan. Had the planners considered that a
low hourly cost for the production of televised
programming was $2500, they would have re-
alized that ten hours of such programming per
day for 365 days a year would come to a total of
E9,125,000 an additional recurring sum of
$304 per person. With only $200,000 allocated
per year to support thigsystem, the original

plan of using television to provide distance
education in the state was clearly too expen-
sive.

The Learn Alaska Network is, then, a classic
example of the negative consequences of fo-
cusing on sophisticated telecommunications
technology as an end in itself rather than as a
means to serve a particular clientele. A prelim-
inary assessment would have clearly shown
that the proposed plan was not economically
practical, particularly if one added to the initial
$30 million capital investment, the large oper-
ating budget required to develop and deliver
appropriate television-based distance educa-
tion programming to these widely scattered
locations.

A more practical and inexpensive approach
would have been to install an audioteleconfer-
encing system alone or in combination with a
facsimile or microcomputer network for the
transmission of print materials.

The Importance of Investing in Software
Based on their own formal education expe-

rience, most people assume there is a single
model of the educational process that can be
applied to all levels of instruction. That is, all
teachers plan courses, present their materials,
rssess students' progress, etc. Another com-
mon assumption is that courses are generally
developed when the need arises or while
courses are being taught.

Given these assumptions, it is not difficult to
understand why poorly advised decision mak-
ers believe that once a technically sound tele-
communications system is in place, all that is
needed is to transmit typical classroom con-
tent, with little additional preparation, plan-
ning, or money required

The failure to realize the importance of pro-
viding funds for the creation of high quality
distance education software is, all too often,
the key problem faced by those who wish to
serve distant learners via telecommunications
systems. The knowledge that the state would
not provide much more than $200,000 annual-
ly to program the system should have doomed
he idea of using television as the primary me-
dium in the very beginning.

Instead, the main focus of the Learn Alaska
Network was on the installation of the educa-
tional television network. The failure to devel-
op appropriate distance education programs
before deciding what kind of telecommunica-
tions system to use was a crucial mistake that
contributed substantially to the demise of the
entire network.

While railroads were built on the assump-
tion that they would generate traffic, educa-
tional telecommunications systems will not
generate use simply because they exist. Policy
decisions must be based on the unique needs
of an educational and academic program that
dictate the type of educational telecommunica-
tions system finally put into place. 0

Allan Hershfield is Executive Vice Chancellor
of the Unwers4 College at the University of
Maryland, College Park, Maryland.
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On File at ERIC

by Barbara Minor
Documents recently entered in the ERIC

(Educational Resources Information Center)
files include a resource directory; reports on
the use of television in Samoa and Australia; a
report on the use of telecommunications for
education in Alaska; and the proceedings of a
seminar on information systems for develop-
ment. All of these documents are available in
both microfiche and paper copy from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS),
3900 Wheeler Ave., Alexandria, Virginia, U.SA
Be sure to include the ED number and pay-
ment in U.S. funds for the price listed plus
shipping. Shipping costs can be calculated on
the basis of three microfiche per ounce and 75
microfiche or pages of paper copy per pound.

Resource Materials Used in Distance
Teaching ay Higher Education Institutions.
1984, 49pp. (ED 274 339)

Intended for use by institutions in develop-
ing countries as a source of information for
locating available resources on which to draw
for training and planning activities in distance
education, this directory published by the
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
and the Pacific provides information on the
types of instructional materials that are being
used by 34 institutions of higher education in
Australia, India, Pakistan, New Zealand, Sri Lan-
ka, and Thailand. The information was com-
piled through the use of proformas sent to a
number of institutions in 11 countries. The
institutions that responded are listed by coun-
try in alphabetical order, and the instructional
materials are listed together with the appropri-
ate subject areas or courses of study. Instruc-
tional media most commonly used are printed
correspondence, audiocassette tapes, and vi-
deocassettes, but some of the programs also
use telephone tutorials, study guides, film-
strips, computer-managed instruction, or vi-
deodisc. Information provided on the instruc-
tional materials listed includes the language(s)
they are available in; the person to contact for
further information; and, in some cases, the
prices of materials and suitability of courses
for other institutions. The proforma used to
collect the information is appended. Available
from EDRS in microfiche for 78< or in paper
copy for $3.70.

O Thomas, R. Murray. From Talking Chiefs
to Videotapes: Education in American Sa-
moa 1700s to 1980. 1986, 180pp. (ED 273
544)

The result of a decade of collecting docu-
ments, interviews, and observations, this docu-
ment describes the operation of the modern
day Samoan educational system against the his-
torical background of three previous eras that
reach back over 200 years to a time when Sa-
moa was virtually unknown to the Western
world. The development of Samoan education
over this period is compared to the develop-
ment of a river with a main stream and three
successive tributaries. The main stream, de-
scribed in Chapter 2 (Samoan Chiefs
1700s-1830), was the original Samoan way of
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life centered around a chieftain system. De-
scribed in Chapter 3 (Missionaries 1830-
1900), the first tributary represents educa-
tional growth during the missionary era. The
second tributary, described in Chapter 4 (Offi-
cers of the Navy 1900-1961), represents ex-
pansion of the school system under United
States Navy administration following the peri-
od of political turmoil out of which American
Samoa emerged. Described in Chapter 5 (Vid-
eotapes 1961-1975), the third tributary rep-
resents educational innovation via instruction-
al television. Chapter 6 (In 1980 Future
Prospects) gives a brief overview of the status
of the educational system at the close of the
1970s, followed by a description of significant
problems faced by the territor:.'s educators at
the outset of the 1980s. An extensive bibliogra-
phy is included. Available from EDRS in micro-
fiche for 78< or in paper copy for $14.80.

O Simpson, Daniel D. AUSSAT The Austra-
lian Satellite System: Applications for Educa-
tion. 1985, 18pp. (ED 274 334)

With the introduction of the Australian Satel-
lite System (AUSSAT), a new era of communi-
cations will begin for all of Australia that will
enhance existing distance education services
by bringing more cost effective communica-
tions to a broad range of users. The improved
capacity, reliability, and quality of communica-
tions will make possible the offering of
Schools of the Air (SOTA) programs suitable
for children or adults at home or at community
locations, and will extend services beyond pri-
mary to secondary and tertiary levels. The sat-
ellite can offer students readily accessed pro-
grams that combine correspondence papers,
audiotapes, and interactive audio. It can also
offer television broadcasting of lessons, deliv-
ery of video resources, and television and au-
dio materials for home tutors. Additionally, the
satellite provides a communication medium
both between and within institutions, video
seminars, video conferences, and network link
facilities for the collection and distribution of
data. The advent of satellite communications
has brought an opportunity for educators to
conduct trials of the use of this technology and
test several models over the next few years.
This paper describes one such model, the
School of the Air centered at Mt. Isa in North-
ern Australia, which will conduct a 12-month
trial of the use of satellite communications.
Diagrams illustrate video and audio data signal
transfers and the two-way channeling arrange-
ment. Available from EDRS in microfiche for
78< or in paper copy for $1.85.

O EducationalTelecommunicationsfor Alas-
ka. Volume I: Ex?.cutive Summary. 1982, 47pp.
(ED 217 8901

The first of four volumes, this executive
summary briefly discusses the educational sit-
uation in Alaska in terms of geograpny, cli-
mate, and ethnic groups; reviews the state's
involvement in the National Institute of Educa-
tion's Education Satellite Communication
Demonstration; describes project manage-
ment and the introduction of innovations; and
reports on the three systems developed by the
Educational Telecommunications for Alaska
Project, which was undertaken in 1977 to pro-
vide support for schools throughout the state.

The Administrative Communications Net-
work which provides administrative and in-
structional support among the state's 52 school
districts, Regional Resource Centers, and the
State Department of Education is reviewed
in terms of objectives, electronic mail box
(EMS) operation, a user evaluation, and its cur-
rent status. The objectives of the Alaska Knowl-
edge Base System are outlined, and informa-
tion is provided on its implementation,
database content, and access to the database, as
well as its current status. A description of the
Individualized Study by Telecommunications
(1ST) system includes the objectives, the IST
model, pre-operational evaluation of course
effectiveness and student and teacher atti-
tudes, and cost effectiveness. A brief glimpse of
the future concludes the report. Available from
EDRS in microfiche for 78< or in paper copy
for $3.70.

0 Scientific and Technological Information
for Development. Proceedings of the Ad-hoc
Panel of Experts on Information Systems for
Science and Technology for Development
(Rome, Italy, January 21-25, 1985). 1985,
213pp. (ED 272 158)

The report of the ad-hoc panel and the 25
papers in these proceedings cover a wide
spectrum of issues and perspective: relating to
information systems, services, and networks at
both the national and international levels. The
first part of this six-part volume presents the
panel's report, which reviews the history of the
panel and its purpose and summarizes its con-
siderations of concepts and issues; the existing
situation and needs of national information
systems; the impact of trends in information
collection, processing, and dissemination; the
nature of information requirements; and inter-
national linkages and the establishment of a
global information network. The second part
contains three papers on concepts and issues,
terminology definitions, and an overview of
issues relating to a United Nations global refer-
ral network. The 11 papers in the third section
provide a broad view of the status of scientific
and technical information activities in devel-
oping countries and descriptions of national
and regional experiences in Egypt, Jamaica,
India, Hungary, Honduras, the Socialist Repub-
lic of Romania, Kuwait, Ghana, Mexico, and
Africa. Part 4 presents four papers that exam-
ine problems and trends, including constraints
on the flow of scientific and technological in-
formation, availability of U.S. public and pri-
vate databases and services in developing
countries, development of an information in-
frastructure, and low-cost satellite communi-
cations The fifth part includes two papers, one
on priorities in a global network, and the other
on problems and prospects of networking in
technological information in Asia and the Pa-
cific The final part provides five descriptions
of experiences of the organizations of the Unit-
ed Nations system and other institutions. Lists
of panel participants and abbreviations are ap-
pended Available from EDRS in microfiche for
78< or in paper copy for $16.65.

Barbara B. Minor is the Publications Coordi-
nator at the ERIC Clearinghouse on Informa-
tion Resources, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
New York, USA
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Briefly Noted

by Robert Vittel

For readers interested in obtaining educa-
tional audiovisuals in French, a very helpful
directory has recently been compiled by the
Agence de Cooperation Culturelle et Tech-
nique (ACCT) (Agency for Cultural and Techni-
cal Cooperation) in Paris. Repertoire des Difiru-
sews de Documents Audiovisuels Educatifs
dans le Monde Francophone (films et video -
grammes) (Directory of Educational Audiovi-
sual Materials Suppliers in Frencb-Speaking
Countries) is an inventory of nearly 800 orga-
nizations in francophone member-countries
of the ACCT, and several international organi-
zations, who produce and supply educational
and training films and videos. The Directory
lists thousands of French-language films and
videos. An alphabetical subject list is provided
at the end and is helpful in locating materials
in specific areas of education and training. The
Directory is available in French only from
ACCT, 13 quai Andre Citroen, 75015 Paris,
France.

o Francophone radio broadcasting trainers
will be interested in a Food and Agriculture
Organization publication called Communi-
quer Grace a la Radio (Communicating
Thanks to Radio), a French-language adapta-
tion of an earlier Asia-Pacific Institute for
Broadcasting Development manual entitled
Educational BroadcastingRadio. This
French version covers the learning process
and its application to broadcasting; the use of
objectives in educational broadcasting; sys-
tematic planning of educational radio pro-
grams; writing for radio; interview, magazine
and discussion program formats; and the use
of drama in educational broadcasting. Each
chapter begins with an introduction of the
concepts to be covered, followed by more
complete definitions of each concept, leading
into examples and practical exercises to facili-
tate learning of the concepts. As was the origi-
nal manual, this version will be useful to those
who conduct radio training courses, but lack
experienced training personnel, resources, or
training materials. from the Food and Agricul-
ture Organization, Division of Information, via
delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy.

o For readers interested in current writings
on cultural and social communications for de-
velopment in the Latin America region, the
Centro de Enudias sobre Cultura Transna-
cional (Center for the Study of Transnational
Culture) has been publishing a quarterly col-
lection of papers called Materiales para la co-
municaci6n popular (Papers on Popular
Communication). This is a well organized,
compact collection of booklets, nicely pack-
aged in a handy folder. Each issue (there are
now eight) includes unedited articles, issue
papers, interviews, and announcements com-
ing from diverse sources in the region. The
main objective of the publication is to more
widely disseminate writings on communica-

ARABSAT A Regional Approach
to Telecommunications

by William Amt

iii The Arab States comprise a vast
territory .hat encompasses the
various social, political, and eco-
nomi:: climates of 22 nations. In

spite of their differences, these countries share
a common language (Arabic) and a predomi-
nant religion (Islam). Telecommunication
technology has recently increased the flow of
information not only within these countries,
but between them as well, thus contributing to
the "Arab identity." Currently, most Arab coun-
tries are members of the INTESAT satellite
system, but in response to the need voiced by
the Arab States BracUsting Union (ASBU) for
an autonomous, all-Arab satellite system to
handle regional and domestic communica-
tions, the Arab Satellite Communications Or-
ganization (ARABSAT) was formed

In 1985, two ARABSAT satellites were put
into orbit, the second serving as z back-up to
the first. They are equipped to provide about
8,000 simultaneous telephone circuits, seven
channels for television, data, telex and facsimi-
le, and a channel for transmission to rural
communities. Ground control stations are lo-
cated in Saudi Arabia and Tunisia, and several
countries have built earth stations of various
sizes to pick up and transmit signals over the
system.

The services that can be provided over the
system are numerous. Using the media of tele-
phone, television, slow-scan video, radio, tel-
ex, and facsimile, such services include: a
more effective conduit for Arab news agencies
to share information, thereby replacing reli-
ance on Western sources for news about Arab
affairs; entertainment programming; an inter-
active, two-way distance education network
(formal and non-formal); emergency commu-
nications to disseminate information on disas-
ter, police, and fire matters; telemedicine (bet-
ter trained urban doctors diagnosing patients
located in remote clinics); audio- and video-
conferencing; inter- and intragovernmental
information exchange; interactive databases;
and increased telephone and telex service.
These services have the potential to contribute
greatly to the overall development of the re-
gion, particularly of its poorer nations and ru-
ral areas.

tions in Latin America while promoting ex-
change and cooperation among institutions and
professionals working in the field Material%
para la comunicacion popular, in Spanish and
Portuguese only, is available by subscription
from: Centro de Fstudios sobre Cultura Trans-
nacional, Apartado 270031, Lima 27, Peru ES

Robert Vittel is Information Specialist in
the Clearinghouse ,_on Development
Communication. 13
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Greater Use Promoted
Despite the initial excitement about ARAB-

SAT and the above-mentioned potential uses
of the system, it continues to be underutilized.
Since 1985, use of the system has been limited
mainly to trial transmissions. The most impor-
tant of these was a news and entertainment
program that was initiated in October 1985.
Fourteen member organizations of ASBU
transmit their programs via either ARABSAT or
microwave links to Tunisia, where they are
re-transmitted to participants later the same
day. Programs include daily news, a weekly
educational program, a weekly program pack
age prepared by a different member each
week, and live coverage of major Arab cultural
and sporting events. This important exchange
is continuing.

A number of factors have hindered in-
creased use of ARABSAT the recent decline
of oil revenues among member nations result-
ing in late payment of membership dues; few-
er orders for ARABSAT satellite circuits (coun-
tries are taking advantage of INTELSAT's less
expensive circuits); and limited construction
of earth stations. In fact; only seven of the 22
participating countries currently have opera-
tional earth stations. Technical, administrative,
and political problems have also resulted in
delays. Finally, there is a recognized need for
improved inter-Arab cooperation which could
be better realized if Egypt were a member of
ARABSAT. Egypt not only has the largest num-
ber of potential users and the most varied and
popular programming in the region, but it also
is generally recognized as an integral contribu-
tor to the "Arab identity."

In order to motivate Arab countries toward
the coordinated future use of ARABSAT, the
Joint Arab Committee for the Use of the Satel-
lite Network was established. A regional open
university system and more educational televi-
sion programs focusing on the region's differ-
ent cultures are among the projects currently
being considered by the Committee.

To say that it would be easier for the Arab
States to use the more affordable INTELSAT
system for all their needs is to miss the raison
d'être of ARABSAT. \Vhile ARABSAT has had
more than its share of problems, the goal of
the project was based on Arabs' legitimate de-
sire to be informationally and technologically
self-reliant. Much needs to be accomplished
before this dream becomes a reality, but, ulti-
mately, the success of ARABSAT depends on its
members' commitment to nurturing the "Arab
identity."

Sources of information used to write this arti-
cle include reports provided by the Arab States
Broadcasting Union and articles from InterMe-
dia and Satellite Communications.

William Amt is Program Assistant in the Clear-
inghouse on Development Communication.
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Advanced Satellite Technologies:
Implications for the Developing World
Louis Bransford, Suzanne Douglas, and Deborah Gilman
Satellites can penetrate the isolation of remote
areas in the developing world. New advances
promise lower costs and more appropriate
technology that put telecommunication sem
ices within reach of rural communities. We
have included this article in our review of re-
cent telecommunication activities because,
though currently out of reach of many devel-
oping countries, the technologies discussed be-
low will eventually have a tremendous impact
worldwide.

Research and development spon-
sored by the U.S. National Aero-
nautics and Space Admin'stration
(NASA), by the European Space

Agency (ESA), and by the Japanese National
Space Development Agency (NASDA), are pro-
ducing exciting new technologies destined to
revolutionize the communications satellite in-
dustry. Next generation satellites will include
advanced technologies with significant "high
tech" applications geared toward the scientific
needs of the developed world. In addition to
these somewhat esoteric uses, some of the
technological breakthroughs will have benefi-
cial implications for developing world com-
munication services. It is anticipated that these
new technologies could make integrated vid-
eo, voice, and data services more readily avail-
able and at reduced cost to underserved peo-
ple throughout the world.

The Technologies
Three main technologies are now under de-

velopment as part of NASA's Advanced Com-
munications Technology Satellite (ACTS) Pro-
gram. The first of these new technologies is the
baseband processor, or "switchboard in the
sky." With the switching (normally the inter-
face between the public telephone network
and the long distance carrier) occurring on-
board the satellite, switching points on public
terrestrial networks can be avoided or "by-
passed." Each time a switching point is by-
passed the transmission cost goes down, so
that large savings in telecommunications costs
can be realized. The decrease in cost promises
to lower long-distance phone calls to 10-12
cents per call minute for sparsely populated
areas where telephone companies find it too
expensive to upgrade services.

The new technology will enable telephone
companies to expand and extend rural service
inexpensively because one small earth station
can serve the needs of an entire community.
The implications quickly become evident for
the developing world where phone service
needs remain unmet For example, a 1.8-meter
very small aperture terminal (VSAT) with three
56 Kbs voice channels could provide up to 25
five-minute phone calls per hour with the
probability of 80 percent availability. Judi-
ciously used, this capacity could serve more
than 100 families in a village.

The second technological advancement in-
volves hopping and scanning spot beam tech-
nology. Most of today's satellites cast a cover-
age beam or "footprint" over a large area on
the ground (think of a satellite beam as a flash-
light pointed down from space with the light
covering a specific surface). Spot beams, on
the other hand, concentrate on smaller areas.
The benefit of a hopping spot beam to a con-
sumer is that he will be able to request' that
beam on an "as-needed, pay-as-you-go" basis,
or in other words, "you use what you need and
pay for what you use."

New spot beam technology will also facili-
tate more efficient use of the radio spectrum
allocated to commercial communications sat-
ellites. A combination of hopping spot beams
in the same frequency band, for example, can
cover the entire continental United States si-
multaneously. The resulting frequency re-use
capitalizes on a finite resource. Current debate
over spectrum allocation will essentially be-
come a non-issue. Theoretically, a developing
country could lease spot beams from a region-
al satellite to form communications hubs with-
in the country, primarily in more populated
areas. Whether this arrangement is appropri-
ate for developing countries is problematic. A
single country beam with VSAT networks
might be the more economical solution in the
near term.

The third development, the low-power laser
for communications, will allow intersatellite
linkage. Technically, it will be possible to have
an American satellite connected via laser di-
rectly to a European or Australian satellite,
avoiding the need for a double hop which
creates noticeable delays during phone con-
versations. The economic and political viabili-
ty, however, remains to be tested. It must be
noted that when intracountry communication
serv'ces are nonexistent or limited, the elimi-
nation of a double satellite hop for long dis-
tance telephony becomes less meaningful.

The Implications
A mix of next generation satellite technol-

ogies will enable universities with multiple
campuses, businesses with widespread branch
offices, and government departments with re-
gional divisions to establish economically via-
ble private satellite networks. The advanced
technologies allow for the integration of video,
voice, and data on a scale not possible before
on communications satellites. There will be
significant flexibility and increases in the
amount of data that can be transmitted and
received on VSATs. A next generation 1.8me-
ter earth station could be capable of handling
(transmit and receive) 1.5 million bits of infor-
mation per second as opposed to a compara-
ble earth station capacity of 56 thousand bits
per second.

Databases such as the United Nations Envi-
ronmental Programme's (UNEP) Global Re-

source Information Database (Project GRID),
whose worldwide data collection can provide
valuable agricultural and meteorological in-
formation to developing countries, will be
more accessible with the advent of new satel-
lite technology. In the future, it should be rela-
tively easy technically, and economically feasi-
ble to have remote terminals transmit and
access information from any central computer
collection.

Health networks will be able to expand serv-
ices to rural areas on a more comprehensive
scale. The larger capacity on newer satellites
combined with relatively small transportable
earth stations will allow, for instance, the trans-
mission of digital radiology pictures from dis-
tant areas back to a central hospital. Instruc-
tions to the traveling medical team on proper
follow-up procedures will include video as
well as voice instructions.

Conclusion
It is anticipated that by 1992, the United

States, Japan and Europe will all have sophisti-
cated onboard switching, spot beam technol-
ogies, and laser packages on communications
satellites. But what can Third World countries
expect from the next generation of satellites?
e advanced switching technology with the

potential for reducing telephone costs;
frequency re-use capability ensuring de-
veloping countries access satellite
services;

o prospects of regional satellites offering in-
tegrated video, voice, and data services to
meet diverse communications needs of
many countries.

However, the following questions remain to
be answered. How appropriate is the new sat-
ellite technology for the needs of the develop-
ing world? Can Third World countries afford to
wait for technology and can they afford it when
it becomes available? A more fundamental
question is, will advanced technology make a
difference in developing countries? The con-
sensus is that it will.

Louis Branford is President of the Public Serv-
ice Satellite Consortium, Washington, DC Su-
zanne Douglas is the Director of Information
and Research, and Deborah Gilman is Direc-
tor of ACTS Development Services at PSSC.

Degree Program in
Communication and
Development

Ohio University offers a specialized master's
degree program in communication and devel-
opment, intended for students from the Third
World and the U.S., seeking preparation for
careers in government, international, and re-
gional organization, and business.

The program is offered through their
School of Telecommunications and the Center
for International Studies leading to a Master of
Arts degree in International Affairs. For more
information write to. Communication and De-
velopment Program, Center of International
Studies, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio
454701-2987, U.S.A.
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A Study in Decentralization:
The Liberian Rural Communications Network

by Michael Laflin

Economic conditions have forced
many developing countries to
take a hard look at their social
services and to ask. "What services
can we, the central government,
afford to provide in the years to

come," and "If we believe that a level of social
services, currently beyond cur means, is essen-
tial to our well-being and development, who is
going to pay for them," While no me would
agree that central governments should abdi-
cate all responsibility for social services and
place them in the hands of the private sector or
local communities, most developing country
government officials would agree there are
functions better implemented and controlled
by local government agencies or communities,
and that the shortage of funds has provided an
incentive for them to trade control in return for
local participation in funding.

A Definition
Decentralization is the transfer of responsi-

bility for planning, management, resource-
raising, and allocation, from the central gov-
ernment and its agencies to field units of the
central government ministries or agencies, or
to semi-autonomous corporations, voluntary
or nongovernmental organizations.

Key external issues in decentralization seem
to be how local communities can be persuad-
ed to provide resources to maintain social
services (as opposed to providing funds and
labor to build schools or clinics), and what
share of decision making (about curricula, for
example) communities will expect in return
for contributing resources

The internal management issues seem to be
the extent to which loosely connected ele-
ments of a system are coupled (to what extent
information channels are held constant or sev-
ered), to what extent national policy is translat-
ed at the regional and local level into com-
monly held beliefs and aspirations so that all
elements proceed wish confidence in each
other, and to what extent regional units are
capable of ordering their own affairs.

If these conditions can be mastered, then

decentralization offers benefits of fluid, rele-
vant, and swift responses to events that may be
widely separated in space and time. Perhaps
most important for public sector agencies, it
promises an improved quality of work life for
the people within the system.

A Decentralized Radio Network
The Liberian Rural Communications Net-

work (LRCN), the development broadcasting
branch of the Liberian Broadcasting Service
(LBS), is a decentralized system operating suc-
cessfully in a country where, for many years,
there was limited government investment or
interest in regional development. Previously,
government operations were centralized in
Monrovia, the capital city.

LRCN is comprised of three rural radio sta-
tions in Gbarnga, Voinjama, and Zw edru and a
production facility in Monrovia. One station is
a three-hour drive from Monrovia, but the oth-
er two are extremely remote: it can take two or
three days to reach them by road in the wet

season. Broadcasting in ten local languages,
the rural stations provide regionally oriented
development information and educational
programming to their listeners. Each station
has its own production studio, a 10kW medi-
um wave transmitter with a signal strength of
about 75 miles, and is equipped with a porta-
ble transmitter that fits into the back of a pick-
up truck for on-site broadcasts. Programs of
national scope are prepared in Monrovia and
relayed to the rural stations for broadcast.

According to the decentralization mandate,
each rural station must generate some local
funds for the network by finding sponsors for
its development information and local -lan-
guage broadcasting services. The Gbarnga sta-
tion, for example, received US$4500 in local
revenues in October 1986 from long-term con-
tracts with development agencies, from com-
mercial sponsorship. and from US$3-personal
message fees, and has now sold all of its air
time to sponsors.

(Continued on page 6)

Communicating With Farmers:
Lessons Learned and To Be Learned

by Howard E. Ray

Extension institutions and tech-
nology transfer programs exist in
almost every developing country.
Yet, coverage of farm families is

still limited, the quality of developing country
extension programs is seriously questioned,
and the transfer of potentially beneficial new
and underutilized technologies continues to
lag.

Incorporating appropriate multichannel
communication strategies into extension pro-
grams can improve this situation.

Many information units already exist in de-
veloping country extension programs, and
mass media, audiovisual aids, and printed ma-
terials are used extensively. However, the use

of communication skills, media, and method-
ologies is typically ad hoc and fragmented. Too
often, they are poorly integrated into the total
extension program.

Experience in some health and agriculture
Projects indicates that use of multimedia strat-
egies integrated into extension-type programs
can, indeed, increase their impact.

In agriculture, for example, the Masagana 99
rice-promotion campaign in the Philippines
energized the national rice-growing program
and helped to transform the Philippines from a
rice-importing to a rice-exporting nation. One
tithe key elements in Masagana 99 was a mass
ommunicatiun campaign using radio and

print materials in combination with intensive
training of extension agents.

(Continued on page 2)
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Social Marketing for Agriculture
It is tempting to use mass-media product

advertising techniques to sell new agricultural
practices as if they were soft drinks or soap.
The situation in agriculture is much different;
complex, highly interrelated innovations need
to be introduced to many segments of a popu-
lation. In the pursuit of complex, socially ben-
eficial objectives, as in the case of agriculture,
some programs have emerged that add more
sophisticated marketing strategies to advertis-
ing techniques. These have been described as
social marketing techniques -the design and
marketing of social ideas that consider prod-
uct planning, pricing, communications, and
marketing research. It has been used in the
developing world to promote breastfeedmg,
health and nutrition, family planning, literacy,
and, to a more limited extent, agricultural
technology.

Evidence indicates that combining some of
the social marketing techniques learned from
the health sector with some mass marketing
techniques used in previous agricultural proj-
ects could help agricultural extension pro-
grams to: cover the target audience com-
prehensively and quickly; be flexible in rec-
ommending technology packages; gather in-
formation from farmers as a basis for adapting
recommendations, and collaborate with re-
searchers, suppliers, and marketing services.

Three Vital Elements
From experiences in health and agriculture

extension, three elements appear to be ital
for success in communicating with farmers
farmer orientation, targeted change, and an
integrated media network Agricultural com-
municators must learn when addressing farm-
ers, to use a vocabulary that presents issues
and problems from the farmer's orientation.
This hastens the process of integrating an in-
novation into a farmer s view of how to solve a
problem. With the help of specialized village-
based research techniques, the farmer s per-
spective will become clearer, and constraints-
obvious and hidden can be identified.

Targeted change means information must
reach the farmer when he needs it, and often,
in order to reinforce a new beim% ior so it
becomes part of his routine practice. This calls
for a comprehensive communication stratLg}
that ccounts for the man} unpredictable fac-
tors farmers confront throughout a production
cycle.

The third part of this social marketing pail-
age is the media network. Elements of each of
the media groups (broadcast, print, interper-
sonal) must be selected carefully and then in
tegrated in a way that builds upon their unique
advantages so that a "multiplier effect- is
achieved. This can be accomplished by using
channel strategies that are based on prepro-
gram research to determine where and how
people get information.

Organized effectively around these three el-
ements, communication can directly increase
program participation It can also provide in-
formation to reduce risk and improve efficien-
cy in using services, and lead to the adoption of

Development Communication Report

new practices. These can be accomplished b)
building on indigenous information systems
and on available skills and facilities, and b)
integrating them into private and public sector
efforts in extension

Important Guidelines
Synthesizing the experiences and approach-

es discussed, some important guidelines can
now be offered for developing projects or pro-
ject components that use mass communication
in support of technology transfer.

Verif} that necessary conditions for
change are met, such as available appro-
priate technulog), required inputs, mar-
kets, and incenthe prices at the farm gate.
Specify clear behavioral objectives.
Determine the characteristics of the target
population to ensure that messages, chan-
nels, and presentations are appropriate
and acceptable to the receivers.
Use mass media to complement staff ef-
forts in the field, to increase staff effective-
ness and coverage.
Obtain frequent, reliable feedback from
the target population to guide program
changes and the ongoing development of
media messages.
Localize messages and media presentat-
ions.

Provide for continuing job-oriented train-
ing and staff development.
Set priorities. Seldom can the communi-
cation system meet all the possible de-
mands that could be placed upon it.
Think in terms of a comprehensive com-
munication support system in which all
channels -media and face to face -are
mutually reinforcing.
Of all the foregoing, perhaps the most
important are those that pertain to know-
ing the farmers and continually adjusting
the program to the farmers' needs and
constraints.

The abol e approaches hat e seldom been
applied Lomprehensn extension as a sin-
gle, ongoing communication support system.
We must exploit lessons learned from social
marketing, behavioral suemes, and distance
teaching, and stud) systematically the network-
ing and ft- Iback functions of communication
in extensi Most importantly , we must strive
to institutionalize Lomprehensne systerns of
communication support something few ex-
tension s) stems in the del eloping world have
accomplished to date.

Milani E. Rap, Vice President and Dwector of
Agricultural Sciences and lechnology at the
Academ for Educational Development is

oject Director for the Communication for
Technology Transfer in Agriculture Project.
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An Examination of the Evaluation Process

by Shakir Hussein

Evaluation, an integral and cruciai
component of many agricultural
projects, greatly affects both the
implementation process and pro-

ject outcomes, but the methodology used in
evaluating agricultural interventions in level
oiling countries is still evolving.

Communication for Technology Transfer in
Agriculture (ma an innovative agricultural
communication project that considers evalua-
tion to be indispensable for planning, imple-
mentation, monitoring, and impact determina
tion, gives a framework for discussing the
evaluation process. (See adjacent box for a
description of the CITA Project.)

The CITA project uses three types of evalua-
tion to assure program success and to objec-
tively determine its achievements devel-
opmental investigation (sometimes called
context evaluation), formative erlluation, and
summative evaluation.

Developmental Investigation
Developmental investigation is conducted

early and quickly as a guide to planning and
implementation. Using focus groups, infor-
mant surveys, and observation techniques the
CITA investigation seeks to determine.

available and appropriate agricultural
technologies that farmers can adopt suc-
cessfully, given their constraints and the
existing institutional support;

cultural characteristics of farmers who
will be introduced to selected appropriate
technologies, their social structure, their
attitudes toward technology , know ledge,
and use of current technology, and their
constraints to adopting new technologies,
the existing agricultural infrastructure
such as markets, roads, and extension
services, and policies that could affect till.
adoption of new technologies.

Formative Evaluation
Formative evaluation identifies strengths

and weaknesses of the implementation proc-
ess and how well CITA objectives are being
met. These studies, conducted regularly
throughout the project, provide information at
a time when adjustments cal. be made that will
have a significant impact on the outcome

Summative Evaluation
The purpose of a summative evaluation is to

measure the results and effects of a project so
that informed decisions can be made based on
these findings. To support the evaluation proc-
ess, qualitative, anthropological data are col-
lected, contributing to the overall impact
studies carried out using quantitative measure-
ment techniques. These data are not only criti-
cal to the future of CITA and similar projects,
but also help project people make major deci-
sions about the ongoing program.

What to Erahtate?
The summative evaluation process will help

CITA answer the questions. "Dues the new
technolog) work?" I low can it be impruced?
"Is it making an impact"' and Is it worth the
cost to the farmer?" To er these questions,
it is first necessary to know how the project is
supposed to work.

The following model shows relationships
among the independent, dependent, and con-
trol variables designated for CITA. The inde-
pendent variables are the communication
strategy and extension activities. Dependent
variables include awareness, knowledge, and
use of the introduced technologies, and pro-
ductway changes due to technology adoption.
Control variables encompass personal charac-
teristics of the targeted farmers, their attitude
toward the technology, such situational factors
as farm site, soil type, climate, etc. and institu-
nowl factors including among others sup.
plies, services, markets, roads, extension sen -

(Continued on page 4)
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CITA:
An Innovative
Agricultural
Communication
Project

The Communication for Technology
Transfer in Agriculture Project (CTFA)
provides an opportunity to apply inno
vative approaches for effective use
of communication, especially mass me-
dia, to support agricultural extension
programs.

The CTIA objective is to develop, test,
and demonstrate integrated, multi-chan-
nel communication strategies and meth-
ods that increase the impact of exten
sion -type programs at costs affordable
for sustained use by developing nations.

Pilot projects will be established in up
to nine developing countries to apply a
communication methodology to in-
crease farmers' awareness, knowledge,
and use of appropriate and affordable
agricultural technologies.

Findings from other communication
projects in agriculture, health, and edu-
=ion will be applied in C1TA, and be-
havioral analysis, social marketing, and
instructional design will be incorporat-
ed into the communication strategy.

The project collaborates with existing
public and private sector institutions in
developing and testing its strategies,
with particular emphasis on strengthen-
ing interaction between extension, re-
search, other s"pport services, and
farmers.

Pilot projects have been established
in Honduras and Peru, and pilot activi
ties are being initiated in Jordan, and
soon in Indonesia. Site development ac-
tivities are under way in Latin America,
Asia, and Africa.

C1TA is jointly developed, managed,
and funded by the Offices of Education,
Agriculture, and Rural Development of
the Bureau for Science and Technology
of the U.S. Agency for International De
velopment in collaboration with Re-
gional Bureau Technical Staff and the
USAID Mission at each collaborating
site. It is being implemented by the
Academy for Educational Development,
1255 23rd St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20037, U.SA.
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(Hussein continued from page 3)

ice, and technology development.
The communication strategy of CM feeds

information into the summative evaluation
process illustrated in the above evaluation-var-
iables model. The strategy uses both mass me-
dia and interpersonal contacts to disseminate
information, but also incorporates local social
organizations and indigenous communication
channels such as neighbors talking to neigh-
bors, into its network.

Initially, the strategy is to make farmers
aware of useful technologies they could adopt
within the constraints of their environment.
The selected technology might be a new one
that has been developed through research, or
it might be an indigenous technology that is
not currently being used. It may be for a partic-
ular crop which would call for considerations
such as soil preparation, seed selection, fertil-
ization, pest control, or storage. Or, it may
have a broader application related to improv-
ing soil conservation or water management
procedures.

The evaluation-variables model assumes
that when farmers become aware of the rec-
ommended technology, many of them will
seek more information from extension work-
ers or from other farmers. The communication
strategy will be adjusted to respond to this
newly created need for information.

Based on the model, once a farmer learns
how, when, and why a particular technology
might be useful, he tries it and if satisfied,
continues to use it.

The summative evaluation will assess the
impact of the CM communication interven-
tion by measuring changes in awareness,
knowledge, and use of an available appropri-
ate technology, and changes in productivity. In
addition, other factors affecting technology
use such as markets, roads, and other institu-
tional support systems, the climate, soil type,
farm size and other environmental factors will
be examined.

Evaluation Questions
The CITA summative evaluation will focus

on the following questions:
1. Can improvements in communication

strategy increase use of available appropri-
ate technology?

2. What institutional and situational changes
are needed to make the strategy work?

3 Are there factors that are free of suciu-ecu-
nomic bias that influence farmers' ,1%% are
ness, knowledge, and use of technology!

4. Vliat are the characteristics of a technol-
ogy or its components that can be success-
fully transferred using CTTA s approach:

5- Is awareness of technology related to
knowledge of technology, and what fac-
tors affect progress from awareness to
knuwledge?

6. Is an increase in farmers' knowledge of
the technology related to its use? What
percentage of the increased use is due to
increased knowledge? What other factors
affect farmers' adoption of technology?

7. Does using the technology increase pro-

duaivity? What percentage of this increase
is due to increased use of the technology?
What other factors affect increase in
productivity?

Determining Evaluation Design
A major concern in designing a summative

evaluation is to isolate the effects of the inde-
pendent variables while controlling for other
variables that may affect the outcome. For
CITA, some of the most important issues relat-
ed to this concern are: yield fluctuations
caused by climatic and institutional factors,
need for control groups, defining the sampling
frame, and explaining the "why" of changes
that occur.

Longitudinal Study
Longitudinal studies help control for sea-

sonal fluctuations occuring during the summa-
tive evaluation period A baseline study is con-
ducted to establish a starting point for MA's
longitudinal comparisons. At the end of each
cropping season, information is gathered on
types of production techniques practiced dur-
ing the year and their results. Data are collect-
ed from the same farmers each year of the
study, and changes in practices and yields are
compared with fluctuations in environmental
and institutional factors to see if they might
have contributed to the yearly fluctuations.

Control Croup
Designation of a control group that does not

receive any interventions helps to determine if
an intervention has resulted in change Three
types of controls will be used in CITA. 1) re-
flexive control, in which fanners serve as their
own control, 2) statistical control, in which
statistical procedures are used to hold certain
variables constant; and 3) phased control
where the intervention is initially limited to a
small area and gradually expands into the en-
tire project area. In such cases, groups that
have not yet received the intervention are used
as the control population for those who have.

Sampling 13-ame
Summative evaluation can either answer the

question, "Did anything happen?", or it can
estimate the magnitude and direction of
change. The CITA summative evaluation proc-
ess seeks to identify the latter. This calls for a
broadly representative sample which will in-
clude all of the sub-populations of farmers the
project is trying to reach.

Adequate Explanations
Although the CITA project uses primarily a

quantitative approach in measuring and deter
mining change, the results will not necessarily
fully explain why some changes did or did nut
occur To answer these questions, smaller dis
crete studies using qualitative research meth
ods will be carried out to complement the
quantitative study.

Summary
Although the methodology for evaluating

agricultural communication interventions in
developing countries is still evolving, the CTTA
Project provides a useful model for describing
the evaluation process as applied to an agricul-
tural project. By carefully implementing the
summative evaluation process and by adher-
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ing to the evaluation-variable model, the CTTA
project seeks to identify those effects attribut-
able to the communication strategy, and to
assist the goal of increasing agricultural
productivity.

Shakir Hussein is an evaluation vecialist at
Applied Conmumication Technology, tbe stim-
ulative evaluation subconnactor to the CTTA
Project.
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1988 Agricultural
Communicators Congress

Agricultural communicators in developing
countries may be interested in attending or
watching for reports that come out of the 1988
U.S. Agricultural Communicators Congress.
Every four years U.S. agricultural communica-
tors gather in Washington, D.C. to focus on the
agricultural communication profession and to
discuss national and international issues that
affect the future of agriculture.

The Congress will be held from July 10.13,
1988 in downtown Washington, D.C., bringing
together members of the American Agricultur-
al Editors' Association, Agricultural Communi-
cators in Education, Agricultural Relations
Council, Cooperative Communicators Associa-
tion, and the National Association of Farm
Broadcasters. For program details and regis-
tration information write to. Donald N. Collins,
National ACE 1 leadquaners, 655 15th St., N.W.,
Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20005, U.S.A.

Study of Rice Primer's
Effectiveness Available
from IRRI

The International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI) has recently issued a Research Paper
that details the results of a project that tested
the effectiveness of a rice-growing Primer for
farmers. The Primer is a picture-text combina-
tion of the hows and whys of improved tech-
niques fur lowland rice farming. It was pub-
kited originally in lmlish. subsequently, IRRI
blocked off the English text and made the pub-
lication available to cupublishers who added
their ow n language texts. The purpose of the
research project that resulted in this Research
Paper was to determine whether the publica-
tion worked well in the Philippine dialects of
Tagalog and I liligaynon, if the publication was
appropriate for low-literate farmers, and how
it could be improved.

For a copy of IRRI Research Paper #127, The
Effectiveness Among Palmas of "A Far-
mer's Primer on Growing Rice" in Two Philip-
pine Dialects, by V.L. Cabanilla and T.R. 1 lar-
grove, write to IRRI, P.O. Box 933, Manila,
Philippines.
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Integrating Video into Agricultural Paining

by Kathy Alison

The use of video as a training tool
in agricultural development proj-
ects has sometimes been consid
ered a luxury. Critics claim that

the technology is too sophisticated for unedu-
cated farmers in many count rtes. 1 lowever,
video has been and continue: to be used to
improve the agricultural production skills of
fanners and extension agents in such coun-
tries as Guatemala, Tanzania, and Poougal. In
these countries, the video production compo-
nent is an integral part of an agricultural pro-
duction project rather than a luxury.

A Portugese Example
While not a developing country, Portugal

experiences similar problems and constraints,
particularly in its agricultural sector where
outmoded techniques make a difficult tot
farmers to compete with theti Luropean
counterparts.

To help farmers cAercome these dmich.u.
tapes, an extension %Kiev team has pro ducect
user thirty 10 to 15 minute agncultural train
ing sideus on subjects ranging from poultry
and sheep production and building plastic si
los, to grape production and the safe use of
pesticides. Written materials acccmipan) the
videos to reinforce these messages.

The side!) organized I)) lac Purtu
guese Ministry of Agriculture and the PRO
CALFER Project kflugranta dlc Calagem, hi a
lizacao, e Foringems Limestone, Fenilizer,
and Forages Program). It is funded by the I.',s,
Agency fur International Decelopment All))
and is being implemented b1 the 1..s. Impart-
ment of Agriculture t LNDAL

The project's main focus is to unprusc agn-
cultural productivity through the proper UNE. at
limestone and fertilials. supporting conipo
nems of the project include transportation
economics, sheep and goat production, extol

sion outreach. research. and policy planning.
The video aspect was des'eloped as part of

the extension sub , roject 'Me Ministry of Agri
culture had already invested in some video
production equipment and requested USDA to
provide technical support and consultation to
develop a production team within the Ministry
to work with them on communication strate
gies, managemen skills, and production
techniques.

The video production capability in Portugal
is not limited the central Nlinisny of Agnelli
ture team in Lisbon A second major produc
tion team is located in the north of Portugal, in
Porto, which is part of the information staff of
the Regional Directorate of Agriculture. These
two teams coordinate their productions and
distribute their materials throughout Portugal.
Productions are filmed on 3/4inch equipment
and distributed on 1/2inch VI IS tapes.

Since many of the other agricultural region-
al offices have 1.2 inch idea production cap,'
blm as %%ell, the central team in Lisbon has
worked clowl with them to coordinate their
production acu ales. All audio% isual tc.chni
clans w ithin the lististry of Agriculture base
recened miming it: production techniques.

Two teams, one from Lisbon and another
from I ',Jrto, sharpened then ofessional skills
with as fne week sisal to the to tribune
sides) production facilities in the pmatc sec
tur, at USDA, and at land grant unnersmes
throughout the country. This % bit sas planned
and coordinated by a l SDA consultant to as
sure that cominuit and focus ere niaintanted
during their U.S. visit and after the returned
to Portugal.

In Portugal, intcnsae training programs
have been designed and implemented for ex-
tension workers Ito show the s ideas to farm-
ers attending regional training centers. Video
playback equipment, asailable in most of ttac
regional training centers, was selected by die
video production teams to ensure that all
equipment Is compatible.

Microfiche of International.
Conference on Education Available

Documents submined for the
session of the International Conference
on Education, held December 2.11,
1986, are now available in microfiche
form. There are 99 reports updating ed-
ucational developments which have oc-
curred in participating countries since
the previous Conference. The special
theme addressed in this session was

impro% mem of secondary education.
policies, objectnt:s, structures, content,
and methods.

To purchase these microfiches or to
obtain a complete list of the docu-
ments available, please contact: Docu-
mentation and Information Unit, Unes-
co: IBE, P.O. Box 199, 1211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland.

e-t

Recent Developments
\Then Portugal becomes part of the Europe-

an Economic Community (EEC), farmers will
have access to EEC grants and loans to upgrade
their agricultural production techniques and
practices. The ,N1i,..ater of Agriculture request-
ed the Lisbon broadcasting team to de :lop
television programs to inform farmers how to
apply for these loans and grants. Although
there are still concerns about program length,
content, and the frequency, of broadcasts, the
team is enthusiastic about using television fur
this purpose, because many farmers in Portu-
gal have TV sets. For those who do not have
their own sets, many of the small restaurants
and bars do where farmers can watch the pro-
grams in the evenings.

Benefits
Thanks to the sides) sub project, a cadre of

licieu production and communication proles
sionals is developing both in Lisbon and in
the seen regional districts throughout Punts
gal. Lather this year, the first Agricultural
Communications meeting was I ield in Portugal
%salt approximately 10 information directors,
graphics, publications, and audio% isual
clans from the central and regional lesels
participating. 1.%aluations of the workshop
showed a strung desire to continue these
meetings as at* opportunity to learn new ap
proaches, to share ideas and strategies,
and to des chop a network of cunimmucation
professionals.

It Is the farmers of Portugal, however, who
are the primary beneficiancs of this expanded
use of side.) in agriculture. Videos pro% ide
farmers %% ith the opportunity to see ho%% a ncts%
technique %sock.% and how the) can benefit
front using it Trainers can then de% chop new
training programs based on feedback from
farmers.

The Portugese experience demonstrates
how a motivated production team with the
right equipment and facilities: trainers with
knowledge of how to use videos; and decision
and policy makers who support the use of
video, are all helping farmers to benefit from
improved agricultural techniques.

Kathy Alison is an intenwtional twining ve
dal& frit° the Intenwtional Training Dili-

Offke. ujlut..niatrwrad Cuumaanua and
Dodupment, L s.DCpa:i,nent ufkmuilturc.
Washington, D.C. 20250, USA
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Mann comb me(1 from page 1)

All of the I.RCN stations are successfully mar-
keting their development information and lo-
cal-language broadcasting services to rela-
tively fragmented and small audiences, contra-
dicting the long-held notion that radio must
reach large audiences to justify its use.

Policy and Structure
Policy is informed by both national and local

advisory groups. Ministry representatives from
agriculture. health, and education meet with
I.RCN staff several times a year to discuss policy
matters. There are also annual national and
regional conferences to help develop a com-
munications agenda for the coming year

The LRCN Director has a cadre of senior
advisers located at the rural sites who are re-
sponsible for all activities in the stations. The
Chief Programming and the Chief Engineer,
based in Monrovia, are responsible for overall
production and engineering functions, but
have counterparts at each station. Field assis-
tants at the stations report to the Chief of De-
velopment Services in Monrovia when carry-
ing out network-wide research tasks, and to
local station managers when dealing with com-
munity relations or local program research.

Producers are (rained in simple research
and evaluation techniques. Program evalua-
tion is a multi-faceted, on-going process, from
visits to villages to observe listening groups.
to assessing letters from listeners, to vis-
iting development agencies who have pur-
chased !RCN air time to determine their as-
sessment of the programming. A more formal
survey may be prepared by the Research Coor-
dinator to assess changes in knowledge or
behavior.

Station managers and their Executive Pro-
ducers are responsible for the daily operation
of the regional stations programming deci-
sions, where and wile,: to travel for on-site
broadcasting, and evaluating the performance
of program producers. !RCN recruited strong
managers, people who were respected in their
communities, to fill these crucial positions.
They were trained first as managers and se-
cond as broadcasters Reporting mechanisms
and information management were regarded
as key issues.

Designing a system that provided the quality
of information that satisfied the headquarters
staff but (lid not consume ali the Managers'
time required much ingenuity A series of per
(=lance indicators have been developed,
such as the number of new programs broad
cast, or tic number of heal', vs agriculture
programs that were aired, the number of
hours in a particular language, etc.to help
assess overall station performance. In addi-
don, each station sends sample tapes of a
full day of programming to Monrovia fur
monitoring

As demonstrated. the structure is not a sim
plc hierarchy but a matrix of overlapping re
sponsibilities and functions Network manage
ment focuses on the points of overlap, and is
based on two factors the degree of confidence
colleagues have in each other, and the regular

ity and adequacy of communication between
the physically dispersed units.

Cultivating Local Support
In broadcasting, the final arbiters are the

listeners They provide direct sponsorship b)
paying for messages and announcements.
LRCN also must demonstrate to the develop-
ment agencies that the broadcasting services
they buy are effectively reaching their rural
clients Client participation and awareness of
the network is achieved in numerous ways.

local steering committees, comprised of
influential members of the local commu-
nity, advise each station,

listening groups hate been organized in
towns and villages, up to twenty miles
from the stations, in which programs are
playei4 to the groups in order to do forma-
tive evaluations. During these gatherings,
local traditional music is recorded and
better personal contact is forged with
listeners;

local volunteers have been trained as
translators and announcers,

community drama and music groups reg-
ular!) perform in local languages,

practitioners in the fields of health and
agriculture advise I.RCN on technical and
social issues; and

35 professionals front local development
agencies received a nine-month training
course in broadcasting to increase the
available pool of talent, and to keep their
agencies apprised of the continuing value
of radio.

Early signs of success are evident in the sub-
stantial number of letters and messages (60 to
70) that were received daily by the rural sta-
tions during the first year of broadcasting.
There is also a growing number of requests
from development agencies for broadcast
training, such that it is becoming a continuous
activity for the Network, LRCN also holds joint
training programs with the University of
Liberia.

Internally, tit. system is not without its prob.
lents. Daily use of a two-way radio between
Monrovia and the rural stations has helped to
respond quickly to problems that arise. Mon-
rovia management staff frequently travel to the
rural stations and spend a week or two work-
ing with local staff, monitoring local perform-
ance and developing what is still a young sys-
tem. Concerns about funding cause stress
within the entire system, but both regional
stations and the central production unit have
responded b) continuing to =rowdy seek

ansors to increase its resource base.

Has Decentralization Worked?
The decision to build a system of rural radio

stations propelled LRCN toward decentraliza-
dun The immediacy of radio calls for immedi-
ate decisions to be made at the local level. the
fact that the stations remain on the airan
achievement nut to be taken light!) in rural
Liberia - is proof, of a kind, that units withina
decentralized system can operate efficient!),

Further proof at the local level is that regional
organizations (agricultural projects, hospitals
and small clinics, local merchants) and nation-
al initiatives (the Expanded Pi ogram of Immu-
nization, the Central Agricultural Research In-
stitute, the National AIDS c.ommittee, the
World I lealth Organization, the Forest Devel-
opment Authority, the Family Flaming Associ-
ation, and Agency for International Develop-
ment projects) have bought network services,
suggesting that LIZCN's identity is as secure lo-
cally as it is nationally. Local agencies in partic-
ular are financially supporting their regional
stations, as are local people who volunteer
their time.

While the vigor of LRCN can be attributed to
decentralization as well as to novelty, equally
notable is the increased control public sector
employees have over station operations which
has resulted in greater job satisfaction and bet-
ter job performance.

Conclusion
Localized communication is not a sector-

specific function, but a service that should be
integrated 'nto all sectors. Radio is a low-cost
medium that provides information, education,
training, and market services to local commu-
nities Services provided by development
agencies are being used increasingly because
of radio. LRCN is a model of decentralized
local radio that development agencies in Libe-
ria find valuable, and one that may have rele-
vance to other countries as well.

Miclxtel Lafliu, Home Office Director of the
Liberian Rural Communications Network
Project, is Director of Communications at the
',whim: for international &ward.) Inc., 6715
niftier Are., ,tklean, Virginia, 22101, 1?.S.A.

A New Center for
the Development
of Communication

The Centrc for Telecommunications Devel-
opment width, the International 'telecom-
munication Union (I'l'l') is expected to be-
come operational soon. Established in July
1985, the Centre is mandated to strengthen
and expand the scope of advisor) services and
technical support to developing countries to
help remedy the imbalance in telecommunica-

tions distribution :n the world.
To achieve this purpose the Centre will col-

lect information on telecommunications poli-
cies and experience worldwide and dissemi-
nate it to developing countries to help them
formulate policies for evolution of their own
networks. offer adult nistrative and financial
adt ice on telecommunications developments,
and provide specific assistance in such areas as
preparation of project plans and specifications,
manpower planning and training, manage-
ment, and research and development.

Fur more information please tontact. Cen-
tre fur Telecummunicalions Development,
111:, Valais des Nations, C11.1211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland.
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Marketing A Dietary
Plan for Diarrhea

by Cecilia Cabanero Verzosa

The introduction of new products
in the commercial sector is time
consuming, expensive, and dill
cult A study by Booz, Allen and

Hamilton (an advertising marketing firm)
found in 1968 of 58 product concepts that
were considered, only one reached the mar-
keting stage. Fourteen years later, they noted
that seven new ideas were considered for each
product that reached the commercial market

If product introduction is difficult in the
commercial sector, it becomes even more dif-
ficult in the public sector which must appeal to
low-income markets. These consumers have
little to spend on discretionary items, are not
well educated, and are geographically less ac-
cessible than are other consumers.

Successful social marketing, the marketing
of socially beneficial products, concepts, or
behaviors, depends on an understanding of
and access to this low-income market. The Di-
etary Management of Diarrhea (DMD) is an
ongoing nutrition project that is evaluating the
current dietary practices durin3 and after diar-
rhea episodes in young children in Peru and
Nigeria. It also promotes nutritionally optimal
dietary regimens among mothers and is using
the concept of social marketing to design this
communication campaig:. The project is fund-
ed by the U S. Agency for Irternational Devel-
opment and is managed by The Johns Hopkins
University.

Framework
Private sector marketing techniques are

used to provide a relevant framework for so-
cial marketing efforts. Using the four P's of
marketing product, price, place, and promo-
tion the marketer defines the product, deter-
mines its market price, where to place it in the
market, and what promotional efforts to use in
order to reach the targeted consumers.

In designing the communications and mar-
keting strategies one needs to find answers to
the following questions:
1. Who is our target?

Low income groups can be divided into ur-
ban and rural segments. Differences exist be-
tween these two segments that may affect their
ability to comprehend the relationship be-
tween nutrition and diarrhea, or their willing-
ness to change dietary practices.

A question commonly asked in public sector
health programs is, "Who is in need of better
nutrition, potable water, family planning serv-
ices, and immunizations?" Although the an-
swer seems obvious from an epidemiological
point of view, the communicator must ask an-
other question, "Who are most ready to
change their health behavior?" Public sector
health programs often underestimate the need
for sustained targeted communication efforts

to effect some measurable h-alth behavior
change among a group of people.

The DMD project in the Department of An-
cash m the central mountain range of Peru has
identified 27,405 households with children
under three years of age as its target audience.
Fifty-seven percent of these households are
urban and forty-three percent are in rural ar-
eas. Available foods differ between the urban
and rural areas and this is reflected in the
different diets of children in these households.
2. What is the DMD product?

The term "product.' is broadly defined to
include a concept, a practice or behavior, or a
tangible product.

One of the DMD "products- being consid-
ered is a blend of pea and wheat flour two
flours that are not traditionally blended in the
same recipe but which together form a nutri-
tious combination. One of the objectives of the
project is to encourage mothers to use ingredi-
ents commonly available in the home to pre-
pare nutritious food F--r their children. But
teaching mothers new recipes is easier said
than done. Mothers in rural areas tend to be
more traditional and conservative than moth-
ers in urban areas. They value traditional foods
and prepare them in traditional ways. Because
the concept of blending the two flours is new
to them, it is only after they actually cook and
eat a dish containing the combined flours that
they acknowledge the two ingredients can be
combined successfully A prepackaged product
ready to use would be very convenient for
mothers, but the low-income sector could not

afford such a product even if it were available.
The project, therefore, encourages the use of
home-available ingredients and the prepara-
tio., of the food in the home.

The DMD "product :.lay be defined both in
terms of a concept and of the tangible item.
The concept to be promoted among mothers
is the continued feedp-q of high-nutrient den-
sity foods during and after diarrhea to offset
the nutritional losses of diarrhea, et?ecially in
poorly nourished children. One must be care-
ful to position the "product" in mothers'
minds so it meets a perceived need. Mothers
may perceive that their problem is a child who
has lost its appetite during diarrhea and she
should respond by preparing a light liquid
diet. If the product being offered has a thick
consistency, mothers may resist using it. On
the other hand, the problem as perceived by
the nutritionist is the low nutrient density of
foods given to the child that can be corrected
by introducing foods with thicker consistency!
The question to ask is. "Whose problem are we
trying to solve?"

The tangible product developed to educate
mothers about the need to feed high-nutrient
density foods to their child with diarrhea may
be a recipe booklet or a recipe calendar that
gives information about appropriate foods to
buy and how to prepare them.
3. What price are mothers willing to pay?

The price factor takes into consideration the
cost of the ingredients and cooking fuel; the
time needed to procure these items; the time
and human energy needed to cook the recipe;
and the effort needed to frequently feed the
child. A mother must determine whether her
investment in time, energy, and money gives
her adequate psychological rewards in know-
ing she is doing something to help her child
survive a bout of diarrhea. However, when the
price is too high, or the rewards too small, :t
may be difficult to sustain a new behavior.

(Continued on page 10)

IS&r
A mother feeds her child a dish prepared with pea and wheat flour during recipe trials :n Peru. (Photo
provided by the International Development Research Council of Canada.)
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Microcomputers and Their Appli-
cations for Developing Countries,
Report of an Ad Hoc Panel on the
Use of Microcomputers for Devel-

oping Countries, BOSTID, Office of Interna-
tional Affairs, and National Research Council,
(Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1986)
216 pp.

This book consolidates the findings of the
Advisory Committee on Technology Innova-
tion, the Board on Science and Technology for
International Development, the Office of In-
ternational Affairs, and the National Research
Council of the U.S. Government on the twin
topics of microcomputers and microcomputer
applications, both within the context of devel-
oping country environments.

Microcomputer technology continues to
evolve at an amazing pace. In the December
1982 issue of Scientific American, my col-
league, Hoo-min D. Toong and I observed, "If
the aircraft industry had evolved as spectacu-
larly as the computer industry over the past 25
years, a Boeing 767 would cost US$500 today,
and would circle the globe in 20 minutes on
five gallons of fuel.... Computational speed
has increased by a factor of 200 in 25 years. In
the same period, the cost, the energy con-
sumption, and the size of computers of compa-
rable power have decreased by a factor of
10,000." This rapid rate of progress has made it
possible for today's microcomputers to offer
better performance than the mainframe com-
puters of the 1960s and the minicomputers of
the 1970s.

By virtue of their high performance, broad
applications, and low cost, microcomputers
are ideally suited for use in developing
country environments, especially in cases
where funds are scarce These microcomput-
ers can be used either for supporting appli-
cations for the first time, or as cost-effective
replacements for mainframes and mini-
computers.

The above points are briefly discussed in
several sections of this book For example, Part
I addresses "Microcomputers and Develop-
ment Needs," and Part III deals with "Major
Policy Issues and the Future" Finally, hard-
ware and software issues are covered in the
appendix.

Part II, "Examples of Sectoral Applications,"
is an excellent review of case studies drawn
from four areas agriculture, health, energy,
and municipal management. This holds spe-
cial relevance for top officials in developing
countries, especially when read in conjunction
with such specialized publications as Present
and Potential Uses of htformatics and Telema-
tics in Health, World Health Organization, No-
vember 1986.

Overall, this book presents an interesting
discussion of a growing field. An attempt has

8

been made to address the subject at a less
technical level to be more easily understood
by a wider readership, rather than covering
topics in great technical depth. Generally,
most books resulting from a cooperative effort
such as this, tend to be somewhat disjointed
with multiple islands of information, barely
linked together. The coordinators and editors
of this book have done a commendable job
integrating the individual pieces into a cohe-
sive volume.

Available in hardback for US$30 from: Westview
Press, 5500 Central Avenue, Boulder, Colorado
80301, U.S.A.

Reviewed by Amar Gupta, Principal Research
Associate, Sloan School of Management, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA Dr. Gupta has worked on
technology transfer issues in India, England,
Switzerland, and the US.

Intercultural Communication: A
Perceptual Approach, by Marshall
it Singer, (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1987) 258 pp.

For the professional involved in the interna-
tional field, the occasional story of a wonder-
fully successful exchange never seems to oc-
cur with the same frequency as the horror
stories of intercultural disasters, whether in
the interpersonal, political, or business
sphere. We all have collections of anecdotes of
cultural insensitivity and breakdowns in
communication.

While the boom in international business
and travel has launched a new industry in cul-
ture-specific "how-to" books and audiovisual
materials prepared to help the business per-
son, tourist, or foreign student to successfully
conduct business, tours, or study, highlighted
with hundreds of anecdotes and so-called
"survival skills," there has been remarkably
little written for the serious student or work-
ing professional exploring the underlying
principles that govern such interchanges.

Marshall Singer, from the University of Pitts-
burgh, has finally provided such an approach
in his new book, ntercultural Communica-
tions. A Perceptual Approach. Singer proposes
a conceptual model that underlies all intercul-
tural communication, whether on the person-
al, group, national, or international level. He
has done a aupurb job of creating a framework
complete with thought-provoking questions
that can be used to explore communication
patterns on a variety of levels. He points out
that each individual is a member of a unique
collection of groups and demonstrates what
makes each individual culturally unique. He

also shows why every communication is, to
some degree, intercultural, and he discusses
ways to make those communications more
effective.

The author lays out a basic premise of four
primary concepts: cultural and perceptual
style; sense of identity; power relationships;
and communication styles and goals; then he
applies each to individuals, groups, and na-
tions to show how using the concepts can im-
prove communications at each level of analy-
sis. Rather than providing answers, Singer
suggest the questions that should be asked
at each level of interaction to help the
reader improve his or her communication
effectiveness.

A particularly useful contribution is his ex-
ploration of the role of "power" to relation-
ships and the impact that such influence can
have on the communication process, intercul-
tural or otherwise.

While designated as a text for college classes
in intercultural communications, even the
working professional who enjoys exploring
process as well as content will find this a fasci-
nating book. The language is clear and flows
well. The material is organized effectively and
each chapter has a useful summary of key con-
cepts at its conclusion.

I accepted Singer's challenge to apply the
questions to an actual situation, and used the
framework to explore a recent group ex-
change in which I had participated. I was pleas-
antly surprised at the new insights gained and
the valuable contribution this conceptual ap-
proach made to my own understanding and
appreciation of what had transpired, and the
opportunity it provided to take a new ap-
proach in some areas that had been road-
blocks to effective communication. I suspect
that this will be one of those unusually practi-
cal professional books that I will return to peri-
odically to gain fresh insights into my own
communication style and approach.

While the book is unlikely to be stuffed into
the flightbag of a foreign-bound tourist, for the
serious student of communication, Intercul-
tural Communication: A Perceptual Ap-
proach makes a major contribution to our un-
derstanding of the essential elements of
effective communication across as well as
within cultures, and as such, is a valuable addi-
tion to the field.

Available in paperback for US$16.95 from: Pren-
tice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
07632, U.S.A.

Reviewed by Katherine Boswell, Program Offi-
cer at the Academy for Educational Develop-
ment, Washington, D.C, U.S.A.
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A Caravan of Videos in Haiti

by Andre.' Curtin

When President-for-life Jean
Claude (Baby Doc) Duvalier fled
Haiti on February 7, 1986, the po-
litical barriers to the free flow of

information left with him. The Ministry of the
Interior no longer requires a letter of permis-
sion to conduct business in the provinces, and
there are no travel restrictions within the
country Despite these new liberties and the
growth of news and information services, rural
Haitians remain critically isolated from access
to timely and important information because
of the mountainous terrain, the lack of electric
power, and widespread illiteracy. Recently,
however, a private enterprise effort that ap-
plies video technology to the dissemination of
social messages has made significant inroads
into rural Haitian isolation.

Even before the fall of the Duvalier regime,
Claude Mancuso, a Port-au-Prince television"
producer, had begun to search for a reliable
means of showing audiovisuals in rural com-
munities throughout Haiti. The United States
Information Agency had asked him to produce
a tape warning rural Haitians of the danger and
futility of attempting the illegal passage be-
tween Haiti and Florida. It immediately be-
came apparent that there was no way to reach a
vast majority of the intended audience.

As early as May 1985, Mancuso's research
along with feedback he had received from sev-
eral Haiti-based assistance organizations and
the local private sector indicated that mobile
video projection units would be an efficient
and cost effective means of disseminating in-
formation on social issues such as health, agri-
culture, family planning, education, and disas-
ter prevention.

Mancuso's first opportunity to test these
findings came shortly after the early 1986 de-
parture of the Duvalier family from Haiti. He
equipped his own fonr-wheel drive vehicle
with a single-tube video projection system,
sound reinforcement equipment, a power
generator, a VCR, and a large white sheet. He
set out with his first Video Karavan (Creole
spelling) in July 1986 for the isolated North-
western province.

Even though the then-outdated "boat peo-
ple" production was not shown in the villages,
reception to his other videos was immediately
positive. People were enthusiastic because ad-
mission was free and the videos contained in-
formation and entertainment that rural resi-
dents appreciated; they also appreciated the
nonpolitical or nonreligious nature of the
videos.

Mancuso's original idea was to provide a
shared delivery system for the Haitian govern-
ment and for non-governmental agencies that
would reach the rural population. Since, at that
time, there was no financial support from the
Haitian government or from international
funding organizations, it was necessary to ac
cept commercial sponsors to keep the Kara-

van on the road. This set the stage for a mix of
commercially- and socially-oriented videos
that continues today.

Sponsors are charged fees ranging from
US$150 per month for 60 seconds to US$500
per month for 30 minutes of time to have their
videos shown, nonprofit organizations pay
somewhat less than commercial sponsors.
Each video is played approximately 20 times
per month and the sponsor receives copies of
the daily log sheets.

Noncommercial 'Videos
An example of the types of videos spon-

sored by nonprofit organizations comes from
CARE which has been in Haiti for 25 years
providing food delivery systems for school nu-
trition programs. Because of this long-standing
affiliation with schools, CARE was identified
with the Duvalier government, which resulted
in several CARE warehouses being pillaged
and their trucks being stoned. CARE needed to
inform people in the trouble areas that it was,
not associated with the old political system and
that the food they transport is intended for
children.

Mancuso Productions was commissioned to
make a Creole-language package of short in-
formation pieces about CARE's worldwide ser-
vices its reforestation programs, its potable
water projects, and its school nutrition pro-
grams. This videotape was also integrated into
a larger CARE communication strategy that in-
cluded in-village training and seminars for
their community workers. The response to
and acceptance of CARE in the communities
served by the Karavan was far more positive
than in villages not reached by them before the
arrival of the training staff; considerable time
was saved because CARE did not first have to
introduce themselves to the community.

Commercial 'Videos
While some information videos have been

sponsored by CARE and the Haitian govern-
ment, to date, most have been of a commercial
nature, sponsored by private companies such
as Shell, Colgate, Mitsubishi, and Pepsi Cola.
Since most viewers in Haiti have little if any
disposable income, sponsors of the commer-
cial videos shown by the Karavan do not at-
tempt to differentiate their products from
competing brands; instead, they show the im-
portance of the product or show the impact of
their corporate presence upon the health and
well-being of Haitians. Colgate, for instance,
sponsors an animated video on the prevention
of tooth decay, mentioning its toothpaste only
briefly at the end. Shell Oil Corporation has a
longer piece showing the importance of trees
and forests to Haiti.

Shown along with the commercially- and
socially-oriented videos are short entertain-
ment features such as Haitian musk, Lircus
arts, comedy skits, and folk dancing, all of
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which have been produced by Mancuso Pro-
ductions. All videos are in Haitian Creole.

A Typical Schedule
Today, with three Karavans serving Haiti's

nine provinces, it takes about six months to
cover the entire country, then the cycle is re-
peated. A typical visit starts when the two tech-
nicians assigned to each vehicle arrive at the
designated community, meet with local offi-
cials or clergy, and select a suitable viewing
location. Once the site is determined, they
drive around the area to announce the evening
schedule. At sundown the images are project-
ed against a white sheet hung between two
trees or against a white wall, the generator is
muffled and separated from the viewing area.
According to daily log reports from field tech-
nicians, the Video Karavan has attained audi-
ences of over 2,500 people at one showing, the
average being closer to 800 per showing.

Videos are carefully selected for an eve-
ning's viewing to prevent the audience from
receiving conflicting messages. That is, com-
mercial videos are selected so they do not
promote products that in some way discredit
information being presented in the noncom-
mercial videos.

The Next Step
While villagers eagerly anticipate the arrival

of and attentively watch the videos, their ulti-
mate impact has not yet been considered. Al-
though Haiti's Video Karavan is develop-
ing into an efficient information delivery
system, it does not routinely pretest the audi-
ence to measure comprehension or to detect
behavioral change as CARE did when it sur-
veyed its field trainees. There are plans, how-
ever, to pretest a video that has been spon-
sored by a health group that promotes
breastfeeding and will be carried on the Kara-
van at a later date.

In the future, a forestry technician may ac-
company a Video Karavan to distribute free
seedlings to those who view a video on how to
plant fast-growing trees. A similar approach
could be used for vaccination programs, family
planning information, and a variety of agricul-
tural topics.

Other possible applications include a sea-
worthy Karavan to serve the many coastal vil-
lages, and Karavans dedicated exclusively to
science and health information for rural
schools. More immediately, however, the goal
is to place a Karavan in each of Haiti's nine
provinces, which would mean every six
months nearly one million people would have
access to videos that not only expand their
knowledge base, but introduce much-needed
entertainment and stimulation into their daily
lives.

For more information contact: Mr. Claude
Mancuso, Mancuso Productions, National
Shopping Center, Delmas No 48B Third Floor,
Port-au-Prince, Haiti.

Andrew Curtin is a communications consul-
tant working un a civic education project in
Haiti.
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(Verzosa continued from page 7)

4. Will mothers have acre to the DAID
product?

Mothers must have access, during and after
diarrhea episodes, to the tangible product and
cooking fuel; to time in order to gather the
ingredients, prepare the recipe, and feed the
child; and to information, whether it be from
printed matter or remembering having heard
the recipe over the radio.
5. What messages about the DMD product
will be acceptable and will result in the desired
behavior?

Positioning the product in the consumer's
mind is a key element in a successful promo-
tion campaign. What is the product for and
what key consumer benefit will it provide?
Does the product provide the solution to the
problem as perceived by the consumer?

Once the primary message is defined, the
communication team can create materials to
disseminate it in different ways. Radio mes-
sages can be used to motivate and increase
awareness about the problem. Print materials
can be designed for nonliterate groups and
pretested with mothers to ensure comprehen-
sion. Face-to-face communication interven-
tions such as cooking demonstrations can be
designed not only as the primary teaching
mechanism, but also to generate public inter-
est and awareness of the problem of nutrition
and diarrhea in young children.

In summary, the communication and social
marketing task is to manage behavior change.
To do that task well, there must be a good
understanding of the low-income consumer.
Focusing product introduction efforts on the
consumer is a basic principle that guides suc-
cessful marketing and promotion efforts. In
the final analysis, it is the consumer who de-
cides to accept or to reject a new behavior,
concept, or product.

For information about the Dietary Manage-
ment of Diarrhea Project contact- Dr Kenneth
Brown, The Johns Hopkins University, School
of Hygiene and Public Health, 615 N Wolfe

- Street, Room 2041, Baltimore, Maryland 21205,
U.SA.

Cecilia Verzosa is a senior communication
specialist with the HEALTHCOM Project and
project director for DMD at the Academy for
Educational Development.

PTC '88 Tenth
Annual Conference
"Telecommunications and Pacific Develop-
ment. Alternatives for the Next Decade" is the
theme of the tenth annual Pacific Telecom-
munications Conference scheduled for Febru-
ary 15-18, 1988, to be held in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

Spanning two decades of telecommunica-
tions development, 1979-1998, PTC'88 will ex-
amine past accomplishments and changes,
current facilities and services, and future
trends, requirements, and issues.

For further information about the confer-
ence, write to: PTC '88, 1110 University Ave-
nue, Suite 308, Honolulu, Hawaii 96826, U.SA.
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Audiotheques Rurales
in Mali

by William Amt

The oral tradition is a form of
communication that is not often
seriously considered when infor-
mation transfer projects are being

planned. In Mali, however, where 80 percent
of the adult population is illiterate, it is still
commonly used to transfer knowledge from
generation to generation. Aware of the impor-
tance of the oral tradition to its society, the
Malien Ministry of Sports. Arts, and Culture,
with assistance from the United Nations Devel-
opment Program (UNDP), and Unesco, orga-
nized a project that capitalizes on the poten-
tial of oral transmission as a development
medium.

The Audiotheques Rurales (Rural Audiocas-
sette Libraries) project has provided two tape
players/recorders, educational audiotheques
and batteries to 56 villages across Mali Each
library contains some 60 tapes in the local
language, each tape related to a different
theme that is relevant to the everyday lives of
the listeners. Subjects covered include: 1) de-
velopment technologies use'al for improving
health and agricultural practices; 2) civil obli-
gations, such as the purpose of taxation and
the importance of protecting wildlife; 3) tradi-
tional know-how, such as herbal remedies and
well-digging methods; and 4) traditional sto-
ries, history, songs, and poetry which are usu-
ally allegorical and discuss such issues as rela-
tions between youths and the elderly. The
tapes raise questions that stimulate group dis-
cussions about issues important to the % 'nage
and, accordingly, how to improve traditional
practices.

Not only is the local heritage preserved in
this way, it is also an effective, modified use of
traditional oral information channels since vil-
lages share ideas through the project network.

Tape Production
Villagers administer the project themselves.

Each village elects a man and a woman as facili-
tators tape librarians who maintain the col-
lection and organize listening sessions. Ses-
sions are held two to five times per week, with
separate sessions for men, women, and chil-
dren An oral knowledge committee is estab-
lished in the village, comprised of local lead-
ers and such technically skilled people as
midwives and extension agents. Each field
agent trains representatives from five villages
and advises them in the selection of appropri-
ate tapes for their particular tape library. In
turn, the oral knowledge committee tapes the
songs, fables, local history, and other indige-
nous knowledge of their own community, to
add to the project's collection.

Project personnel in the central office in
Bamako, the capital, collect the recordings and

develop the educational tapes, using these lo-
cally produced materials, interspersed with
music and information pieces such as new
farming techniques or health tips. The tapes
are then translated into five local languages
and written transcriptions are prepared. Nu-
merous agricultural, health, and other social
services provide the project's central office
with information to include in the tapes as
well. Ideas for new tapes are initiated from the
central office which also serves as a documen-
tation center.

The audiocassette libraries are not designed
to replace conventional methods of informa-
tion dissemination such as visits and demon-
strations by extension agents or training ses-
sions; rather, they supplement these activities,
making them more effective through repeti-
tion and allowing people to learn at their own
pace.

The cost of the project is modest. The UNDP
committed US$594,000 for five and one-half
years, covering expenses for such items as cas-
sette players for each village, recording and
copying equipment for the central office, and
motorbikes and satchels for the project's field
agents. Several villages have established com-
munal gardens to pay for batteries for the cas-
sette player/recorders.

Since its inception in 1982, the project has
provided villages across Mali with a regular
supply ofaridiotheques and they have become
an important part of village life. A participatory
evaluation revealed that villagers view au-
diotheqiies as useful schools,' that listening
and discussion groups foster social unity, and
that the self-managing nature of the project has
enwuraged lallagen to heed messages more
than if they were passive reupients of
information.

The concept ofAudiotbeques Rurales can be
adapted in other countries where the oral tra-
dition serves as an important communication
medium. The project extends the villagers' tra-
ditional knowledge base instead of overlaying
it with unfamiliar ideas. Villagers appreciate
the participatory nature of the tapes because
ideas can easily be shared with others in a
familiar and entertaining way, offering them
the opportunity to teach each other what life
has taught them.

For more information contact the: Resident
Representative, United Nations Development
Programme, Bone Postale 120, Bamako, Mali.

William Amt, formerly the Program Assistant
in the Clearinghouse, a now an Information
Assistant with the PRITEC11 Project in Arling-
ton, Virginia, U.S.A.
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Radio Boosts Immunization
Campaign in Swaziland

by Bongani Magongo and
Vicki S. Freimuth

Swaziland, like many other devel-
oping countries, has experienced
difficulties in persuading parents
to have their children fully pro-

tected with the required five immunizations in
the first year of life To overcome the reluc-
tance of parents to complete the full set of
immunizations, the Swaziland Ministry of
Health recently undertook a novel experiment
using radio to teach children about immuniza-
tion and to encourage children to teach their
parents about the need to have siblings immu-
nized. The positive results of this project sup-
ports the growing evidence that intc.. Live ra-
dio can be used in many different environ-
ments to respond to a wide variety of needs.

The Swaziland Expanded Program of Immu-
nization (EPI) School Health Radio Program is
sponsored by the Centre for Childhood Com-
municable Diseases and HEALTHCOM, an
Agency for International Development (AID)
project. Assistance was also given by the Swazi -
lan3 Development Communications Project
and the Ohio University Teacher Training Pro
ject all funded by AID. "

School Selection
The project was carried out in sixteen

schools, involving more than 2,000 pupils in
grades five and six. Two rural and pro urban
schools were selected from each of the four
regions of the kingdom. One half of the
schools received the radio programs (experi-
mental schools) and the other half did not
(control schools).

We made our final selection of schools with
the help of a national survey based on the
following criteria.

1 Did the school have an operating radio or
was it willing to commit to obtaining a
working radio in time for the regular
broadcasts to schools?

2 Was the school able to receive the English
Channel of the Swaziland Broadcasting
Service' (Some parts of the country expe-
rience considerable difficulty in receiving
this channel.)

3 Was the school enthusiastic about partici-
pating in an experimental program relat-
ed to a health subject?

WHOOPING COUGH

TUBERCULOSIS

This six-beaded monster, which appears on the cover of the workbook Mat children took borne to color and
share with their families, represents the killer diseases for which, mouth vtks are available tuberculosis,
poliomyelitis, diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus, and measkl. (Prepare graphic artist, Beatrice ill /ter)

4. Were there two urban and rural schools
each available in the region?

While most schools had or were willing to
obtain radios, many expressed concern about
difficulty in picking up the English broadcast-
ing channel. We decided that where there was
considerable difficulty with reception, the pro-
ject would provide cassettes of the programs.

Radio Lessons
A one-week planning session was held with

school nurses and health communicators to
determine the purpose and objectives of the
series, to plan the content of the messages, and
to select a program format. It was agreed that
each program would deal with a specific as-
pect of immunization, but would also rein-
force the overall message. Some of the topics
were: "The Four Good Health Habits, Immu-
nization is the Only Protection Against These
Diseases Which Can Kill and Cripple Chil-
dren," "The Names of the Six Killer Diseases,"
and The Importance of Telling Your Family
About Immunization."

An "immunization song" was composed and
then played at the beginning and end of each
program to reinforce the message. This song,
sung in English at the beginning and in SiSwati
(the local language) at the end, covered all the
elements that were featured in the eight
programs.

Each 15-minute radio program followed the
same format: first came the opening with the
immunization song, followed by an introduc-
tion of the topic, skill teaching and interactive
skill drill, story time, a physical activity (song
or game related to the topic), an interactive
workbook activity, assignment of homework, a
summary, and finally closing with the song.

The children were invited to participate in
the singing, the physical activities, and the
workbook exercises. Two teachersa man
and a woman were selected as actors for the
radio lessons so that children would come to
identify one who instructed and questioned
them, and another who provided the answers.
For the story segment, a special narrator was
introduced Uncle Elijah, whom the children
quickly learned to look forward to.

The advantages of using a regular format
have been demonstrated in other interactive
radio programs; the war: advantage being that
children quickly "learn their way around" the
program and anticipate each of the segments.

We pretested a program and a workbook
sample in a number of schools before pro-
ceeding with the final production of the pro-
gram. Each program was broadcast mice a
week to allow for differences in school time
tables, and because reception in some areas
was better on some days than on others.

(Continued on page 12)
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Wearing the
Message in Niger

by Anne Kreutz

For many years, Niger has had a
policy of using the mass media to
promote national development.
Both radio and television are

used regularly to promote development initia-
tives, and the government has provided many
villages with community television sets to re-
ceive these messages. But, there are other
ways to promote national development that
take neither the training nor the time, the skill
nor the money called for in mass media cam-
paigns Message-bearing T-shirts, for instance,
are used worldwide to convey information.

Carrying this practical medium a step fur
ther, Niger, like other African countries, prints
development messages on pagnes the color-
ful pieces of cloth from which Nigerien wom-
en fashion traditional skirts From the smallest
village to the capital city of Niamey, women
can be seen wearing pagnes, even office work-
ers in Niamey wear them. They can be pur-
chased in urban stores as well as !ri the most
remote village marketplaces

A development project that promotes ..n im-
proved cooking stove has used the pagne for
some time to "advertise" its product This par-
ticular pagne depicts a woman using the
wood-conserving stove accompanied by the
message "With my improved stove, I conserve
wood for a green Niger."

More recently, the government printed a
pagne to coincide with a nationwide campaign
to control the mouse population. During the
past rainy season, mice dug up recently sown
millet plots throughout the countryside, dam-
aging the crop and greatly reducing yields.
This invasion of scavenger mice continued
into the dry season as many villagers started
their next farming year

The government designated a day when all
farmers were asked to help eliminate as many
mice as possible To advertise the campaign, a
pagne was printed with a mouse theme on it
showing someone with a club holding three
dead mice by the tail, accompanied b} the
words, A Kashe or "kill" in Hausa, the local
language.

Anotherpagne promotes off-season garden-
ing, a policy the government strongly encour-
ages throughout the country as a post-harvest
activity. The outgrowth of this initiative can be
seen in marketplaces everywhere. plentiful
supplies of tomatoes, lettuce, unions, carrots,
peppers, eggplant, and squash You will find
women wearing a pagne depicting just that

lots of colorful vegetables.
While there has not been an evaluation sur

vey to determine if the pagnes have had a
direct impact, they certainly receie attention
whenever they are worn and women flock to
buy them when a new one appears on the
market.

12

When I wear my "mice campaign"pagne to
hoe in the local community garden, I can hear
children commenting on the "big hand that
holds the club," poised to attack mice. While
anecdotal in nature, it is apparent that even
young children are being reached with this
practical, popular, and highly visible means of
communication.
Anne Kreutz is a Peace Corps Volunteer in
Niger, where she works in an agricultural re-
search station.
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(Magongo continued from page 11)

The Workbook
The workbook was a vital element of this

project because it was through it that w e
hoped to reach the parents. Children were
encouraged to take the workbook home to du
their homework and to share it with their
parents.

From the beginning, the artist and designer
of the workbook cooperated closely with the
scriptwriters, allowing the artist to contribute
to the radio programs and enhancing the com-
patibility of the radio programs with the
workbook.

The book is filled with simple black and
white illustrations that children are encour-
aged to color and it was printed un paper that
would reproduce well un A simple copying
machine. Each radio lesson has a double-page
spread and every lesson follows the same for-
mat. The cover of the workbook is illustrated
with a "six-headed monster" that was featured
in the first radio story each of the heads rep
resenting one of the killer diseases. (See illus-
tration) There is also a place for the student to
write his or her name, grack, and school.

Evaluating Children's Learning
A 26-point quiz was developed to measure

all of the objectives of the radio programs. This
pretest was administered in the sixteen partici-
pating schools before any of the radio pro-
grama were aired Mc experimental schools
averaged 4.57 correct responses and the con-
trol schools 4.21 out of the total, indicating that
both groups had comparably low levels of
knowledge about immunization before hear-
ing the radio programs.

After the broadcasts, we administered a
posttest using the same pretest questions. The
experimental schools showed a significant in-
crease in knowledge with an average score of
20.05 out of 26 while the control schools aver-
aged only 5.80 out of 26, indicating the poten-
tial of a well-planned, integrated radio /work-
book approach directed at and designed for a
specific audience.

This phase of the experiment further dem-
onstrates how locally produced radio materi-
als and the interactive radio methodology can
be used to successfully teach children in devel-
oping countries. In the past, Swaziland relied
heavily un imported radio programs where
neither the voices nor the content was familiar
to Swazi children.

We also learned the value of having the artis:
and the scriptwriters work together from the

Development Communication Report

start, instead of waiting until the scripts are
written to consult the artist.

Evaluating Mothers' Learning
During the second phase of the evaluation,

we interviewed mothers to see if the school
children were relaying the immunization in-
formation to them, and to determine if moth-
ers were acting on that knowledge and immu-
nizing their young children. One hundred
thirty-two mothers of rural and urban school
children were selected from the four control
and experimental sch,..-,uls. The mothers came
to the schools where Swazi interviewers con-
ducted the questionnaire.

The results indicated only minor differences
between the two groups of mothers. Mothers
from the experimental schools appeared to be
more knowledgeable about some of the topics
discussed in the schools, and, as we expected,
were much more likely to have seen the work-
book, know where it came from, and what it
contained. However, a total of only 20 percent
of the experimental mothers reported being
aware of the workbook, indicating a low over-
all impact. Although some children may not
have taken the workbook home to show their
parents, 44 percent in the experimental group
reported they had talked to their mothers
about immunization and 22 percent reported
they had talked to other family members as
well.

During the final evaluation phase, immuni-
zation records will be checked at the clinics to
see if parents from the experimental groups
have immunized their children more fre-
quently than have parents from the control
groups.

As project evaluation continues, earlier find-
ings are already affecting program design. For
example, because of the poor transfer of
knowledge from children to parents, the re-
vised workbook will include some activities
that will require mothers' involvement.

A replica of an immunization card will be
added to the workbook so that mothers will
have to help their children complete it for
other family members. The cards can then be
checked by the teachers or school nurses who
will contact mothers who have not taken their
children in for immunizations.

Results from the Swaziland Expanded Pro-
gram of Immunization School Health Radio
Program add to the growing pool of evidence
that the interactive radio methodology can be
a powerful tool when used in schools to sup-
port health education activities.

For further information on this campaign
write to HEALTHCOM, Academy for Educa-
tional Development, 1255 Twenty.third St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037, U.S.A.

Bongani Magongo, a health educator with the
Ministry of Health in Swaziland, has worked
on several media campaigiis fur health
education.
Dr. Fremnith is director of the 1:ealth Commu-
nication Program and Associate Professor in
the Department of Communication Arts and
Theater at the Cu:verso, ("Maryland, College
Park, Maryland, USA She was a consultant to
this project.
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charge a similar number of heavy duty batter-
Alternative Energy for Radio Stations ies to provide power for studios, 400-watt

emergency transmitter, lighting, and ventila-
tion. At the time of ELRB's first transmissions
on December 5, 1986, a Liberian government
official remarked that the station would proba-
bly serve as a model of alternate energy utiliza-
tion for all of West Africa.

by K. Dean Stephens

Rural community radio projects
in developing countries are often
presented with technical chal-
lenges wholly distinct from

broadcast operations in city and developed
country environments. By their nature, the ru-
ral development projects that are often home
to rural radio projects usually are not within
easy access to technical assistance, telephones,
or power lines. Even where available, the elec-
trical energy necessary for radio station opera-
tion is all too often unstable and erratic.
Conventional remedies such as substation
connection to high voltage transmission lines
are inordinately expensive, while the budgets
of such stations are usually very limited. These
challenges exist a greater or lesser extent at
every Baha'i radio complex in the developing
world, with solutions constantly being sought
and incorporated. (See DCR Nos. 40, 42, 44,
and 54 for other Baha'i radio activities )

iii

Stations in Latin American
In Panama, commercial electricity is avail-

able intermittently at the principal Radio
Baha'i station in Boca del Monte, and is totally
lacking at the remote station site in the Guaymi
Indian Cultural Center in Soloy. However, Pan-
ama receives more than ample sunlight even
during the rainy season, making the stations an
ideal candidate for solar power

At the Boca del Monte lkW radio station, six
30 -watt solar panels are mounted on the roof,
constantly charging a bank of heavy-duty six
volt batteries in series during daylight hours.
One 12 -vclt supply is wired to a studio unit
which inciudes turntables, mixer, micro-
phones and cassette players. Other taps from
the battery bank power a 25-watt standby trans-
mitter to back the 11:W unit in the event of
power failure.

The Soloy studio is located in the heart of
the Guaymi reserve, a grueling two-hour jeep
drive into the mountains north nf Boca del
Monte. A diesel generator normally powers
the cultural center complex, but the radio stu-
dio in the Center is equipped with a solar-
charged battery backup system as well. The
cost of the entire alternate solar energy pack-
age, including seven solar panels, standby
transmitter, two studios, fans and lighting,
amounted to less than US$3000 Considering
that solar panels have an average lifespan of 20
years, the transmitter at least 10, and studio
equipment and batteries five years, the invest-
ment is readily justified in the lowered annu-
al costs of electricity, in the many services
cheaply and efficiently powered by this system,
and in having power available when the main
source fails.

In Peru, Radio Baba'i del Lago Titicaca is
not reached by commercial power, and nor-
mally relies on a 7kW diesel generator for elec-
tricity Around the station are five other build-
ings, including a teaching institute, dor,
mitories, and two staff cottages,. alkof which

'receive energy from a bank of 18 batteries
charged by a 2kW wind generator which har-
nesses the morning and evening air currents
that blow across Lake Titicaca. In the event of
generator failure, the battery bank can power a
100-watt standby transmitter for a six- to eight-
hour broadcast day for a week, or indefinitely
maintain a reduced schedule using power gen-
erated from changes in wind direction.

Another example of appropriate technology
in action at the station is a unique, locally built
antenna utilizing a grounded, half-size tower
design to channel the broadcast signal to com-
munities around the lake basin with minimum
loss. The tower'.; highest guy wires are "hot,"
being electrically connected to the top of the
structure. These run a distance equal to the 40-
meter height of the tower before being broken
by insulators, effectively doubling the electri-
cal length of the antenna. The tower not only
costs a fraction of its conventional 80meter,
base-insulated counterpart, but also performs
superbly as well in the lake environment, pen-
etrating communities on the far Bolivian
shores of Lake Titicaca with strength and clar-
ity rivaling nearby 5kW stations.

African Example
To date, the most ambitious alternate energy

undertaking has been in Africa, at Radio Baha
Liberia (ELRB) near Monrovia. Commercial
power exists in the area, but it is intermittent,
and off more than on toward the end of the dry
season when the hydroelectric reserve runs
short. On the other hand, the dry season is a
period of maximum sunshine there, making,
solar energy a logical choice fo. standby pow-
er. On site, !en solar panels of 36 watts each

1.*;

Energy-Independent "Village Radio"
A prototype solar-charged, battery-powered

radio broadcast station for local community
service has been developed and is ready for
field testing. (See photo) Included in this "Vil-
lage Radio" package is a three- to five-watt
transmitter with a range of five to ten miles,
depending on terrain and frequency. The
package comes complete with a 12-volt studio.
In addition to the standard operating equip-
ment are antenna wire and a tuning unit, bat-
tery cables, spare parts, and portable cassette
recorders for interviewing and gathering news
of community interest, music, and folklore in-
digenous to the area. "Village Radio's" power
source is a single solar panel, rated between 20
and 40 watts, depending on local weather and
desired broadcast schedule.

By harnessing solar and wind energy, Baha'i
radio stations stay on the air during power
shortages and emergencies, providing lighting
for institutes and staff housing and in the proc-
ess becoming showcases of appropriate tech-
nology to the population they serve. An ulti-
mate goal of development communication is,
thereby, achieved improving the daily lives
of people in Third World countries.

For further information contact. K. Dean Ste-
phens, HC 02, Box 14765, Arecibo, Puerto Rico
00612, U.SA.

Mr. Stephens has served as technical advisor to
the Baba': World Centre since 1974. He has
been involved in the planning, engineering
and installation of Baba': radio station
throughout the world.

Shown is a village radio kit containing0r)transmitter with antenna tuning units stacked on top, control
microphone, two cassette players, five-channel mixer, headphones, DC servo turntable, and studio
microphone.
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On File at ERIC

By Barbara Minor

Documents recently entered in the ERIC
(Educational Resources Information Center)
files include an overview of computer educa-
tion in Asia and the Pacific; the proceedings of
a regional workshop on developing materials
for the newly literate, reports on the use of
packet-switching networks for distance educa-
tion, and instructional technology research in
Latin America All of these documents are avail-
able in microfiche and four in paper copy as
well from the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service (EDRS), 3900 Wheeler Ave., Alexan-
dria, Virginia, 22304, U SA Be sure to include
the ED number and payment in U S funds fur
the price listed plus shipping Shipping costs
can be calculated on the basis of three micro-
fiche per ounce and '5 microfiche ur pages of
paper copy per pound

Anderson, Jonathan and others. Deielop-
irzg Computer Use in Education. Guidelines,
Trends and Issues . 1986, 128pp. (ED 278 356)

Designed to provide educational policy
makers and .recision- makers with a basis for
establishing guidelines for developing eduLa-
Lion programs, this report presents an over-
view of trends and issues in computer educa-
tion in the countries of the Asia and Pacific
region. The impact of computers un suLiety is
described, as well as the more recent impact of
the microcomputer on classrooms in the re-
gion. Likely future developments in comput-
ing are discussed, together with the need for
research on the effectiveness of computer in-
struction and how best to Introduce computer
use in education. Policy issues considered in-
clude the relationship of schools to society,
equity of access to information, security and
privacy, ergonomic and health factors, and
computer awareness in the broader communi-
ty. Hardware considerations are also dis-
cussed, including evaluation and selection,
costs, site preparation, maintenance, local re-
quirements, special features, and insurance
Various instructional and management appli-
cations of computers and the need for the de-
velopment of appropriate software are consid-
ered, as well as the need for both preservice
and inservice education for teachers Curricu-
lum requirements at the school level, postsec-
ondary or tertiary level, and for nonformal ed-
ucation are also examined. Discussion of key
issues to be considered in developing a na-
tional policy on computer education and an
examination of new demands being made on
literacy teaching conclude the report Twenty-
five references and a glossary of computer
terms are appended. This Unesw report is
based on discussions held at an Experts Plan-
ning Meeting on the Use of Computers tn Edu-
cation that was held in Bangkok, Thailand, in
December 1985. Available from EDRS in mi-
crofiche only for 78c.

Preparation and Field-Testing of Mater:-
alsfor Neoliterates. Final Report. Proceedings

of the Regional Workshop on the Preparation
of Liter acy Ibllow-Up Materials in Asia and the
Pacific (Chiangmai, Thailand, October 3-12,
1984). 1985, 116pp. (ED 278 374)

This workshop on the preparation of materi-
als for the newly-literate in Asia and the Pacific
was designed to train participants in the devel-
opment, production (including design and il-
lustration), distribution, and utilization of neo-
literacy materials relevant to the needs of rural
people. Workshop activities included: 1) dis-
cussions un methods of del eloping follow -up
materials, the development of prototype mate-
rials, examination of materials prepared under
the AsiamPaufiL Joint ProduLtion Programme
(AJP), and the development of a process for
adapting these materials to meet local needs,
2) fieldwork in which four working groups ut
participants studied the needs of different vil-
lages, developed prototype materials, and field
tested both their ow n and AJP materials, and 3)
the development of draft national follow-up
actn ity programs. Reports from the working
groups include descriptions of their activities
and the final products, which include a book-
let, a poster and a serial poster, a radio pro-
gram and two slide kits (scripts are prulided),
and a card game. A guide fur t use of 1984
AJP materials and sample materials are mdud-
ed in this report, as well as a national follow -up
activity plan for eaLh of the wuntries repre-
sented. Appended materials include general
information un the w urkshup, the agenda, a
participant list, summaries of wuntn reports
[resented by partuapantsmd the texts of sev-
en addresses presented at the inaugural ses-
sion of the workshop. This Unesco report is
available from EDRS in microfiche only for
78e.

Castro, Angela and Stiriaker, Lee The Use
of AUSTPAC at Deakin University for Distance
Education. Computer CommunicationsWork-
Mg Group Report No. 1. 1986, 29pp. (ED 275
306)

This paper discusses Australia's two pack-
et-switching networks, AUSTPAC and MIDAS.
which are used for data transmissions with
computers located within Australia or benveen
overseas destinations. Although the facilities of
both are similar, a comparison of their services
based on traffic volume, connection, registra-
tion, and rental charges is made for the benefit
of those unacquainted with technical and com-
munication terms AUSTPAC is the major focus
of this p2:)er, which discusses Deakin Universi-
ty's preference for this system to provide low-
cost database searches for students, and pro-
vides suggestions for the management
functions for its implementation Also dis-
cussed are an AUSTPAC link-up between Dea-
kin and the Open University ( OU) in the Unit-
ed Kingdom for teaching master courses, use
of electronic mail and other administrative
functions, use of videotext systems for general
information dissemination, and the design of
and access to computerized research and bib-
liographic databases, the AUSTPAC billing soft-
ware and plans for future computer facilities
for staff and student access; general proce-
dures for accessing AUSTPAC; an explanation
of basic concepts and technical aspects of
AUSTPAC's Packet Assembler/Disassembly

(PAD) facility for packet-switching; variables
for successful use of AUSTPAC, problems en-
countered in the 1985 AUSTPAC trials; compu-
ter-mediated communications and educa-
tional use. and staff and student development
in the use of computer technology. Several
tables are provided for illustrative purposes.
Available from EDRS in microfiche for 78c or
in paper copy for US$3,70,

Chadw iLk, Chftun B. Insmiaturzal z ech-
rzologi Research in Latin Amerwa. 198u, 19pp.
(ED 276 421)

The broad fields of educational technology
and research activities in the more limitedarea
of instructional technology in Latin America
are examined in this paper. Research studies,
the current situation, and research needs are
reviewed briefly for each of the following ar-
eas distance education, miLruwmputers. edu-
cational radio, learning strategies and study
habits, instructional and text design, problem
areas, behaiural objectives, demuLratizatiun,
student role, cognitive styles, and the effective-
ness of educational technology in terms of its
utility for eduLational sy stems in Latin Ames. _a.
Transfer and implementation studies are not-
ed as being significant innovations in educa-
tion improvement in Latin America, as well as
the importance of valuing the ideas, beliefs,
interests, and role of the reupients of these
innovations to incease their participativa in
critical decisions and respond to their wgni-
tive styles and interests Most of the 50 refer-
ences listed are in Spanish Available from
EDRS in im:rofiche for 78c ur in paper cups
for US$1 85

Barbara Minor is Publications Coordinator at
the ERIC Clearinghouse on Iuformation Re-
sources, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New
York, USA

A Directory of
Development
Journalists

An Interngtional Directory of Devel-
opmentJournalists has been published
by Development' Forum, a UN publica-
tion. The directory, contains a compos-
ite listing of journalists' names; a subject
and region cross-reference grid; profes-
sional' data of individual Journalists;
professional journalists' organizations;
schools of journalism and mass commu-
nication; radio stations that broadcast
social and economic programs; deve-
lopment-oriented news and feature
services and news agencies; informa-
tion services of the UN and its special-
ized agencies; and a list of UN infomia-
tion centers:

The price of the Direttory is US$25.
No free copies are available. Request
from: Development Forum DESI/DPI,
United Nations, Room DC1-559; New
York, NY 10017, USA
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(Garforth continued from page 16)

Access to the Means of Communication
Research and experience have highlighted

the uneven distribution of literacy skills, of
radios and televisions, of newspapers and
magazines, within and between rural areas
Similar disparities are inevitably emerging
with the new developments in telecommuni-
cations and computer-based information sys-
tems, such as on-farming computing and View-
data in England and telephones in rural areas
of developing countries

Conscious efforts are needed both to use
those technologies that are more widely acces-
sible and to increase people's access to those
technologies that extension agencies select
Literacy programs, mobile video units, au-
diocassette recorders, radio forums, commu-
nity television sets these can all increase
the access of potential users to media commu-
nication. They can also reduce considerably
the unit cost, per recipient, of providing
information.

Hardware Primacy
There is a tendency for new developments

in information and communications technol-
ogy to become seen as beneficial, even neces-
san, components of an efficient extension
service. As vy ith radio broadcasting and cinema
vans in the 1960s, so now NNIth video technol-
ogy and microcomputers. they are regarded
intrinsically as a good thing, even before any
serious thought has been given to how they
are to be used or NI, hat the implications might
be for staffing, training, and organizational
structures.

The acquisition of equipment often tends to
outstrip the agency s capacity to use it effec
uvely. Capital funds ca.1 buy the hardware to-
day. it takes time, commitment, and mune)
from over-stretched recurrent budgets to train
staff in the use and maintenance of the equip-
ment. Mobile video units without gasoline, vid-
eotapes or trained production staff, printing
presses without graphic artists ur ade4;uate
supplies of paper, and microcomputers w ith
no suitable soft are, contribute little to rural
extension.

Before investing in new communications
technology, It is important to define dead)
how It will be used to support extension, in-
cluding the adjustments that w ill be needed in
budget and staff allocations. At the same time,
it is clear the existing communication facilities
are often underused. The potential of radio is
poorly exploited in many situations. Print me-
dia could be used more imaginatively. Visual
aids equipment at training centers and local
extension offices is often unused because re-
placement bulbs are not available ur butt have
not been trained how to use them effectively.

Pressure off Field Staff
Communications technology can undoubt

edly support and enhance the work of field
level extension staff, but it can also put in-

creased demands on them. The success of
media-based campaigns in Tanzania, Botswa-
na, and China have depended on the efforts of
large numbers of extension workers in orga-
nizing, training, and supporting volunteer
group leaders More generally, mass media
may raise the expectations of rural people
which they will look to extension staff to fulfill,
or may prompt technical questions which ex-
tension workers will be expected to am-ver

The potential of local media may °my be
realized if extension staff develop production
skills and are able to allocate time to such
activities. The effective use of media in the
field requires that extension staff be able to
reinforce, explain, and demonstrate ideas
communicated by those media.

This complementarity of media and exten,
mon workers demands that investment in com-
munications technology is matched by in-ser-
vice training, the provision of reference
material for extension workers, and adjust-
ment to preservice training curricula.

Return on Investment?
Finally, what return can we expect from !n-

ye ling in communications technology? Re-
search has begun to provide guideline costs of
mass media use in extension But there are
serious conceptual and methodological diffi-
culties in try ing to assess the benefits in terms
of economic returns

It is less problemati, to evaluate impact in
terms of changes in knowledge, attitudes, and
practices, and here the research evidence is
encouraging But o en su, it is difficult to sepa-
rate the effects of media from other influences
on rural people's behavior (such as the

of resources and the actly Ines of field-
level extension staff), and in any Lase, aswe
have seen, the effectiveness of media and tele-
communications is heavily dependent on the
quality of the content w Inch they carry and on
the structures and processes within which they
are used

It is more meaningful to ask how communi-
cations technology can be used to increase the
cost-effectiveness of rural extension What
functions of extension can it help us to Larry
out more efficiently? I low can it enhance the
performance of extension workers in their
contact with rural people Tu what extent can
It substitute for relatively scarce and expensive
field staff in routine information provision to
free them for the more challenging and cre-
ative task of working alongside rural people

We cannot, then, answer questions about
returns in Investment, or impact on the lives
and livelihoods of rural people, by looking at
the technology in isolation from the context in
which it is used. Whether ur not communica
tions technology, including the more familiar
range of mass media and extension aids as %1, ell
as recent developments, will make a significant
contribution to rural extension depends ulti-
mately on our ability to adjust our organiza-
tional structures and extension approaches to
take maximum advantagt.,f the potential it

;offers.

P. d fishing
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Mass Media and Communications Technology

by Dr. Chris Garforth

(This reprint appeared in its entirety in Media
in Education and Development (MED), De-
cember 1985 It was first presented as a
discussion paper at the twentieth Agricultural
Extension and Rural Development Centre
conference in September 1985 We would like
to thank George Grin:men, MED editor, for
granting us permission to print an abridged
version of this article.)

If information is a key resource in rural de-
velopment, and the communication of infor-
mation a major function of extension, it is no
surprise that extension practitioners are look-
ing with interest at the potential contribution
to their work of mass media and communica-
tions technology The speed and efficiency
with which information can be transmitted by
electronic means from one place to another,
and the capacity of computer-based informa-
tion systems to store data for rapid retrieval,
continue to develop apace at a when ex-
tension organizations are looking for more
cost-effective ways of making useful, relevant
information available to rural people. At the
same time, there is a growing recognition of
the need to support extension worker, in the
field, both by contributing to the general infor-
mation environment within which they work,
and, more directly, by providing them with
extension aids, and updating their own techni-
cal expertise and knowledge.

Three Technological Trends
Mass media and extension aids, ranging in

technological complexity from film to flannel-
graph, have been used in extension for many
years. There are three technological trends,
however, which are significantly increasing
their potential role. The first is the decreasing
cost, increasing reliability, and relative ease of
use of much recent communication technol-
ogy, all of which make the technology increas-
ingly accessible. The development of comput-
ers (especially the increasingly powerful,
compact, and relatively inexpensive micro-
computers) and video are two cases in point.

Second, recent years have seen consider-
able technical developments in the transmis-
sion of information, both globally through a
rapidly growing network of communication
satellites which has the potential for linking
people in virtually any two places in the world
in a faceto-face dialogue, and more locally
through cable networks and small-scale trans-
mitters which open up opportunities for com-
munity-based radio and television services.

The third trend is the integration of the vari-
ous components of communications technol-
ogy. especially the bringing together of the
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data processing and storage capacity of com-
puters with the ability of telecommunication
systems to transmit electronicall} coded data
extremely quickly.

A few examples will indicate the range
of possibilities opened up 13} these
developments.
1 Field extension workers in remote areas
can be linked with expertise and sources of
information in central locations. Two-way ra-
dio, via satellite, is already well tried in the
health field, enabling diagnoses and advice on
treatment to be given by a doctor or midwife
hundreds of miles away. The expansion of
telephone networks into rural areas offers sim-
ilar opportunities.
2. Research workers can carry out on-line
literature searches on bibliographic databases
held on another continent.
3. Viewdata systems link domestic television
sets, through telephone lines, to information
stored on centrally located computers. in Eng-
land, a public Viewdata system (Prestel) en-
ables a user to call up the information re-
quired for display on a television screen, the
information itself being regularly updated by
various information providers.
4. Video is being used in a number of ways.
to make field recordings for incorporation
into television programs. to bring technical
infi mation to rural families via mobile units
or at sal training centeia, to motivate people
to woit. in community development pro.
grams, to st pport campaigning or lobbying
activities by community groups; and to give
instant feedback to extension trainees on their
performance in practical exercises.
5. Community television sets can linked,
as in India's SITE experiment and tater devel-
opments, via satellites and land-based relay sta-
tions, to a central transmitter, enabling a mass
audience of rural families to see and discuss
centrally produced educational broadcasts.

The Institutional Context
The above examples demonstrate that com-

munications technology offers increasing
scope for localizing the production and distri-
bution of media, for two-way interactive com-
munication, for communication within and be-
tween rural communities, and for a more
active role to be played in communication
processes by people who have hitherto been
regarded (in communication theory and ex-
tension practice) as passive recipients of
information.

Through public telephones, rural people
can initiate contact with extension workers.
Low-cost, small-scale printing equipment is
used by community groups to produce their
own newsletters, bulletins, or campaign mate-
rial to be broadcast but also give large num-
bers of local people the opportunity to be seen
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and heard "on the air," thus helping to break
down traditional distinctions between com-
munication professionals and audience. Me
dia, and increasingly telecommunications, can
serve as a bridge between groups and commu-
nities within rural areas instead of acting sim-
ply as a radial link from a central institutions to
a mass rural audience, thus facilitating a shift
from authoritarian to more participatory mod-
els of extension.

On the other hand, the technology also en-
courages the centralization of media produc-
tion, data storage, and the distribution of infor-
mation. This can greatly increase the speed
and efficiency of information flows, but also
offers greater scope for control over access to
and use of the means of communication. For
the ability to store and communicate informa-
tion confers power: power to determine what
information is to be made available to whom,
power to influence the perceptions and atti-
tudes of large numbers of people.

Current trends in communications technol-
ogy thus present a wider range of options for
media use within rural extension than has pre-
viously been possible. Decisions on invest-
ment in new communications facilities are of-
ten outside the control of rural extension
organizations. But within the constraints and
opportunities set by available facilities, choices
about how communications technology is to
be used in extension are seen to be predicated
on more fundamental decisions about exten-
sion ideology and approach.

Whatever the nature of those decisions, a
number of issues must be confronted if the
potential contribution of new communica-
tions technology to rural extension is to be
realized.

^ntinued on page 15)

WHO AIDS Health
Promotion Unit
is Established

WHO's Special Programme on AIDS has re
cently established an AIDS Health Promotior
Unit whose purpose is to disseminate inform
tion worldwide about education and commu
nication interventions to reduce INV transmis
sion. A periodic newsletter, AIDS Health
Promotion Exchange will be published and
distributed free to those interested in receiv-
ing this information on a regular basis. For
further information contact WHO/Special Pro
gramme on AIDS, CI f -1211 Geneva 27,
Switzegind.
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Comics for Health

by Indi Rana

For some time, there has been
controversy in development
circles about the use of comic
books to disseminate health

information to rural populations. Many
development communicators believe that
comics are not a good medium for
disseminating these messages, whether for
adults or for children, since understanding
the visual message requires a sophistication
of perception developed only after a good
deal of exposure to reading and pictorial
materials.

In 1984, the author was asked by the World
Health Organization (WHO) to develop a
-omic book on immunization for rural school
children in India with a possible adaptation
kit for use in other languages, cultures, and
countries. The idea was to use chiltochild
and child-toparent communication to carry
the message that all children under 12
months of age should he immunized.
Children between 8-12 years were to read the
publication, perhaps in class, perhaps as an
extracurricular give -away, and take the
message home to their parents.

Over the past 15 years, a strong comic book
culture featuring myths, legends, and
adventure stories has developed in urban
areas of India. Comics are the only truly
successful children's trade books in the
country the "better" books are perceived as
being too time-consuming and expensive. It
was thought that after this steady outpouring
of comic books to urban areas, they must
have filtered through to rural school children.
Perhaps a comic hook, similar to those
available in the market but carrying health
messages could be prepared.

A Preliminary survey
To test this hypothesis, a limited field

survey was conducted in Madhya Pradesh,
one of India's four lesser developed states, to
uncover the target audience's: 1) pre-
knowledge of immunization to determine
how much information should be included;

2) visual literacy to determine the level of
sophistication of the visuals; 3) interest in
story types to select the most acceptable
vehicle for the health messages.

The survey was conducted in eight schools
with a total of 329 eight-to-fifteen year old
boys and girls in and around the towns of
Satna and Nagod. Both towns have outlying
villages and farms, and well-stocked market
places with bookshops that carry local Indian
comics. The institutions ranged from private
urban schools to semi-urban government
schools to rural government schools.

Results showed:

the children's pre-knowledge of
immunization was higher than expected,
exposure to comic hooks in rural and
semi-urban schools was nil, while

children in private urban schools were
reading them voraciously;
visual literacy among rural and
semi-urban school children was poor.
When shown standard comic fare, they
confused characters from frame to frame,
and bubbles (enclosed text that is placed
beside the person speaking) and insets
often were misunderstood;
when shown comic pages and straight
text side-by-side and asked which they
would rather read, rural and semi-urban
school children preferred the straight
text. They did, however, show interest in
the pictures, commenting on details;
the story types most preferred were
myths and legendss cops and robbers,
stories about kings and queens, and folk
tales.

While the results of the survey meant there
was a tremendous challenge ahead, the
consensus at WHO/New Delhi was, given the
right kind of comic book, rural children

(Continued on page 3)

Avoiding Social Marketing Pitfalls

by Terry Peigh

Perhaps it was to be expected. In
a way, it is a good sign of
learning and growth. As social
marketing becomes more widely

used by development practioners throughout
the world, their social messages are falling
victim to many of the same problems
experienced by commercial marketers.

Anxious to apply the valuable lessons
gleaned from commercial applications, social
marketers are mimicking the harmful
practices as well. While there is an adage that
says imitation is the most sincere form of
flattery, the continued evolution and growth
of social marketing and communication will
be slowed unless social marketers resist the
temptation to indiscriminantly apply some
recently adopted commercial marketing
techniques.

11

First Pitfall: Audience Identification
Social marketers should be aware of three

common pitfalls when applying commercial
communication techniques in developing
social messages. The first concerns the target
audience. With many consumer goods, be it
butter, shoes, or soap, the target audience
usually is very large so the product potentially
appeals to a majority of households in that
population. Not only is the target broad, the
story line is probably appropriate to most of
the audience. This is not likely to be the case
when marketing social ideas and products.

A marketer of family planning products, for
example, must define a very special target to
maximize the impact of the message.
Marketers must decide if the priority target
will be young teenage girls who are
becoming sexually active. Or perhaps it

(Continued on page 2)
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should be uninformed newlyweds. Or maybe
people who know about family planning
practices but have decided against them fur
personal reasons.

Each of these alternative targets is unique,
differing considerably in us needs, problems,
information levels, lifestyles, and intmations.
Addressing them with anything less than a
specially focused message will only diffuse
the potential impact of the message.

Second Pitfall: Audience Interest
The second pitfall in social

communications is assuming that the target
audience WANTS to hear a particular
message. Because they devote so much of
the lives to studying a particular product or
service, marketers-be they commercial or
social - incorrectly assume their target
audience is as Interested in their product as
they are. This assumption often leads to
messages that may not be particularly
interesting or compelling. As a result, all
marketers must work hard to capture the
attention of their audience. While this is
important for commercial marketers to keep
in mind, social marketers must work even
harder to perfect their messages to overcome
the public's initial resistance to social
messages.

When producing a social message, it is
particular), important to introduce such
elements as words, music, drama, action,
sound effects, color - anything that invites the
viewer or reader and holds his or her
attention throughout the message.
Corrimually ask. A this nu age at least as
interesting and as inviting as whet messages
using the same :natant

Third Pitfall: Identifying Rewards
Social marketers often fall victim to

designing messages that lack a "reward- a

compelling personal benefit. Too often social
messages merely inform people what .t
product or service does or how it works and
donut take the critically imputtant next
step telling the target audience what
personal benefit they will derive from
adopting the recommended social practice.

For example, it is not enough to tell people
that by using family plannitui inetliuds they
can control family sec tic message must
tell peopl_ thy.. peisunal lives will be
improve,: of - atm! the mze of their
family. If research shows that the
benefit must meaningful and important to the
target audience is a better husband and wife
relationship or better health fur the w ife ur
better living conditions for the children, the
social marketer must directly connect the
recommended practice or product to one of
these identified and desired benefits.

Social development organizations should
be commended for their rapid adoption of
,..ummerLial marketing techniques, major
social programs throughout the world receive

greater exposure and use today because of
their willingness to try these approaches. By
avoiding sumo of the common marketing
pitfalls noted above, social marketers will
make even greater strides.

Tenj l'eigh Ls a Hu: president at Foote, Cone
and Belding Communications, a worldzeide
connwrial advertisntgfrm. Ile has
coauthored two books on nuts media for
social dezelopmein.

Distance Teaching
Come Offered

The International Extension College and
the Department of International and
Comparative Education, University of London
Institute of Education are holding a
four month course, from April 22 to July 29,
1988, on distance teaching and its relevance
for Third World countries.

By the end of the course each participant
should be able to analyze an educational
problem in his or her own country and
determine whether distance teaching
methods are appropriate to it, make
appropriate choices between different
methods of distance teaching, assemble an
administrative plan fur a distance teaching
system, and prepare production materials fur
a specified audience

The application deadline is February 12,
1988. For application forms or further
information write to. Departmental Secretary,
Department of International and Comparative
Education, University of 1.1)1)&11 Institute of
Education, 20 Bedford Way, London
WCII I OAL, U.K. Telephone 01.636.1500.

Training Modules for
Dian heal Disease Control

The Sahel Regtunal held Office of the
Tediriolugles fur Primary 1 ie.dth care
(PRITECID Protect, in collaboration with the
Vorld I lealth Organization, hats recently
published a boles of I rend' language
training modules on diarrheal disease
control. An epidemiological 1A UNICA 01
diarrhea is outlined ii Ivloclule 1, Module 2

describes the treatment of diarrhea, Nludult. 3
disLusses hue health eduLattun tet.litutiues
Lail he applied to diarrhea! Jist...t.st. -utak)l
programs at all levels of iiiieraction, and
Ivludule i provides information on talons
elements of a diarrheal disease control
program. A teacher's guide and tvorkboult are
also included.

English translations of these modules are
being prepared. The I remit tumult is
available free of charge from. stizalint.
Prysur Junes, PRITECI I , 13.1'. 371c, 1),ikar.
Senegal.
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(Rana continued from page I)

being children, eager and curiouswould
quickly adapt to this new and interesting form
of reading after a few attempts.

Preparatory Steps
The problem then was to select an

appropriate format. Comic books available to
children in urban centers usually are large,
colorful, and contain long, fairly compicx
stories. Knowing how cautious rural people
are about accepting new things, a small, less
glossy format was chosen and the stories were
printed on newsprint. In this way, they did
not appear to be so valuable or special that
parents would lock them away.

There are four separate short stories, each
of which is bound with a similarly designed
cover, or they can be bound together, and be
made into a 32-page publication. The smaller,
single-story comics are intended as trade
items between children during their play
activities, encouraging wider dissemination of
the health messages. The larger volume has
been prepared for teachers to use in the
classroom.

To make the pictures visually com-
prehensible, the stories appear in two
formats:

a) A bubble story with a maximum of two
very clearly delineated bubbles, with
parallel explanatory text running above it.

b) A picture story without bubbles, with
parallel explanatory text running below
the picture.

The pictures, very simple and clear, are not
expected in and of themselves to carry the
story as they do in more sophisticated comic
books, where a minimum of text acts as a
stimulus for the next picture. All pictures
appear in standard-sized frames, each
carrying only a few people and objects. The
characters remain in the same position from
frame to frame unless there is a need to
change their position as dictated by the story.

Building in the Message
To make the health messages interesting,

stories are built around myths, kings and
queens, cops and robbers the preferred
story types One story is built around a natural
disaster, a well-known phenomenon in rural
India.

Despite one of the survey findings that
rural children are not accustomed to being
heroes or to taking their own personal
initiative, the storylines in the comic books
depict young people who make decisions for
themselves and who teach their elders new
things. This was done to encourage children
to become agents of change and to think for
themselves more often.

Creating interesting titles was particularly
important; children had to be attracted to

While Narbhakshi Raks
away in the mountains, the s
men from all the villages helpe
sevak and Jagannath clean out
stagnant water and cut down the thic
est trees around Narbhakshi'scave.They
poured disinfectant everywhere.

e gar. as, as
away in Jamalpur, the strongest
men from the villages helped Ram-
sevak and Jagannath clean out the
stagnant water and cut down the thick-
est trees around Narbhakshi's cave. lbey
poured disinfectanteverywhere.

In a pretest, children thought the man with the knife in theframe on the left um going to kill
the man caning wood The frame on the right shows bow this was corrected in the final copy.

these comic books. "Stories of Adventure,"
for instance, would be much more likely to
attract a child than the titles "Stories of
Immunization," or "Vaccinations are Good fur
You."

An extensive field survey was conducted by
the Voluntary Health Association of India
(VHAI) before final publication. Results
would be used to show: a) the target
audience's comprehension of the storylines,
b) their retention of the data and concepts;
and c) their comprehension of the
illustrations and text. Children in 30 schools
around Delhi and Madhya Pradesh were
shown black and white illustrations without
the text and asked to repeat the story as they
saw it. This helped identify problems related
to visual comprehension (see illustrations).
The children were then asked to read the
entire comic the text and the
illustrations and to answer que,st;uns on a
mini-exam sheet. They sere visited a week
later and interviewed again oo test their
retention.

The results showed that the comic were
comprehensible as far as visuals and text,
storylines, and vocabulary were concerned.
The major problem was in the children's
understanding of complex time frames and
flashbacks; both were eliminated as a result.

Adapting for Dissemination
The English version of the comic book is

essentially a module from which translations
and adaptations can be made by those
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interested in disseminating the information.
The copyright is, therefore, non-restrictive for
educational purposes.

The stories are generally Indian in context
but all of them can, with careful attention to
detail, be adopted to suit a particular region
in India, or be used in other countries with
similar rural characteristics.

UNICEF/New Delhi is distributing 85,000
copies in Hindi free-of-charge to the Board of
Education in New Delhi and agencies
associated with UNICEF.The comic book will
eventually be translated into all of the Indian
languages. W110 offices worldwide have
received copies and have shown interest in
adapting the book for their regions. Other
health agencies in Sri Lanka, Nepal, the
Maldives, Bhutan, 'Burma, and Indonesia are
looking into adapting the publication.

With careful research and thoughtful
presentation, comic books with health
information built into their storylines could
become a common sight in rural
communities, helping to dispel the belief that
this popular format is not suitable for social
messages.

For more information contact: WHO,
SEARO, World Health House, Ring Road,
New Delhi-110002, India.

Indi Rana has worked as a private consultant
with numerous international organizations
to develop cultural, educational, and
communication materials, and has trained
others in the use of these materials. She also is
an author of children's books.
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On File at ERIC
by Barbara Minor

Documents recently entered in the ERIC
(Educational Resources Information Center)
files include a description of the use of
teleconferencing to link Canadian physicians
with Kenyan and Ugandan physicians; an
overview of issues involved in planning for
microcomputer use in schools in Asia and the
Pacific region; proceedings of an international
conference on open higher education; and a
paper on how to tailor information strategies
for public and educational institutions in Latin
American countries. All of these documents
are available in microfiche and in paper copy
as well from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDRS), 3900 Wheeler
Ave., Alexandria, Virginia, U.S.A. Be sure to
include the ED number and payment in U.S.
funds for the price listed plus shipping. (VISA
and MASTERCARD charges arc accepted by
EDRS.) Shipping costs can be calculated on
the basis of three microfiche per ounce and
75 microfiche or pages of paper copy per
pound. The ERIC Clearinghouse on
Information Resources located in
Syracuse, New York, cannot supply copies
of these documents.

House, M. and MacLeocl, S. into 4(rica:
Telemedicine links Canada with Nairobi anti
Kampala, September 1986, 9pp. (ED 281 518)

During the past decade, teleconferencing
systems have gained a substantial role in
continuing medical education in Canada
through maintenance of contact between
physicians in remote and urban areas,
medical education, group consultation, and
administration. A group of Canadian
physicians at Memorial University of
Newfoundland and their Kenyan and
Ugandan counterparts have undertaken the
development of a similar satellite link
between Canada and East Africa with ground
transmission between Nairobi and Kampala
This program has been accepted for
participation in SHARE, a project which makes
satellite circuits available to agencies to
organize health education programs between
developed and developing countries. Since
the inauguration of the system in January
1986, there have been formal weehl)
conferences and informal teaching sessions
covering such topics as nutritional status and
immune response, hepatitis in pregnancy and
the newborn, emergency pediatric medicine,
and rickets. The system is also a cost effective
means of maintaining commilnication
between North American reseachers based
in East Africa and their home laboratories. It
is hoped that the teleconference system will
enable the libraries at the Lim ersit) of
Nairobi and Makerere University to make
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online literature searching available to the
medical community. Satellite links such as the
one described here are currently the most
realistic means of providing contact between
the medical faculties in Nairobi and Kampala
and a broad spectrum of academic physicians
in Canada. Available from EDRS in microfiche
for 78c or in paper copy for $1.85.

Lancaster, David. Management and
Flemming &taw m tlx! Use of Abcrocomputets
m ScbooLl, Occastonal Paper m itcanonal
finning, Management and Statts s No. 11.
1985, 61pp. (ED 281 521)

Reasons underlying the growth of interest
in Asia and the Pacific region in educational
computing and issues raised by such
developments are examined in this Unesco
paper, which begins by describing three main
areas of use of microcomputers in
schoolfor teaching computer studies, for
computer assisted learning, and for school
administration. Reasons for microcomputer
use are considered as well as internal and
external influences that affect the decision to
incorporate computers m school activities: 1)
the need to relate educatumt to the needs of
the economy; 2) parental pressures; 3) pupils'
expectations; 4) the need to facilitate dam
processing for reporting to external groups;
5) the need for better information for
decision making; 6) demands for increased
efficiency; 7) assumptions of increased
learning effectiveness; 8) push from technical
experts; and 9) marketing policies of
manufacturers and suppliers. Also considered
Li the impact of the introductm of computers

schools on teaching methods, curriculum
content, and the organizational structure of
schools. Issues that are likely to arise with the
use of microcomputers in schools are then
discussed, including funding, suitable
computer programs, teacher training,
equipment requirements, cost effectiveness,
responsibility for computer use and
management, and contingency plans for
equipment breakdowns. 11w importance of
feasibility and cost benefit studies and
consideration of the organizational,
behavioral, and managerial issues involved in
planning for computer based programs in
schools is emphasized. Twenty references are
provided. Available from EDRS in microfiche
only for 78c.

Open 1100 Ec/r 1'ruceuhlki0 of
an International Conference (Isangkok.
Thailand, August 13.17, 1984). 1984. 39Ipp.
(El) 275 280)

The proceedings of this inicinational
conference on open education cover five
themes. philosoph) and concept,
dot:loping:in ticials front .ii international
perspecanc, the dichotom) of equit) mid
qualit), 8,..Juates. emplu)niclit, and the
managcniciit clialkaigc !tit,* of tlic i t impels
included in this collection are directly
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concerned with the use of communications
technology in pen education. I) "Impact of
Media and Technology on Open Iligher
Education in India," by Y. B. Mathur; 2)
"Radio and Television Universities in China,"
by the staff of Central Radio and Television
University, China; 3) The Adaptability of the
Radio and TV Universities to Society," by l'ang
Yi; and 4) "Computing in Open Iligher
Education: Some Lessons," by Christ Sauer.
Papers on development trends include: 1)
"Open Higher Education Development
Trends: An International Perspective," by
Robert McCaig; 2) "Strategies for
Development of Curriculum, Personnel, and
Instructional Materials," by Ali I3in Ahmad; 3)
"India's Experiment in Open Iligher
Education: A Study of Andhra Pradesh Open
University," by R. S. Rmachandran and V. S.
Prasad; 4) The Development of Experiential
Learning Programs for the Open University,"
by Frederick Baker; and 5) "Distance
Education in Canada: Toward a lpology of
Learning Activities for Adults," by John P.
Minnis. A conference program and names and
addresses of participants are provided.
Available from EDRS in microfiche for 781 or
in paper cop) for US$29.60.

Crowther, Warren. Tailoring
Infonnation Strategies for Dereloping
Countries: Some lain American hhperiences.
1984, 12pp. (ED 274 375)

This paper addresses the conditions of
developing countries ern must be taken into
account in developing information strategies
for their public and educational institutions
or projects. Its central argument is that newer
information science concepts, although
demanding technological and conceptual
sophistication, can be useful in the transition
from an information-poor society toward
information richness; however, these
concepts have to compete in practice with a
continuing flood of modern and less
demanding concepts that lead to a society that
has adequate information but not the
accompanying power or decisionmaking
effectiveness. As a demonstration, 24 design
principles for information strategies resulting
from recent experience in the public sector
and cniversities of 20 Latin American
countries arc enumerated. These principles
are proposed a specifications for technical
cooperation with Third World countries in
genutal. Aull.thlis from EDRS in musofiLhe
for 78( or ill paper cop) for US$1.85.

Mohan' II. .11tout, l'obhcattutts Gourd:natio,
ERIC Lion togbutmc wr htforinattun
RounnAIN, AlTaLltic 1 MItTA/0, SIMOC, Neu
lurk I._ tut Ittfurmattoo ut butt to urder
them. paragraph
of ibis cohunn.



, Bridging Space for Peace

by Paul Verhagen

In 1984, Beyond War, a
Galiforniabased, non -proft
educational foundation,
presented its second annual

award to the International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War. The award
presentation occurred via one of the first
two-way videoconferences to interconnect
the United States and the Soviet Union. In the
autumn of 1985, recipients of the third annual
award were the signatories of the Five
Continent Peace Initiative: President Raul
Alfonsin of Argentina, Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi of India, President Miguel de la
Madrid of Mexico, former President Julius
Nyerere of Tanzania, the late Prime Minister
Olof Palme of Sweden, and Prime Minister
Andreas Papandreou of ( !ece. This time,
however, the capitals of the countries
involved were to be interconnected with the
San Francisco headquarters of Beyond War
for the award presentation in the first-ever,
fivecontinent, two-way videoconference.

Broadcasting authorities from the involved
countries were contacted to coordinate
videoconference activities, with the exception
of Tanzania which did not have an operating
television system. To fill this vacuum,
representatives from Beyond War went to
Nairobi, Kenya in midNovember 1985 in
search of a production company to go to
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania and direct the
videoconference from that site. They
approached Media Productions, Ltd., with
which I was associated at the time. The
management thought the production feasible
and committed the resources of the company
to the project.

Overcoming Early Obstacles.
In our early meetings, we quickly

discovered we had some formidable
obstacles to overcome. For one, while there is
a two-way microwave link between
Dar-es-Salaam and Nairobi, site of the Intelsat
uplink we would be using, the Tanzanian
portion of that system had never transmitted
audio or video signals. Furthermore, no
portable microwave equipment was available
in Tanzania that would allow us to transmit
signals to and from State House, the office or
the President of Tanzania and site of the
presentation ceremony from that country.
The existing microwave equipment used a
special video connector of which there were
no spares in Tanzania, a must if we were to
receive and transmit our signals. The final
obstacle was that the only available
trans Atlantic satellite transponder had
already been booked for an unspecified
period at the precise time we would need it.

To verify that the Tanzanian system had
both audio and video capability, technicians at
Tanzania Posts rnd Telecommunications
Corporation in Dar-es-Salaam were asked to
conduct transmission and reception tests with
Mombasa, the linking site in eastern Kenya.
This was done successfully, reassuring us that
the Tanzanian connection functioned
properly.

To solve our lack of portable microwave
equipment, we turned to our associates at
Uganda Television, which had televised
programs produced by Media Productions in
the past. Uganda Television agreed to loan us
two microwave systems and a technician in
exchange for Ugandan broadcast rights
to the ceremony . Meanwhile, the
Ugandan Post Office and the training center
of Kenya Posts and Telecommunications
Corporation both loaned us the necessary
connectors. With Uganda in the midst of a
civil war at that time, this otherwise simple
task requiring a round trip from Nairobi to
Kampalaproduced some of the most
anxious moments of the entire project.

As to our third dilemma of uncertain
satellite transponder time, all we could do
was wait and see what would be available at
the time of transmission.

Early in December 1985, after many
telephone conversations and telex messages
between the various organizations and
ministries, we dismantled the studio at Media
Productions and carefully packed three
cameras, a video switcher, ten video
monitors, two high-band 3/4 inch videotape
recorders, an editor, two audio boards, one
public address system, and four portable
lighting packages. The equipment was put
onto two vehicles, one of which would serve
as our on-site control room, and a week
before the ceremony three crew members set
off on the long road trip from Nairobi to
Dar-es-Salaam.

To supplement Media Production's
equipment and the microwave hardware
from Uganda Television, we ordered two
microwave systems from the United States
and a large quantity of audio and video cable
with plenty of spare connectors and adaptors.
Everything was flown into Dar-es-Salaam
along with a video projection system so the
audience at State House could view the
proceedings coming from other award sites.
We knew that we were going into a country
with little or no video equipment; so we
planned carefully for every conceivable
contingency and brought along a good supply
of spare equipment. r
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Setting the Stage
After we arrived in Dar-es-Salaam, it was

decided the event would be held outside, in
front of State !louse. Our schedule was
pushed back a day when one of the vehicles
broke down enroute and had to be towed
into Dar-es-Salaam.

Setup time was further slowed by the
extremely hot, humid weather and by the
difficulty of producing a television program in
Dar-es-Salaam where television production
was still a novelty. For example, our portable
microwave link from State House to
Tanzania's newly tested fixed microwave
system (a two-hop configuration) took two
days to construct. The return path from the
Intelsat downlink (a simpler one-hop
configuration) to be used to receive the
awards ceremony from San Francisco and the
other cities, took another two days to
construct because of minor damage to the
microwave transmitter.

Making Progress
One of the most exciting aspects of the

project was working with our Tanzanian
colleagues Even though they had little or no
experience with television, their enthusiasm
and eagerness ,o make the project a success
was contagious With their help, we passed
two major milestones several days before the
actual transmission Two days before the
ceremony we successfully transmitted audio
and video test signals from State House to
Nairobi. The previous night, however, it had
rained heavily and caused the ceremony tents
to collapse. Fearing the same thing might
happen again, a decision was made to move
the ceremony indoors.

One day before the ceremony, we
successfully received audio and video
transmissions from an Intelsat satellite over
the Indian Ocean, and the video image was
projected onto a large-screen television. It
seemed that the show would go on after all!

The day of the ceremony was hectic. We
had to dismantle all the equipment the night
before because another ceremony preceded
ours in the same room Once the ceremony
was over, we quickly reset the cameras, lights,
audio, and television projector and tested
everything as far as Nairobi. They were
receiving audio and video from us and we
were receiving audio and video from the
Indian Ocean satellite. There was still no
word on whether we would get our satellite
transponder when we needed it.

Just before the start of events, we received
the test signal from San Francisco; we had
video but no audio. As the ceremony began in
San rancisco, we still were not receiving
audio from them and San Francisco was not
receiving us at all. About five minutes into the
program, we finally started receiving the
audio portion, Everything went smoothly as
the other sites around the won Id were
introduced; we could see and hear them all.
San Francisco, on the other hand, still was not

(Continued on page 11)
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Update on Interactive Radio
Instruction Activities

Introduction
by Thomas Tilson

It is timely that this issue of the DCR
provides an update on interactive radio
instruction (IRI) programs, for there have
been many important developments during
the past year. Increasingly, IRI is recognized
as an important alternative for meeting the
crisis of declining quality of primary school
instruction in developing countries. While
most nations have greatly expanded their
enrollments during the past decade, they are
finding it increasingly difficult to meet the
rising costs of primary education and to
maintain, no less improve the quality of
instruction.

IRI is helping to meet this challenge by
providing high quality education at a low cost
and the United States Agency for International
Developrr..mt (AID) is continuing its support
for this pioven innovation. Included in this
update are reports from Honduras, Bolivia,
the Dominican Republic, Papua New Guinea,
and Lesotho, where IRI programming is
either being adapted or introduced into
countries' educational curricula, or where IRI
activities are becoming institutionalized into
the educational system IRI activities are also
underway in Nepal. A report on these
activities appeared in DCR No. 57.

Thomas Tilson is Project Director of the Radio Learning Project that is charged with diffusing
the IRI model.

Honduras
by Davit; Edgerton

The Honduras Radio Learning Project
(HRLP) marks interactive radio instruction s
transition from research and development
to full-scale implementation.

With technical assistance from I-IRLP, a
Honduran staff is at work on an IRI
mathematics course for Grades One through
Three, scheduled for test broadcasting in
February 1988. National dissemination is
scheduled for 1989. An IRI Spanish-language
reading course for Grades One through
Three is in the early design stages and is
scheduled for broadcast in 1989.

Interactive radio is being developed in
Honduras under the auspices of AVANCE, La
Asodgcion de Promotion y Desairollo
Socioeconomic° (the Association fur
Socioeconomic Growth and Development),
which is unequivocal in its commitment to
IRI The name of its recently established radio
production unit reflects this support the
Division de Radio Interactiva (the Interactive
Radio Division) although AVANCE intends
to generate a variety of educational and
informational radio material in addition to
IRI.

AVANCE is taking IRI program
development in several interesting new
directions. First, the math series is an
intensive course in mental arithmetic.
Mathematics educators agree that mastery of
elementary mathematics is not primarily a
matter of learning to solve problems on
paper, but of cultivating certain mental
processes. The aim of AVANCE's IRI math
series is to bring the strengths of the IRI
methodology to bear in teaching children
these mental processes. The series will
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complement conventional pencil-andpaper
textbook study by presenting lively interactive
drill and practice in an engaging dramatic
context designed to help learners discover
how mathematical problem-solving applies in
their own daily lives.

Secondly, HRLP recently prepared au
integrated computer design to give RAN CE
desk-top publishing capability, strong
evaluation and research capability, and an
integrated computer network designed
specifically for generating lid scripts on word
processors. Script development is the heart of
IRI program development, with countless
working hours devoted to designit g, writing,
and revising each script. The use of
computers to generate IRI scripts will itself be
a technological leap forward.

Finally, AVANCE is setting out to generate a
wide out-of-school listener.hip. Fur the first
time, IRI programming will contain
commercial ibtener appeal. AVAVCE s goal, as
specified in its Cooperative Agreement with
AID, is to become financially independent
within four years. This means that all
AWINCE's undertakings, IRI included, must
generate income. To accomplish this, its
Interactive Radio Division must produce
sufficiently engaging IRI programming to win
a large public listenership and the support of
advertisers.

If other IRI projects are any measure of the
interest generated by this type of
programming, attracting public listeners
should not be a difficult task. Thanks to the
proven success of pilot projects in other Latin
American countries and to model n
technology, Hondurans nationwide soon will
have easier access to mathematics and
language lessons that have been designed for
their special needs.

t b
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Dominican Republic

The goal of building a full-service
instructional radio unit based on the MI
model was achieved by IRI's ongoing,fully
institunonalized project: RADECO, Radio
Educative Conzunitario, (the Radio Assisted
Community Basic Education Project) in the
Dominican Republic.

RADECO was the only original IRI project
placed in a non-formal context. Programming
was developed that presented the entire
elementary curriculum condensed into three
grade levels (for ages 7-14) in one-hour daily
broadcasts, to communities in southwestern
Dominican Republic where there are no
formal schools.

In late 1986, the RADECO project was
incorporated as a permanent unit within the
Dominican Republic's Secretariat of
Education, after the five pilot-project pears
showed conclusively that radio students
learned at least as much as students who
attended rural schools despite the lack of
trained teachers and of standard instructional
materials. Barahona Province, the original
pilot region, still maintains its RADECO
communities, receiving broadcasts on a
regional station.

Plans are underway fur full-stale national
use of the RADECO broadtasts, expansion of
lessons through the first six grades, and
adaptation of programming for use in the
formal school system. Meanwhile, the unit
provides public interest broadcasting from its
studios in an annex of the Secretariat of
Education, producing service spots and
general education programnung for
transmission both un the Dominican
Republic's national radio network and un
commercial stations.

One lesson to be learned from the
directions AIANCE and RADECO are taking is
that the adoption of IRI methodology appears
likely to lead to revitalized interest in
instructional and public-service broadcasting
in general, and to the placement of systems
and agencies to serve this interest. For people
who use the m,:dia to promote development,
these are particularly gratifying secondary
benefits of IRI program development.

David Edgerton is the Prujed Director and
IRI specialist for the Honduras Radio
Language Arts Project, and a as fiwnzerly II?!
specialist for the Kenya Radio Language
Radio Arts Project and for RADECO.



Bolivia

by Michelle Fryer

In 1988, Bolivia will become the ninth
country to use.interactive radio instruction
(IRI) to deliver in-class instruction. This new
project will be promoted through community
information networks, as is the Honduras
Radio Learning Project. It will be managed by
Fey Alegrki (Faith and Happiness) a Bo:ivian
private-sector organization which administers
195 public schools under contract with the
Ministry of Education and Culture. In support
of Bolivia's effort to decentralize educational
administration, the lessons will be broadcast
over local radio stations rather than from a
central location.

Earlier this year, Fe y Alegrfa conducted a
pilot study to assess the feasibility of using
interactive radio to improve the quality of
mathematics instruction. The AID-supported
Radio Learning Project (RLP) provided
technical support throughout the study. The
study showed that: 1) Bolivian school
children can learn mathematics by interactive
radio; 2) the Radio Mathematics curriculum,
developed in an earlier program and used for
the pilot study, not only meets but expands
upc' 'Ye official Bolivian curriculum; and 3)
Rcii.,an teachers can effectively use the
interacuyl: -Kilo lessons in their classrooms
with a minimum of training.

Encouraged by these positive findings, The
Radio Learning Project and Fey Alestia began
working together to adapt the entire
interactive radio curricula for mathematics
(Grades One through Three) and language
(Grade One) which may be adapted from
other successful Latin American Radio
Learning projects for eventual
dissemination throughout Bolivia. By the end
of the four-year project, it is anticipated there
will be increased access to high-qualin
instruction at the primary school level,
significantly improved teacher ability to
instruct in these critical subjects, and more
learning opportunities for out-of-school
youth and adults.

These expectations stem from one of the
critical objectives of the projectto widely
disseminate the instructional radio programs.
Fe y Alegrkt has had a long tradition of
community- service and has been particularly
successful at organizing grass-roots support

Newton, Massachusetts.

Michelle Fryer is an educational .specialist with
the Education Development Center in

will enhance its institutional capability to
mobilize national support for interactive

for educational innovations. This new project

radio programs.

Lesotho

by Philip Christensen

Interactive radio instruction (IRI) was
introduced in Lesotho to help improve
English-language teaching at the primary
education level. English-language ability is a
critical determinant of future success in
school. In a country with one of the highest
repeater rates in the world, where fewer than
one child in ten finishes primary school
successfully and on time, improving the
standard of English almost certainly will
improve educational effectiveness.

The AID-supported Basic and Non-formal
Education Project (BANFES) has been
operating in Lesotho since 1985 to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of its primary
education system. BANFES first worked with
the Curriculum Development Centre to do a
small-scale pilot test to ensure that the Radio
Language Arts method would work as well in
Lesotho as it had in Kenya where it was first
tested. Assistance also is being given in
implementing the method nationally to
support English instruction in Standards
(Grades) One to Three following the
approved syllabus. The Ministry of Education
provides the necessary support staff, while
Radio Lesotho guarantees the necessary air
time. Scripts are now in the process of being
revised and staff are being trained in IRI
production techniques at the Instructional
Materials Resource Centre. Workshops are
being held to instruct teachers how to use the
radio lessons.

Meanwhile, actors have been hired and 11
lessons have been recorded in preparation
for the start of broadcasts of Standard One
classes in January 1988.

The Project has purchased a supply of
radios which are sold to schools at a
subsidized rate rather than donated outrignt.
Although this innovative program has not yet
been officially announced, some schools have
collected money from parents to buy the
radios, demonstrating that interactive radio
instruction will have support both from
communities and from teachers.

Philip Christensen is the MATES Technutd
Adviser for the Lesotho Radio Language Arts
Project. He formerly was the Field
Coordinator of the Radio Language Arts

-lject in Kenya.

el*
Radio Learning Project
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Papua New Guinea

by Frank Watson and
Thomas Tilson

The Radio Science Project is well underway
in Papua New Guinea. This first attempt at
teaching science by radio requires new
techniques for interactive radio, and the
project team is now testing ways of expanding
IRI to meet these new instructional demands.
The following dialogue illustrates some of the
exercises students are responding to.
Teacher Everyone, look at Box Six...You will

see a word. The word is written
backwards...Partner A, place your
mirror on the right side of the
word so you can read it in the
mirror.

Pause (:04) Students respond.
Teacher The word is light. Everyone say:

light.
Pause (:02) Students respond
Teacher Chi: iron, raise your hand if you

can answer this next question.
Pause 02) Students respond
Teacher Why aren't there any shadows at

night when its dark?

These brief excerpts from the fourth-grade
script on light illustrates some of the new
ground being broken b} the Radio Science
Project. First, the lessons incorporate
hands-on materials to a greater extent than
previous IRI projects. Usually these are locally
available materials such as leaves or stones,
but sometimes they include simple
equipment such as mirrors. Second, the
lessons incorporate some thought-provoking,
open-ended questions. While II11 has been
extremely successful in getting children to
actively participate during the radio lessons,
this is the first project to engage them with
the use of material objects and to um_
open ended questions on a regular basis.

The initial response from children and
teachers has been extremely encouraging.
During 1988, the Radio Science Project will
field test lessons for all of Grade Four. There
will be two half hour lessons each week,
twenty minutes for the broadcast and ten
minutes for the tcachLr 1,d aulvitiu.,. IA:zouln
for Grades Five and Six will be developed
during the next two years. ti

Frank Witson is Project Director of Radio
Science in Papua New Guinea, and Thomas
Tilson is Project Technical Monitor at the
Education Development Center in Newton,
Massachusetts, which manages this project.
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A Communicator's
Checklist

1 Distance Higher Education
and the Adult Learner, edited
by Ger Van Enckerwon, Keith I tarty,
Pierre Morin, and Hans G. Schulze,

(Heerlen, the Netherlands, Dutch Open
University, 1986) 228 pp.

This book contains papers presented at a
conference held in the Netherlands in 1984
with education experts from industrialized
countries where they shared models of
distance higher education from their
respective countries. Discussions centered on
ways distance education could be improved
to facilitate the participation of adults in
higher education.

Like other compiled publications, this is
not an easy book to read Although the editors
have done a commendable job in organizing
the papers into a reasonable outline, they are
uneven in focus and style Despite their
stylistic inconsistencies, these papers reflect a
rich diversity of purpose, organization, and
practice of distance higher education, as well
as some significant similarities.

This collection is worth reading because it
shows the distance learning enterprise in
certain key industrialized countries is at a
critical juncture in 1 s relatively early history.
The composite picture of the distance higher
education efforts described in this volume
shows that while each has tried through
various innovations to overcome barriers
surrounding the conventional institutions of
higher education in their respecti'.e
countries, all have fallen short of doing so.
The reviewer believes the reason for this
shortcoming is that they are still too bound by
restrictive models of the educational process
perpetuated by conventional ailiversities.

Because much of the world looks to these
countries for models of education, their
common experience in pioneering
experiments of this sort and esdecially their
common failings will, in the future, hate a
profound influence or the attitedes toward
and practice of distance higher education
throughout the world. Hence, whether the
common trends revealed here will continue
may well decide whether distance higher
education is destined to be more than just a
very expensive direction in the history of
higher education worldwide, eten .es new
technologies emerge that would radically
expand the potential for learning outside the
walls of conventional institutions

Barriers Remain
While the distance education efforts tint

are described owe their existence to many
different intents and purposes, all share the

stated goal of providing a "second chance" to
adults not previously able to take part in
higher education. On the whole, bOlVel'el, in
none of these arses does distance education
seem to be wending educational
opportunio, across barriers that haze kept
adults from pursuing higher !canting in the
past.

The best predictors of the success of a
student in distance higher education are the
same as those in conventional higher
education former educational attainment
and family income. Most students opting for a
distance approach to higher education come
from well-educated and middle-class
backgrounds.

Various reasons are advanced to account
for this phenomenon, but one mentioned
most often is that to succeed, the student
pursuing higher education at a distance has to
be even more motivated than the student on
the university campus because guided
independent study is an isolating experience.
This is so even though most of the
approaches to distance education
represented in these papers provide for study
centers where students can go for tutoring,
studying in groups, and socializing with other
students.

As as result, distance education programs
described in this volume (England, the
Netherlands, Germany, Portugal, Spain,
Yugoslavia, Japan, Canada, and the U.S.) hate
been plagued by a high drop out rate. While
accurate figures arc nut atailable, those who
are most likely to drop out or out make the
attempt at all are probably those tvl,o found
it difficult to participate in higher education
the first place.

"Second-Chance" Students
Some educators who originally looked to

distance learning as a wan to pros ide
"second chance" to needy adults hate begun
to doubt its capacity to do so. This skepticism
underlies the following passage from this
volume, which reflects a common sentiment.
"The second chance students often prefer
more so da! contacts with fellow students and
with tutors. They are neweoniels to the
academic game, they hate not learned to be
successfu: with new media and to be
seeeessful receivers of messages. They
associate TV and ideo with leisure and
passive reviewing rather than active learning."
This commentator implies here that adults in
need of a second chance may be better ,erred
in the learning ens ironment afforded by the
cenventional classroom than by distance
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methods. In so doing, he casts doubt on the
potential of distance learning in general,
rather than questioning the efficacy of the
particular approach to distance learning on
which he bases these observations.

Many distance educators have failed to
question whether the distance education
approaches to higher education represented
in this volume differ from the conventional
oncampus approaches in ways that would
rectify the deficiencies of the conventional
approach to selling the "second chance"
adult. I submit that the approaches to distance
education typical of those described in the
book du not differ in at least one fundamental
way. lake most conventional institutions of
higher education, they have relied on a
model of the educational process whereby
w hat is taught flows one way from teacher
to student.

One striking similarity among the
approaches desenned in this book is the
predummaii,e of print .ts the plantar) means
of delwenng instruction. To make up for the
lack of classroom discussion, the print
materials used in these programs are carefully
designed, often by an interdisciplinary team
consisting of subject matter experts,
educationalists, and media specialists.

Despite, or perhaps because of this rather
complicated development process, the
product is often so structured, so concerned
with efficiency in delivering the material, that
it is sterile, lacking the personality a lively
rendering by a teacher and lively discussion
among teachers and students would permit.

Alternative Technololgies
Audio, visual, and other types of text and

graphics media delivered through various
telecommunications and computer
technology, if they are used at all, are used
mainly to reinforce and supplement the
central teaching medium, the printed
correspondence text. Experiences in the use
of broadcast IN and radio have convinced
niany providers of distance learning that these
leper} sy,tems are almost without value in
teaching adults. Such critics often cite the
difficulty of scheduling broadcast time, the
high cost of producing and airing the
materials, and the lack of opponunny for
feedback with one -way IN and radio. To a
certain extent, the first two concerns hate
been mitigated b) the greater acailabiln) and
affordability of technologies such as

icleueas.-,ette,s and players and direct
broaducst satellite.

Even gn en these and other technological
advances, diele is no denying that, at least for
the neat futui e, in oadtam and nacho
eunimumeation are primal-II) one- directional.
I low ever, there are no better reason:, to
exclude audio .ands kleo from the educational
process than to do .tray with print. Beyond
the potential of these media for conveying
rich, multidimensional meaning, there is the
reality that more and more of the world
learns about she world through l\ and radio.

On Page 10)



Expanding Telephone Service
in Rural Brazil
by Greta S. Nettleton

Recent applications of satellite
Aral technology.are helping to

faexpand the availability of
telephones in rural areas of

many developing countries. Brazil's new
telecommunications satellites, Brasilsat-1 and
-2, exemplify how this new technology can
reduce the isolation of rural populations by
enabling the establishment of telephone
services in selected communities throughout
the country. Other "entrepreneurial"
telecommunication initiatives are also
proving quite popular among rural residents
in providing telephone linkages where
government-sponsored services have not yet
been installed.

Expansion of rural telepho 7 in Brazil has
been a priority since the beginning of the
decade; over 10,000 municipalities, districts,
and villages now receive some type of service.
In urban areas, there is a program of
popularizing phone service by making it
available to poor neighborhoods, that has
made some progress as well. In 1985 and
1986, gains were made in the number of
public street phones, semi-public phones
located in shops or restaurants, and
community exchanges serving up to 100
subscribersalthough the porportion of
users to the total population is still very small.

Economics of Telephony
Cost of service is the main factor impeding

the expansion of rural telephony. While
urban users enjoy lower tariffs because of
high usage and favorable geographical
location, poorer areas that are further from
commercial centers must pay much higher
fees for comparable telephone service. This is
true of infrastructure costs as well, in order to
have a private line, rural customers must help
to pay for the capital invested ir, the radio
links that connect them to the system as well
as the basic service and tolls (the charge per
telephone call). In the isolated Amazonian
and west-central regions of Brazil, tolls are
extremely high becawe they are so far from
service centers. The total cost of phone
service can be prohibitive even for relatively
wealthy ranchers who would like to install
radio links to their ranches.

This disparity between rural and urban
telephone service is also evident in telephone
company revenues. Lesser-used rural
telephone service is seldom profitable,
requiring subsidies from profitable urban
areas or outside funding sources to finance
the installation and operation of remote
telecommunications equipment

Another economic factor is the high cost of
maintaining equipment because of the
tropical climatic conditions typically found in

me jungtes or northern Brazil. Electronic
equipment is especially vulnerable to high
temperatures and humidity. Unfortunately,
the equipment used in this region has not
been specially climatized and has a much
shorter life than if operated in a more
temperate climate such as Sao Paulo.

Brasilsat is Established
In 1985, the government set forth as

national policy the expansion of rural
telecommunications to be accomplished
using transmission capacity of the new
Brazilian satellite. With this national
policyand the two satellites in place,
public and private telephone service is now
possible thanks to Brasilsat. On October 1,
1987, Brazil's President Jose Sarney dialed Sao
Gabriel, a town 2,000 miles to the north, and
inaugurated the ten thousandth Brizilian town
to be plugged into the country's tele
communication system.

In a typical rural public telephone
installation, a town of five or six hundred
people is chosen as an official development
site. Telebrds, the stateowned telephone
monopoly, installs a six-meter dish and a
small-scale local telephone system. A public
telephone office is usually
establishedrather than an automatic
exchange with private linesto make the
service more accessible to the entire
population. Because public telephone service
requires the presence of an operator to place
all calls and to collect the charges, such an
installation is only practical in areas already
showing signs of development =rid the
potential for relatively high usage in order to
ensure its success.

Privatt. installation site,~ are also placed
where development is apparent at remote
mining or agribusiness centers, for instance. A
milling company in Rio do Norte in the state
of Para sponsored an internal telephone
system in a mining village of 6,000 and linked
It to a local exchange. The Telebrds subsidiary,
Telepard,which serves the state of Para, then
installed a 24-channel UI IF radio link from
Rio do Norte to Santaraam, a larger town with
a better developed telephone system, where
the calls are uplinked to the satellitc fur
domestic traffic or sent via line-of-sight
microwave to the satellite uplink in Rio de
Janeiro for overseas calls.

An Alternative Service
Establishing ',gal telephur., services in

this manner c t be costly and slow a
Lustomer may wait up to two }Lim for a
telephone line. Consequently, an interesting
informal telephone system has emerged to
meet the rapidly growing demand. This
"parallel" systeta is offered by enterprising
river dwellers who service remote mining

and prospecting fields that are not operated
by large corporations. Miners in these
isolated settlements need the same
international commodity price information
on minerals found in the area as die large
corporations, and are willing to spend a
considerable portion of their meager
resources to get it. They also want to keep in
touch with their families who live far to the
south.

To provide this telephoii.. service, a local
entrepreneur registers an old riverboat with
the national Port Authority in Manaus, installs
a UHF radio, 2nd anchors his floating
telephone offices in one of the numerous
waterways of the Amazon near a mining
community that also has a UHF radio. A radio
link can then be established via the riverboat
between the community and Manaus, where a
Mobile Marine System coastal station attends
to ocean vessel telephone traffic and relays
messages. Remote villages situated near the
river are also welcome to use this informal
telephone service. The total cost of such a
system is about US$3,500 per boat.

This enterprising operation has proved so
popular that the air waves have become
clogged with miners' and villagers'
conversations and have caused overcrowding
on the-Mobile Marine System that has
traditionally served only ships.

Conclusion
It is too early to know what the longterm

effect of Brasilsat will be on the overall
expansion of rural tel Because the
high cost of establishing ground facilities is
likely to limit the expansion of
satelliteassisted telephone service,
inexpensive telephone services slid as the
riverboat system should be examined as an
alternative to meeting this growing need for
expanded telephone service for rural
Brazilians.

Greta Nettleton is a consultant in
international telecommunications. She lived
in Brazil for a year to research its
telecommunications activities.
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Cornell's Communication
Workshop

Cornell's Department of Communication
will offer its eighth annual Communication
Planning and Strategy (CPS) program from
June 5 to July 1, 1988. CPS IN designed for
managers, project directors, decision-makers,
and other key officials in government and
private sector agencies whose operations
depend heavily on communication for
success.

Eight partial scholarships are available to
African applicants through the Cornell
University African Development Program. lor
information contact. Dr. Royal Colic, CPS-88,
Department of Communication, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New N'ork, U.S.A. 1-1850.
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(Hub ley continued from page 12)
over many teaching sessions a day, and the
slidetape presentations give the facts and
conserve the field worker's energy for
stimulating follow-up discussion

Video, a much cheaper medium than film,
is particularly valuable for producing locally
relevant programs The medium was ideally
suited for showing the different stages of
latrine construction We used the professional
video production and editing facilities
in the Ministry of Education to produce a
20-minute introductory program -Mathabo
Builds a Latrine" in which our staff acted out
the process of counseling a client, Mathabo,
on the best way of building a latrine and then
showing the different production stages We
have started using a simple video camera to
produce less sophisticated programs and
even these attract a good deal of attention,
and are good starting points for lively
discussions.

Print media developed to date include
information leaflets that reinforce the
one-to-one advice sessions and posters and
wall charts. Now that health workers and
teachers have begun to take an interest in
sanitation and hygiene, we are starting to
develop a wider range of print materials such
as flip-charts that can be used in their health
education activities within the community.

In developing learning resources, our aim
has been to try to use as many' local
resources as possible. While assistance was
initially provided by Britain through a health
education consultant, our own staff was fully
involved in the planning, script-writing, and
acting. Two staff members received health
education specialist training in Britain and
have returned to help produce radio programs
and to develop school curricula and learning
materials.

Conclusion
Although the urban sanitation program in

Lesotho is still in its early stages, the VIP
latrine is already well established in Lesotho s
cities, and over two thousand are in place.
Much of the success of our work has been
due to the emphasis we place on health
education and communication support which
has enabled a small team to make a significant
impact. The lessons learned in the early work
have now been put into practice in a recently
established Rural Sanitation Project.
Furthermore, an integrated national program
for sanitation improvements is now being
developed with health education and
communication support as an essential
component. a

Dr. John Ruble), is Senior Lecturer in Health
Education at Leeds Polytechnic, Calverley
Street, Leeds LSI 311E, United Kingdom, Thabo
Kbaketla is Urban Sanitation Coordina, jr
and Barry M Jackson is Urban Sanitation
Adviser al the Urban Sanitation Improvement
Team of the Ministry of Interior, Private I3ag
A41, Maseru, Lesotho.
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Characteristics of Effective Health Education

Promotes actioxis*hich arerealistic and feasible within the constraints faced by
community.
BOildti On ideas, C'Onccljls4icipr4ctio;s that People already have
Repeats and-reinforCes'informatiOn,oVer.tithe using ,different Methods
Uses existing channels of communication such as songs, draina and story-telling,
and is -adaptable.

Entertains and'attracti'tlieattentionof the community
-Uses clear, siinPlelanguage-with-loCal expressions-and emphisizei short -term
Benefits of 0;101

Provides Opportunities for dialogue and discussion to allow leather participation
and feedback on understanding and Implementation.

Uses demonstrations to show thebenefits of adopting praCtices.

Reprinted by permission from
Waterlines, Vol. 5, No. 3, January 1987.

(Jenkins continued from page 8)
The one-way nature of these delivery
methods only means that those who develop
medi. for delivery by means of them must do
so with care More important, when these
delivery methods are used in distance
learning, other means must be made available
to make possible feedback and discussion
from and among the :students

Besides failing to realize the full potential
iC broadcast technologies, in general, these

programs have not taken advantage of
interactive technologies that facilitate
communication between teacher and student
and among students themselves. These are
not necessarily new, costly technologies such
as direct broadcast satellites or fiber optic
networks, but rather ones like the telephone
that arc becoming more readily available
even in nonindustrialized countries

Once a good telephone system is in place,
it takes a relatively small investment to make
possible even more responsive and
convenient two-way communication with the
aid of computers As the author of the last
paper in the volume aptly suggests in his
concluding paragraph, even in 1984, the
barriers to using computers in distance
education were not mainly technical or even
economic today they have become less so
"People arc predicting that in a few years the
computer will become as indispensable as a
tool for business communication as is the
telephone today. That will occur when the
system becomes as easy to use as the
telephone and the costs in relation to the
benefits are reasonable. Whether or not this
tool cc ili p! sighificant rule in education is
not easy to predict. It hats the potential to do
so, but so do other technologies, and yet the
vast hulk of instruction the world around is
still provided through books and teachers
talking while students listen."
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Unaddressed in these discussions was me
potential fax telephone-based audio
conferencing for distance educationa
technology that is increasingly frequently
found both in the U.S. and abroad.

The paper by Ian Morrison, director of a
Canadian association for adult education,
warrants careful reading. He cautions his
colleagues in higher education not to be too
uncritical of distance education. I would
extend hs.s caution by adding that we not be
too uncritical of higher education in general.
Of course we need to he more critical of the
means and media by which higher education
are delivered at a distance, but we also need
to scrutinize the content of what is delivered.
The content of distance educatm is all but
ignored in this Yolume. Granted the theme
was to focus more on the organization and
delivery of distance education, but gnen the
concern repeatedly expressed over the
problem of motivating the adult student, it
would seem that the content of distance
education, and the relevance of this content
to adult students, should hay e been of greater
concern to the authors. Indeed, some of the
most successful uses of distance learning fur
teaching adults have shun n a preeminent
concern fur the content of education and only
a secondary concern fur the methods of
delivery.

Available for US$21.50 plus postage from
Longwood Publishing Group, Inc., Wolfcboro,
New Hampshire 03894, USA.

Replayed Iv. Dal t. fenkms, Dtrector
Research, Carncre ountlalion for the
Athancement of leacbmg, Adult Learning
Pnyect, Academy for hthwattonal
Development, tamlnidge, Alaccaclntsetts,
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(Verhagen continued front page 5)

receiving us; apparently a transponder was
not available for us at that time. But then, just
as the San Francisco host was finishing his
introduction to our site, we gained access to
our satellite transponder. The program
switched over to us at that instant and we saw
ourselves on the large screen, accompanied
by cheers and applause from everyone in the
State I louse audience! There were standing
ovations at all the sites as the images of the six
leaders being honored tippea7,,1 on the
screens simultaneously.

As we dismantled the system the following
day, I found it hard to believe iliac our work
was finally over. What a trelmndous
challenge it had been, bringing together such
widely separated geographical locations
representing such diverse cultures. Thanks to
modern technology and cooperation at the
personal and national levels, the challenge
was met.

Paul M. Verhagen is an audio engineer at
WM; the Public Broadcasting Semite
affiliate in Cincinnati, Ohio, In 1985 be
worked for three months as a short-term
missionary in Nairobi, Kenya.

Briefly Noted
This Lolunin usual') is ri_si_rsi_d fit siwu I l-% 10% S that the l.leancighuuse feels

our readers would like (1) 1111M Relt-1111\ , rei.t_ned w mails iiituesting
publiLations that we I1AL prepared a list to sliari_ mails of than a:, ith sou. Ae
hope loll find some useful items among them (1) help sill in suui work.
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Government of India. Des Conaiiiiiiii.ation of
India, Aliniedabal 380 053, India

Amagaied Bthhognipb.) inn/ Rovirne wink fu I Auld) Del dip hart lkotkos,
International, US$4, Learning ResuurLc Center. N111' International, Box 50, Brunswia,
Georgia, 31520, USA.
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DTCP pubhuitions Luntaia. Publkations Editor t NUP, DTCP, P.O. Box 2 I a', Bangkok 10200,
Thailand
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International Extension college, Commonwealth SeLretanat, 0_7 11)(4, International
Extension College, Office 1), !Ades Brewers, Gus dir Street, (Ambridge CBI 2IJ, United
Kingdom, Telephone: 0223- 353321
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monthly bs ULCRA, P.O. Box 213 2120, San Pranusw di_ Guadeltipe, Costa lbw.
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United Nations, DCI-559, New lurk, New lurk 10018, USA, Telephonea2121754-1544

Purtapak Production -lechnigno,V.1)ilet.ol. A:Am' Mass coiniminkation Researi_h and
Information Centre, 39 Newlun Road, Singapore 1130, Republii_ of Singapore

Reporting Africa. A Manual for Reporters in Africa, Don Rowlands and I high Lewin. Thomson
and Friedrich Naumann Foundations, £5, Friedrich Naumann Foundation, P.O. Box 1636,
Harare, Zimbabwe

I,'RTNA Fancily Health 13roadcast Progrimmze Catalogue (Nal, 8,871, Union Des
Itt,....,)diffusions Et Telex 'sums Nationales D'Afriques. Published bs MENA, PEC, P.O. Box
50518, Nairobi, Kenya, Telex: 22675 URTNA

Vacciner Au Qiumiken, Republique de Djibouti Nlinistere di_ Lt Saute. Publique et des Affaires
Sociales, Ageni_e de Cooperation Culturelle et TeLlunque, At,,ence de Cooperation Culturelle
et Tech, 13, quai Andre Citroen, 75015 Paris, France, Telephone: 575-6241

14th World Conference
on Distance Education
The 50th International Council for Distance
Education (ICDE) World Conference will be
held in Oslo, Norway, August 9 16,1988. The
ICDE is an association of educators and
educational organizations who support the
aims and methods of distance education
throughout the world by promoting and
funding research and scholarly publications,
facilitating communications and information
exchange, and organizing conferences and
workshops.

The Conference will provide a platform for
such themes as :he economics of distance
education, communications technology,
continuing education, women in distance
education, and national development.

The final date for registration is April 1,
1988 For registration forms write to: ICDE
Conference Office, P.O. Box 2100
Grunerlookka, N-0505 Olso 5, Norway. Telex.
72400 FOTEX N, attn NADE OSLO.
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Call for Manuscripts
MATO! is a 4:nanish-language

quarterly publr A by the
International Center of Communication
Studies for Latin America (CIESPAL) in
Quito, Ecuador. Each issue is devoted
to a particular subject ranging from
alternative and popular communication
to technological and pedagogical
innovations to communication and
development.

CHASQUI invites submissions from
all countries. To the extent possible,
the content should be related to
contemporary Latin American
communication affairs. Manuscripts
should be submitted in duplicate.
CMASQUI will also consider previously
published articles that have been
translated into Spanish. Send your
submissions to Dr. Howard Frederick,
School of Telecommunications, Ohio
University, 9 South College Street,
Athens, Ohio 54701. Phone:
I-614-593-4867. Email: CompuServe
72746.3111 or PeaceNet hfrederick.
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Information Helps Urban Lesotho
Tackle Sanitation Problems

by John Hub ley, Barry Jackson,
and limbo Khaketla

Lesotho is a small, land-locked
mountainous country in
southern Africa with a
population of 1.6 million. The

health profile of the population is dominated
by gastro - intestinal and parasitic infections
including endemic diarrhea and typhoid.
Tuberculosis, influenza, measles, and
malnutrition, are all common.

The World Health Organization has
claimed that 80 percent of the sickness of
the world is related to water and sanitation:
this global picture also applies to Lesotho.

There has been an active water supply
program in Lesotho communities dating from
the early 1970s. Evaluations of health impact
on communities showed that improving water
supplies was not enough and emphasized the
importance of linking water supply programs
with the introduction of sanitation and basic
hygiene education.

There is an urban population of 168,000
distributed between the capital, Maseru, and
thirteen smaller towns. Like many developing
countries, Lesotho has experienced a growth
in the urban population. With families forced
to live in confined spaces, sanitation has
h-come even more important. The quality of
sanitation in schools was poor and crowded
public places such as bus stations and marKets
had rudimentary facilities. A survey showed
that only 22 percent of the urban population
had adequate sanitation. Sixteen percent have
no sanitation at all and use increasingly
contaminated spaces around their homes.

The Urban Sanitation Improvement Team
(USIT) was established to meet this important
need for sanitation. USIT only had a small
team of engineers and community staff based
at Maseru to tackle this massive problem. A
way had to be found to create maximum
impact using a small group of people.

One of the first priorities was to develop
appropriate latrine designs that were
effective, affordable, and culturally
acceptable. Neither bucket latrines nor
ordinary pit latrines are effective for safe
disposal of disease producing organisms.
High status is attached to the water flush
latrines but their cost, heavy water use, and
high level of maintenance made them
inappropriate. Instead, the Ventilated
Improved Pit Latrine (VIP) was adapted from
Zimbabwe and modified for the Lesotho
culture by adding seats and introducing a
door.

Building latrines was Not Enough
Our monitoring and evaluations showed

that the program would have to extend well
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beyond promoting construction of latrines to
include various health education components
such as encouraging regain use of latrine
facilities and promoting other hygiene
practices.

Children were not always using the
latrines either because they were afraid to,
or the latrines were kept locked. Our latrine
program would have little impact on diarrhea
if it did not ensure that the feces of young
children were safely disposed of. A particular
problem wa: the maintenance of latrines in
public and institutional settings such as in
schools.

Preliminary data on housing projects
showed that even in situations when all
homes had VIP latrines there was still
diarrhea and the clean water supply was often
contaminated by the time it was drawn from
the water storage containers in the home. The
importance of a range of hygiene measures
including hand washing, food preparation,
and water storage became clear. Additional
health measures such as breastfeeding, oral
rehydration therapy, and immunization were
needed to ensure full health benefits from
improved sanitation even though these were
the responsibility of other government
ministries.

". . . the World Health
Organization has claimed that
80 percent of the sickness of the
world is related to water and
sanitation. this . . also applies to
Lesotho."

A Health Education Strategy
An extensive health education and

communication component was needed to
complement the technical activities. We had
to find ways to maximize the impact of our
small team by mobilizing agencies and field
workers who were already working with
communities and could help us promote
sanitation and hygiene. The strategy adopted
included:

developing a latrine design, building
materials, emptying technology, etc. that
were affordable and acceptable;
involving numerous groups to support
our work and carry out health education
with latrine builders, teachers, etc.
using our field staff to survey
communities and promote a network of
teachers, health workers, and
demonstration latrines ; 6 2
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using radio to explain the VIP latrine and
to identify builders who were trained
to construct the latrines;
involving agencies in Lesotho in the
production of leaflets, posters, slidetape
programs, and video to support these
activities.

Another strategy to increase the visibility of
the latrines was to work directly with
individual families and establish a series of
highly visible demonstration latrines. A
simple diffusion process was set into motion
when families would hear of the VIP latrine
over the radio or from neighbors and could
either contact our office for information or go
directly to a local builder.

Involving the Health Workers
Another priority task has been to

incorporate the promotion of sanitation and
hygiene into the emerging urban primary
health care structure, composed of nurses,
health inspectors, health assistants, and village
health workers.

While a great deal of our learning materials
for the general public are appropriate for
health workers, we have also prepared a
special training program. This consists of
three slidetape productions which describe
the links between feces and disease; the
different modes of transmission through
water, fingers, flies, and food, the use and
maintenance of the VIP latrine, and child care
and hygiene measures required for the
prevention or childhood diarrhea. These
slidetape sets are organized for use in three
separate sessions and are accompanied by a
series of introductory questions and activities
to promote active discussion and dialogue.

Communication Support Activities
Initially, our field workers were spending

valuable time meeting with local officials,
teachers, health workers, and community
groups, so the development of an extensive
range of learning resources was an essential
part of the health education strategy to
supplement our limited numbers. A range of
audiovisual materials was needed to explain
the links between water, sanitation, and
disease and the how our team could work
with them.

In selecting learning resources we chose
those that were affordable, simple, flexible,
capable of arousing interest, and generating
discussion All materials were produced in
the national language, Sesotho, as well as in
English. Our staff produced a number of spot
announcements and drama programs for
radio a useful way of spreading simple
information to the general public. Although
video and slidetape programs require
specialized production and viewing
equipment, the expense has been justified
through extensive use.

Slidetape programs are easily updated and
modified to suit local audiences. However,
the integrity of the message remains constant

(Continued on page 10)


